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I N T R O D U C T I O N  

I know what it is like to forget someone's name. In my time, I have forgot- 
ten appointments, telephone numbers, speeches, punch lines of jokes, 
I directions, even whole chapters of my life. Up until recently, I was the 
most absent-minded, forgetful person you could imagine. I once saw a cartoon 
of two people dancing rather awkwardly at the Amnesiacs' Annual Ball. The 
man was saying to the woman, 'Do I come here often?' I knew how he felt. 

\\'ithin the last four years, I have become the World Memory Champion. I 
regularly appear on television and tour the country as a celebrity 'Memory 
Man', rather like Leslie Welch did in the 1950s. There's no mckery in what I 
do - no special effects or electronic aids. I just sat down one day and decided 
enough was enough: I was going to train my memory. 

L E A R N I N G  H O W  T O  U S E  Y O U R  B R A I N  

Imagine going out and buying the most powerful computer in the world. You 
stagger home with it, hoping that it will do everything for you, even write your 
letters. Unfortunately, there's no instruction manual and you don't know the 
first thing about computers. So it just sits there on the kitchen table, staring 
back at you. You plug it in, fiddle around with the keyboard, walk around it, 
kick it, remember how much money it cost. Try as you might, you can't get 
the stupid thing to work. It's much the same with your brain. 

The brain is more powerful than any computer, far better than anything 
money can buy. Scientists barely understand how a mere ten per cent of it 
works. They know, however, that it is capable of storing and recalling enor- 
mous amounts of information. If, as is now widely acceptcd, it contains an esti- 
mated 1 0 ~ 2  neurons, the number of possible combinations between them 
(which is the way scientists think information is stored) is greater than the 
number of particles in the universe. For most of us, however, the memory sits 
up there unused, like the computer on the kitchen tahle. 

There are various ways of getting it to work, some based on theory, some 
on practice. What you are about to read is a method I havr developed inde- 
pendently over the last five years. 
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Throughout this hook, you will be asked to create images for everything 
you want to remember. These images will come from your imagination; often 
hizarre, they are based on the principles of association (we are reminded of 
one thing by its relation to another). Don? worry that your head may become 
too cluttered by images. They are solely a means of making information more 
palatablc for your memory and will fade once the data has been stored. I 

It is essential, however, that you form your own images. I have given exam- 
ples throughout the book, but they are not meant to be copied verbatim. Your 
own inventions will work much bctter for you than mine. I 

B E T T E R  Q U A L I T Y  O F  L I F E  

I have a stuhborn streak, which kept me going through the long hours of trial 
and error, and I am pleased to say that my method is all grounded in personal 
~merience. Those techniques that didn't work were altercd until they did, or 

n out. In other words, thc method works, producing some remarkable 1 

; in a short space of time. 
ie most dramatic change has been the improvemcnt in the overall quality 

or my life. And it's not just the little things, like never needing to write down 
phone numbers or shopping lists. I can now he introduced to a hundred new I 
people at a party and rememher all their names perfectly. Imagine what that 

1 
does for your social confidence. 

,My memory has also helped me to lead a more organized life. I don't need 
to use a diary anymore: appointments are all stored in my head. I can givc 

I 
speeches and talk? without referring to any notes. I can absorh and recall huge 

I 
amounts of information (particularly useful if you are revising for exams or ! 
learning a new language). And I have used my memory to earn considcrahle 
amounts of money at the blackjack tahle. 

W H A T  I H A V E  D O N E .  Y O U  C A N  D O  

Some people have asked me whether they need to be highly intelligent to have 
a good memory, sensing that my achievements might be based on an excep- 
tional IQ. It's a flattering idea, hut not true. '"crything I have donc could be 
equally achieved by anyone who is prepared to train their memory. 

1 didn't excell at school. Far from it. I got eight mediocre 0 levels and 
dropped out hefore taking any A levels. I couldn't concentrate in class and I 
wasn't an avid reader. At one point, my tcachers thought I was dyslexic. I was 
certainly no child prodigy. Howe\,er, training my memory has made me more 
switchcd on, mentally alert, and ohservant than I rver was. 

R E A S S U R I N G  P R E C E D E N T S  

During the course of writing this hook, I have discovered that my method 
hears many similarities with the classical art of memory. Thc Greeks, and later 
the Romans, possessed some of the most awesome memories the civilized 
world has ever scen. 



N T R O D U C T O N  

There are also some striking resemblances between my appmach and the 
techniques used by a Russian named Shereshevsky hut known simply as S. 
Born at the end of the nineteenth century he was a constant source of hewil- 
derment and fascination for Russian psychologists. T o  all intents and purposes, 
he had a limitless memory. 

I can't help thinking that there must he validity in my method when such 
similar techniques have been developed independently of each other by people 
from such different cultures and times. 

P R A C T I C E  M A K E S  P E R F E C T  

No method, however, produces results unless you are prepared to put in a Lit- 
tle time and effort. The more you practise the techniques I describe, the 
quicker you will become at applying them. And remember, an image or a 
thought that might take a parag~aph to describe can he created in a nanosec- 
ond by the human brain. Have faith in your memory and see this book as 
your instruction manual, a way of getting it to work. 
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P T E P  

now TO 
REMEMBER 

LISTS 
A T R I P  D O W N  M E M O R Y  L A N E  

A list of ten items, whatever they are, should not prcsent a challenge to our 
memory, and yet it does. Take a simple shopping list, for example. Try 
I memorizing the following, without writing any of it down, within one 
minute. 

I fish . football . margarine ladder 
I 

I chess set . clock . milk tape measure . light bulb dog howl 

Most people can remember somewhere between four and seven items. And 
there was I announcing. in the introduction that you have an amazing memo- 
ry. It wasn't an idle boast. By the end of this chapter, you should be able to 
remember any ten items perfectly in order, even backwards in under one 
minute. T o  prove my point, try doing the following two simple exercises. 

! 

I REMEMBERING T H E  FORGETTABLE 

1, Think back over what you have done so far today. What time did you get up? 
What was on the radio or television? Can you remember your journey into 
work? \Vhat mood were you in when you arrived? Did you g-o anywhere on 
foot, or in a car? Who did you meet? 

Frustrating., isn't it? Your memory has no problem at all recalling these 
everyday, mundane experiences (ironically, the forgettable things in life) and 
yet it can't rccall a simple shopping list when required. If you were to take this 
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exercise a sta~ge further and write down merydzing you could rememher about 
today, however trivial or tedious, you would be amazed at the hundreds of 
memories that cam? flooding back. 

Some things are undouhtedly easier to remember than others, events that 
involve travel, for example. When I think back over a day, or perhaps a holi- 
day, the most vivid memories are associated with a journey. Perhaps I waq on 
a train, or walking through the park, or on a coach; I can remember what 
happcned at certain points along the way. A journey gives structure to the oth- 
erwise ramshackle collection of memories in your head; it helps you to keep 
them in order, like a filing cabinet. 

REMEMBERING THE S U B L I M E  

If, like me, you found thc first exercise a little depressing, revealing more about 
the ordinariness of your life than ahout your memory, you should enjoy this 
experinlent. Try to imagine a day. Exaggerate and distort your normal routine ... 

Wake up in an enormous, frathenoft bed to the sound of birdsong; a heauti- 
ful lovcr is lying asleep beside you; pull back the curtains to reveal sun-soaked 
hills rolling down to a sparkling sea. An enormous schooner is at anchor in 
the bay, itc fresh, white linen sails flapping in the Mediterranean breeze. 
Breakfast has been made; the post comes and, for once, you decide to open 
the envelope saying 'You have won a LI million.' You have! etc, etc. 

Your dream day might he quite different from mine, of course. But if you 
were to put this hook down and I werr to ask you in an hour's time to recall 
the fruits of your wild imagination, you should he able to rememher everything 
you dreamt up. Imagined cvents are almost as easy to recall as real ones, par- 
ticularly if they are exa~gerated and pleasurahle. (No one likes to rememher a 
had dream.) This is because the imagination and memory are both concerned 
with the forming of mental images. 

Returning from the suhlime to the ridiculous, you are now in a position 
to rcmemher the ten items on our shopping list, armed with the results of 
these rwo experiments. Kcep an open mind as you read the following few 
paragraphs. 

T H E  M E T H O D  

To remember the List, 'place' each item of shopping at individual stages along 
a familiar journcy - it might be around your house, down to the shops, or a 
hus route. 

For these sinLplarly horing items to become memorable, you are going to 
have to exaggerate them, creating bizarre mental images at each stage of the 
journey. Imagine an enormous, gulping fish flapping around your bedroom, 
for example, covering the duvet with slimy scales. O r  picture a bath full of 
margarine, every time you turn on the taps, more warm margarine comes ooz- 
ing out! 

This is the basis of my entire mrmory system: 
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I I 
THE &lY TO A PERFECT MEMORY IS YOUR IhUGINATION. 

Later on, when you need to remember the list, you are going to 'walk' around 
the journey, moving from stage to stage and recalling each object as you go. 
The journey provides order, linking items together. Your imagination makes 
each one memorable. 

THE JOURNEY 

Choose a familiar journey. A simple route around your house is as good as 
any. If there are ten items to remember, the journey must consist of ten stages. 
Give it a logical starting point, places along the way and a finishing point. 
Now learn it. Once you have committed this to memory, you can use it for 
remembering ten phone numbers, ten people, ten appointments, ten of any- 
thing, over and over again. 

YOUR MAP: 

Stqe I: your bedroom Stage 6: kitchen 
Stage 2: bathroom Stage 7: front door 
Stage 3: spare room SInge 8: front garden 
Stqe 4: stairs Stogc 9: road 
Stage 5: lounge SIage 10: house opposite 

At each stage on the map, close your eyes and visualize your own home. For 
the purposes of demonstration, I have chosen a simple two-up, two-down 
house. If you live in a flat or bungalow, replace the staim with a corridor or 
another room. Whatever rooms you use, make sure the journey has a logical 
direction. For instance, I would not walk from my bedroom through the front 
garden to get to the hathroom. The sequence must be obvious. It then 
becomes much easier to preserve the natural order of the list you intend to 
memorize. 

If you are having difficulty, try to imagine younelf floating through your 
house, visualizing as much of the layout at each stage as you can. Practise this 
a few times. When you can remember the journey without having to look at 
your map, you are ready to attempt the shopping list itself. This time, I hope, 
with markedly different results. 

That shopping list again: 

Item I :  fish Iton 6: football 
Item 2: margarine I t n  7: ladder 
Item 3: chess set Ifem 8: clock 
I t m  4: milk I t n  9: tape measure 
I t n  5: light bulb I t n  10: dog howl 

B I Z A R R E  IMAGES 

Using your imagination, you are going to repeat the journey, but this time 
'placing' each object at the corresponding stage. The intention, remember, is 
to create a series of bizarre mental images, so out of the ordinary that you 
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can't hrlp rememhering them. Have you ever seen chess pieces standing six 
fcct high and shouting at each other, in your sparr room? And what are all 
those hundreds of smashcd milk bottlzs doing on the stairs? 

Make the scrncs as unusual as possible. Use all your senses; taste, touch, smrll, 
hear and see everything. The morc senses you can bring to hear, the more mrmc- 
rahle the image d he. (For instance, if we want to rememher a word on a page, we 
often say it out aloud.) Movement is also important, and so is sex. 

Don't hc embarrassed hy your own creativity. There are no rules whcn it 
comes to exploring your imagination. You are the only memhcr of the audi- 
mce. Shock yourselt? You will remember the scene more vividly. The more 
wild and rxaggerated, the easier it will be to remember. Let your imagination 
run riot; it is the only thing limiting your memory 

P L A C I N G  THE OBJECTS 

To show you what I mean, here is how I would memorize the list: 
Stage I :  

I wake up in my bedroom to find that I am holding a fishing rod. At the 
end of the line is a huge slimy fish flapping frantically at the foot of my 
bed. 

I use all my senses: I sre the rod arcing, I hear the spool clicking, I feel the 
pull of the line, I smell the foul, lishy odour, I touch its scales. 

Stage 2: 

I go to the hathroom to take a shower. Instead of hot water, a thick mar- 
garine oozes from the shower head and drips all over me. 

I feel the warm, sticky texture and see the bright, fluorescent yellow colour. 

Siqe  3: 

I walk into the spare room and discover a giant chess set. Like something 
out of Alire's Adurnlure.< in il'onderknd, the pieces are coming alive. 

I can hear them shouting obscenities at each other, insulting each other's king 
and quern. 

Stage 4: 

The staircase is cluttered with hundrcds of milk bottles, some of them, half 
empty, even broken. The milkman is standing at the bottom of the stairs, 
apolo~izing for the mess. 

I pick my way down the stairs, smelling the stench of deca+ng milk. I hear the 
noise of crunching glass, and the squelch of curdlrd milk underfoot. \%at was 
the milkman doing thcre in the first place? The more mental 'hooks' and asso- 
ciations you gather, the greater your chances of recalling the item. 

Sla,qe 5: 

I open the lounge door. Instead of seeing the lightbulb danding unobtru- 
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sively from the ceiling, it is sprouting from out of the floor, huge and grow- 
ing bigger by the minute. 

I walk around it, feel the heat its enormous filament is generating, raise my 
hands to protect my eyes from the glare. The bulb explodes and shatters into a 
million myriad pieces. A sudden violent experience is always memorable. It is 
important, however, to vary the scenes; overuse or repetition of a particular 
dramatic effect will only confuse you. 

Stqe 6: 

A football match is in progress in the kitchen. Crockery and ornaments lie 
smashed on the floor. 

The referee's whistle is shrill. Keep your surroundings as normal as possible. It 
might he in disarray but it's still the same room. When you come to remember 
a different list, the journey itself will still be the same - familiar and reliable. 

Slagc 7: 

Someone has left a ladder leaning against my front door. I can't avoid 
knocking it over. 

My front door is not a room, hut it is another stage on the mute. I try to 
gauge my reaction and timing. How quickly do I grab the rungs, or do I jump 
out of the way? I hear the clatter of the metal as it crashes to the ground. 

Stage 8: 

A large grandfather clock is ticking away in my front garden, its hands 
whizzing around backwards. 

I am now outside. What is the weather like? Is it raining? If so, it will damage 
the clock. I walk up to it, round it, see my face reflected in the glass. What 
time is it? I've never heard such loud ticking. 

A tapc measure is stretched out on the road as far as the eye can see. 

I press the release mechanism and listen to the shufle of metal as the tape 
begins winding hack into the spool at an ever increasing rate. I see the end 
bobbing up and down as it catches against lumps in the road. I am frightened 
in case it whips past and cuts me. 

My opposite neighhour has placed a huge, unsightly bowl in his garden. 

'Dog' is written in garish red letten around the side. The howl itself is yellow and 
is so l a v  that it completely obscures his house. Dog food is spilling over the lip; 
great dods ofjellied meat are landing in the street all around me. 

REVIEWING THE JOURNEY 
Once you have created the ten images of your own at ten stages around your 
house (try not to use my images or stages), you are ready to remember the List 



by walking around the journey, starting with your bedroom. Review each 
image. Don't try to recall the object word immediately. You will only get into 
a panic and confirm your worst suspicions about your memory. There is no 
rush. Put down this book and move calmly and logically from room to room 
in your mind. 

\$'hat is happening in your bedroom? You can hear a clicking sound ... the 
fishing rod ... something slimy: a fish. You go to the bathroom, wherc you show- 
er every morning ... the showcr ... something yellow oozing out of the head: mar- 
garinc. And so on. 

TROUBLE SHOOTING 

I am confident that you will remember all ten items. If, however, your mind 
went a complete blank at any stage, it means that the image you created was 
not sufficiently stimulating. In which case, return to the list and change the 
scene. Instead of the ladder falling at stage 7, for example, imagine climbing 
up a very tall ladder and looking down at tre, tiny front door. It is windy up 
there; you are swaying around a lot and feeling giddy. The simple rule of 
thumb is that your brain, much like a computer (only better), can only 'output' 
what you've 'input'. 

Don't forget, you are exercising your ima,gination in a new way. Like any under- 
used muscle, it is bound to feel a hit stiff for the first few times. TYith practice, you 
d l  find yourself making images and associations at speed and with little effort. 

SUCCESS 
.,.. 

Using a combination of bizarre images and the familiar routine of a well- 
known journey, you have stimulated your brain to remembcr ten random 
items. You have done more than that, though. Inadvertently, you have repeat- 
ed them in exact order. Not really necessary for a shopping list, but very useful 
when it comcs to remembering a sequence, something we will come to later. 

For now, content yourself with the knowledge that you can start at any stage 
on thr list and recall the items before and after it. Take thc clock in the garden, 
for instance, you know.the ladder by the door must come before it, and the tape 
measure in the street after it. The familiar journey has done all the work for you. 
It has kept everything in its own logical order. 

Don't be alarmed or put off by the seemingly elaborate or long-winded 
nature of thc method. IVith practice, your brain responds more quickly to cre- 
ating imagcs on request. It can visualize objects in an instant (images that 
might take a paragraph to describe); you just have to learn how to train and 
control it. Before long, you will find yourself'running' around the route, recall- 
ing the objects as you go. 

There is also no danger that your head will become too cluttered with all 
these strange images. The next time you want to remember another list, the 
new images will erase the old ones. It is just like recording on a video tape. 
The journey, of course, always remains the same. 

It is comforting to know that you arc merely developing the way in which the 
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brain already works, rather than teaching it a new method. It is generally 
accepted that we remember things by association. If you are walking down the 
street and see a car covered in flowem and ribbons, for example, an image of 
your own wedding might flash across your brain. This, in turn, reminds you of 
your husband or wife, and you recall, with horror, that it is your anniversary 
tomorrow and you haven't done anything about it. 

I will now show you an easy way to reinforce these associative images. I 
know this all seems strange to begin with, but remember: your memory is lim- 
ited only by your imagination. 

A N O T E  O N  ' L I N K I N G '  

I have s h o w  you how to remember ten items on a shopping list by placing 
them along a familiar journey. Using image, colour, smell, fceling, emotion, 
taste, and movement, you were able to recall the wilder fruits of your imagina- 
tion and, in turn, the relevant, mundane item. 

This method is adequate for remembering a simple list; sometimes, howev- 
er, further reinforcement of the images is required, which is where the 'link 
method' can be used. At each s t a p  on the journey, try giving younelf a taste 
of what is to follow. 

For example, on our original shopping list, the first item was fish; the sec- 
ond, margarine. I remembered the fish by i m a ~ n i n g  one flapping around at 
my feet, hooked onto the end of my line. This time, I imagine the fish basted 
in margarine because I am about to cook it. O r  perhaps it flaps its way over to 
the bedroom door, where a thick yellow liquid is seeping through by the floor. 

The linked image should merely serve as a reminder of the next item on 
the list. Be careful not to confuse the two items. The focal point remains the , 

fish and the bedroom. 
At stage 2 of the journey, the bathroom, I imagine margarine dripping 

from the showerhead. This time, using the link method, I see the vague image 
of chess pieces moving around through the steamcd-up glass door. And so on. 

Try to make similar links for thr rest of the list. The clock hands could bc a 
couple of rulers; the tape measure might be a dog lead. As it begins to recoil, a 
large dog comes bounding up the road. 

Once you feel confident about linking ten simple items, you will be able to 
extend your journeys and the number of things you can memorize. TVhen I 
remember a pack of cards, for example, I use a journey with fifty-two stages 
rather than ten. Sounds daunting? As long as you choose a journey you are 
familiar with, nothing could bc casier. 



W H A T ' S  I N  A N A M E ?  

Whatir in a n m ?  7 h a t  which we call a rose 
By av other mme would smell ac sweet.' 
R o ~ h o  AND JULIET, WIIIIAM SHAKESPFARE 

N A M  

how 
tered 
i well 
" -.. 

E S  A N D  F A C E S  

S hakespeare might have been right about roses, but we all know 
embarrassing it can be to forget someone's name. People are flat 

m when you remember it, but insulted when you don't. You might ar 
tell them, 'You have made no impression on me at all. You don't exist i.. ..., 
world. You are completely forgettable.' 

I speak from painful experience. For the first thirty years of my life, I forgot 
people's names with spectacular enthusiasm. In the early days, I used to wade 
in with clumsy approximations, near misses that still make me squirm today. 
Then I switched tactics and started to call people 'there'. 'Hello, there,' I 
would say, smiling weakly, as old friends came up to me at parties. Worse still, 
they would invariably ask me to introduce them to people I had only just met. 

Mercifully I no longer fear introductions. Remembering people's names is 
such a simple skill, and yet it has changed my life. It could change yours if you 
are prepared to practise a little. I am more confident in social situations, at 
parties, at business meetings. It has even made me wealthier, or at least it 
should have done ... 

I was once asked to recall everyone's name at a dinner party in Mayfair, 
London. The hostess wanted me to memorize the first and surnames of all her 
guests, the majority of whom I had never set eyes on before. There were just 
over a hundred people in total, and they were seated at various tables around 
the room. 

--- 17 - 
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A wealthy businessman sitting on my right didn't believe that this was possi- 
hle. He had never met me before, but he had heard that I was a professional 
card-counter - someone who wins at blackjack by relying on mathematics 
rathcr than luck. Laughing at the prospect of memorizing over one hundred 
namcs, he offered to stake me A50,000 to play the blackjack tablrs in Las 
Vegas if I could pull off the stunt. 

As far as I was concerned, it was a one-way bet. I ag~ced to the hostess's 
wishes and moved from table to table, discreetly asking one person from each 
to furnish me with names. Using the method you are about to learn, I 
absorbed all the guests' names before they had even finished their hors-d'oeu- 
vres. I returned to my tahle. 'Got all the names, have you?' the businessman 
chuckled nenrously. He then suggested that if I was so confident, I should start 
recalling the names at once, in case I forgot them. 

I told him I was hungry and would prefcr to eat my dinner first. Besides, 
there was no hurry. I knew that all thc names and faces had been stored in my 
long-term memory. 

As the coffec circulated, I stood up and duly went round the room naming 
everyone, without making an error, much to the amazement of the guests, not 
least the businessman. He graciously accepted 'defeat', hut we havc yet to set a 
date for Las Vegas. The secret to how I did this is very simple: first impressions. 

F I R S T  IMPRESSIONS 

I know exactly what my problem was with remembering names, and I suspect 
it is the same as yours. Ever since I was a child, I have been bothered hy the 
old adage, 'Never judge a hook by its covcr.' How many times have you heard 
it said, 'Don't pigeon-hole people.' 'Don't go on first impressions.' 

If you never want to forgct someone's name again, I am afraid you must do 
exactly the opposite: 'Pigeon-hole people!' 'First impressions count!' 'Judge a 
book by its cover!' 

FACE T H E  FACTS 

Humans are extremely good at recognizing images they have seen only once. 
In 1967, the psycholo@st Shepherd showed a group of people 600 individual 
slides of pictures, words, and images. He then shorved them 68 pairs of slides; 
one from each pair was from the previous set, and one was new. His subjects 
were asked to detcct the old item. Shepherd recorded an 88 per cent success 
rate for sentences, 90 per cent for words, and 98 per cent for pictures. 

The human face is essentially an image, but psycholo$sts now believe that the 
hrain processes faces quite differently from other images. The existence of 
prosopagnosia would seem to support this. Prosopaposia is a rare neurological 
condition that renders the victims unable to recognize pxviously familiar faces. 
Tests have shown that we havc difficulty reco~pizing pictures of faces if they are 
upside down (Yin, 1970). Inverted building.;, by contrast, present no such prohlem. 

In 1974, Bower and Karlin found that if suhjccts were instructrd to esti- 
9 mate personal characteristics such as honesty and pleasantness, their subse- 
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quent memory rcco,pition was enhanced. Rowcr and Karlin concluded that 
faces were processed at a deeper, semantic Ievcl. 

Consequently, I have never understood advice that urges us to i,pore our 
basic, primitive instincts. \\'hen a stranger approaches me, I make an instant, 
intuitivc judgement based on their appearance: do I fcel comfortahlc or uneasy, 
safe or threatened, warm or guarded, indifferent or rnchantcd? In short, are they 
friend or foe? An automatic classification process takcs place. I then build on .Y 

that initial reaction to rememher the name. 

T H E  M E T H O D  

Now that you have been warned that my method is shot through with unethi- 
cal principles, I can move on to the nitty-gritty details with a clrar conscience. 
I use a variety of techniques, depending on what the person looks like and the 
circumstances in which 1 am introduced to them, but they are all dependent 
on first impressions. As ever, I exercise my imagination (the key to a good 
memory) and use location, random places this time, rather than a journey. 

T E C H N I Q U E  1 : LOOKS F A M l l l A R  

Wherever possible, study a person's face before ahsorbing his or her name. Ask 
yourself whether the pcrson reminds you of anyone else. Somebody you 
already know perhaps, a friend, a relative, or a wnrk rnllea,gue. O r  mayhe he 
or she resembles a public l i p r e ,  an actor, a pop star, a sportsperson or a 
politician. 

Your reaction must be immediate. It doesn't matter if the likeness is vague. 
Thc person must simply serve as a reminder, a trigger. Let your mind wander. 
Your brain will sift, computer-like, through the thousands of storrd facial pat- 
trrns you have gathered over the years. In a split second, it will present you 
with the nearest or  next-best link to the person standing in front of you. 

You are introduced to a person who, for whalcvcr rrason, reminds you of 
John McEnroe. You have already done half the work, evcn thoudl you have 
yet to discover his real namc. 

You must now imagine a location closely connected to John McEnroe. A 
tennis court is the obvious place. Think of the centre court at \lVirnbledon, 
based on either what you have sem on TV or, better still, an actual visit. If 
you can't do this, visualize a local tennis court, any court that springs to mind! 

All this has gone on in your head in a second, at most. Again, like the jour- 
ney method in Chapter 2, the process will speed up with practice. 

Once you have established a location, you are ready to process their namc. 
He introduces himself as David Holmes. Take the surname first. What does it 
make you think of? Holmcs might suggest Shcrlock Holmes. Imaqine him on 
the court, peering through his mapifying glass searching for r\idence of chalk 
dust. 

Admittedly, I have used an obvious likcness (McEnroe) and name (Holmrs) 
to show you thc basic principle. With a little practice, however, your brain will 
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makr associations and form the relevant imilgc more quickly. If, for example, 
he had hern cnllrd Smith, you might have imaqinrd a blacksmith sctting up 
his furnarc right in the middle of crntre court. 

The tcchniquc works because you are r r ea t in~  what your memory- thrivrs 
on: a chain of associations. Thcsc are thc links which yo11 have made so far: 

1 F R ~ P  Liken~ss Loration Name 
! (McEnrne) (tennis court) (Holmes) 
I 

\Vhcn you comr to meet him later in thr evening, you will once again think 
that hr  looks like John McEnroc. This makrs yot~ think of a tcnnis court. You 
will thm rcmcmhcr the preposterous sight of Sherlork Holmcs on his knces 

i with a magnifeng glns, and you have got the name: Holmes. 
! To  rrmemher thc first namr, in this case llaaid, think of a frirnd or an 

! acquaintancr called David. Introduce them into the tennis-court scene. 
Pcrhaps he is sitting in the umpirr's chair. 

More oftrn than not, you can think of someone you know with the same 
first name. But if no onr callrd David springs to mind, use a puhlic or literary- 
f iprc .  You might think of Dadd and Goliath. Picture someonr small wiclding 
a sling and tennis hall on thr court. ~ It is vcry important to use as many of your sensrs as you can when you arc 
picturing the srcnr: scr thc brown patchrs on the well-worn court, feel the 
atmosphere of the centre-court cmwd. 

\Vhat if David Holmcs doesn't rrmind you ofJohn McEnror? As far as you 
arr concerned, he looks like a wrll-known politician. You simply apply the 
same process. The House of Commons \voulcl he a suitahle location. Imagine 
Sherlock Holmes at the dispatch hox, berating thr Prime Minister. Your 
frirnd. David, is sitting in the speaker's chair, desperately trying to maintain 
order. 

\Vhen you come to meet the person Inter, his farr again reminds you of the 
i politician. Cue thr House of Commons, Shedock Holmes at the Dispatch-Box, 

~1 David in thr chair and you harr got thc name: David Holmes. 
I ,  01- p~rhaps  David Holmcs rrminds yon of your oncle. Imagine Sherlock 
; I  
' ! Holmrs at your uncle's house, knocking at thc door and smoking his pipc. 

Your uncle invites him in and introduces him to David, your friend. 
And so on. You must use the first asqociations that come into your head. 

1 ;  They are thc strongest, most obvious onrs, and you are morc likcly lo rcpcat 

il them d e n  it comrs to rrralling the person's name. 
>I 
i: 
:I 

I S N ' T  TH IS  T O O  L O N G - W I N D E D ?  

This ~nctlrod is all v e n  well, you say, hut hy the timr I've worked out the link 
between fare? location and name, thought of McEnroe, heen off down to 
\\'imhlrdon and met Sherlock Hnlmcs, the real David Holmes will have 
moved on through shrcr boredom. Speed comes with practice. It took mr 
barely Iiftern minutrs to rcmrmhcr over one hundred faces. And the brain is 
natorally vcry p x l  at creating associative imagcs. 



WHY DOES U S I N G  LOCATION I N  THIS WAY WORK? 

What is going on in your head when you are say, 'Oh, her name's on the tip 
of my tongue'? Your brain is desperately trying to think of the location you are 
most used to seeing her in, hoping that this will spark off her name. Failing 
that, you try to recall the last place where you saw her. It is the same when 
you lose your car keys. 'Whereabouts did I see them?' 'When did I have them 
on me last?' You are trying to retrace your steps. 

T E C H N I Q U E  2 :  YOUR TYP ICAL  B A N K  M A N A G E R  

What do you do if you are confronted with someone who resembles no one, 
not even vaguely? If this happens, try to decide what type of penon he or she 
is. Despite what you might have been told, categorize them! Once again, hang 
on to the fint asociation that comes into your head. 

Let's assume that you meet someone who reminds you of a typical bank manag- 
er. Go through exactly the same mental process as hfore, this time using your local 
bank as the location. You are then told his name: Pahick McLennan. Take his sur- 
name first. M a t  does it make you think of? Assuming you don't know anyone 
called McLennan, concentrate on the word iself 'Mac' and 'Lennan'. Imagine your 
bank manasr in a dirty old raincoat, a flasher's mac, pxposing himself to John 
Lennon. This ralher distressing scene would take place in the hank itself. 

Now the first name. You happen to know someone called Patrick, who travels 
abmad a lot, so i m a ~ n e  him standing in a very long queue for the Bureau de 
Change, waiting to change money. Everyone is naturally shocked at the bank 
manager's appalling behaviour, not least John Lennon. 

When you come to meet this person later in the evening, you would, once 
again, think that he looked like a typical hank manager. The sordid scene 
would come flooding hack in an instant, and you have his name. 

The fact that he is called McLennan and not McLennon is not important, 
unless you have to Mlite his name down; they are pronounced the same. You 
must always link the image to how the word is pronounced, rather than spelt. 
(Featherstonehaugh is pronounced 'Fanshaw', for instance; and 'Chumley' is 
actually spelt Cholmondelcy.) 

Similarly, it is important to preserve the order when you are splitting up a 
name into syllables. You know the bank manager is exposing himself to John 
Lennon, so 'Mac' comes before 'Lennan'. It is fairly obvious in this case, but it 
becomes more tricky with complicated, polysyllabic names. 

Clothes are also important when you are using w e s .  If I met a woman in 
jodhpun and a puffa jacket, I would immediately think she was a horserider. If , 

I met a man wearing a loud tie and shirt, I would think he was in advertising. 
In each case, I use the type to trigger off the most obvious setting: horserider, 
field or stable; advertising executive, the television room; fashion modrl, a cat- 
walk; estate agent, an office in the high street. 

Only y o u  know what a typical hank manager, fashion model, accountant, 
dustman, cleaning lady, journalist, estate asent, or second-hand car salesman 
looks like. My idea of a librarian might he your idea of a school teacher. Your 
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Arfur Dalry might be my copper. The way we catrgorize people is basrd on 
thousands of prrvious encounters, either in real lifr, on 'n' or in books. You are 
your own best judge. And no matter how morally wrong it might be to go on 
apprarances, it is the best way to remember names. 

T E C H N I Q U E  3 :  H E R E  A N D  N O W  

Some people simply don't remind us of anyone, or any w e .  They are so 
bland and uninteresting as to he instantly forgettable. When this occurs, you 
must use your present surroundings as a location. 

Let's assumr you are holding a party in a restaurant and are introduced to 
a guest called Jenny Fielding. Her face reminds you of absolutely no one; her 
clothes arc charactcrlcss. In this situation, switch immediately to her name and 
your present surroundings. 'Fielding' makes you think of a cricket fielder. You 
happen to know somcone clsc called Jenny, so imagine your friend Jenny 
dressed in full cricket regalia with her hands cupped, poised to catch a cricket 
ball in the corner of the restaurant. 

\<'hat happens if you don't know of anyone named Jenny? You must make 
one further mental link. Imagine, for example, a donkey (a jenny is a female 
donkey) acting as a crickct fieldcr (but don't tell your guest!), or even place an 
elcctric generator (gcnny) at silly mid-off, over by the door. A3 ever, the more 
bizarre the image, the more mcmorahle. 

Later on, when you are talking with her and a friend of yours approaches, 
wanting to be introduced, you will think the following: 

You are once again reminded of how bland and unlike anyone else this 
woman is. In such circumstances, you know there must be a link in the present 
location. Throwing the bricfest of glances around the restaurant, you recall the 
cricket match you had imaginad earlier ... there is the donkey again, shying 
away from a firrce cover drive. A donkey fielding reminds you of..  'This is 
Jenny Fielding. Jenny, this is my old friend ...' 

Daft, 1 know, but it works. 

T E C H N I Q U E  4 :  TOO LATE 

Sometimes you might he given a person's name before you have had time to 
study their face. 

'You must come and meet Victoria Sharpe,' says your boss at the office 
party, '1 am sure you will like her.' Dragging you by the arm, he takes you 
over to her. She is a very important person in the company hierarchy and you 
havr only just joined. What do you do? 

If I were in this situation, knowing that I had to remember her name, I 
would think the following, all of which I am imagning now as I write: 

Victoria: rrminds me of Victoria waterfalls. Sharpe ... razor sharpe ... some- 
one in a canoe using an  enormous razor blade as a paddlc, literally cut- 
ting through the water. 

The moment my boss introduces us, I simply imaginc hcr in thc canoe, teeter- 
ing on the edge of the falls. 
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Let me give you another example. I was once rehearsing for a TV show 
(1~7 ' s  You Bet.9 and was told that I would he accompanied by a professional 
croupier named Jan Towers. Before I had cven seen her, I couldn't help 
thinking of the Tower of London covered in a thick coating of strawbrrry 
jam ('Jan'). As soon as we were introduced, I imagined her dealing out 
hands of blackjack inside the Tower of London using a very sticky deck of 
cards. 

A11 you are doing when the name comes before thc face is reversing the 
earlier chain of associations and missing out the look-alike stage. 

Name Location Face 

Althoush 1 was puttine the cart beforr the home, the 
to her name, thank ion setting. 

woman wi 
She still is I 

IS indelibly linked 
to this day. 

Sometimes there is a very obvious link between a person's physical appearance 
and his or her name. In such cases, there is no point in ignoring it. Thc 'fea- 
ture link' technique, as I call it, is a favourite with 'memory men' for shows 
and party tricks and can work very effectively. 

If, for example, you are introduced to a Mr \Vhitehead and he appears to 
be greying ahove the ears, you imagine someone pouring a pot of white paint 
over his head. A Mrs Bakrr comes up and introduces herself. You notice 
immediately that she has her hair tied in a bun, so you nrakc the obvious con- 
nection. 

Tlicse are obvious examples, I know, but as far as I am concerned, this is 
the only time when the technique should be used. There has to he a glaring 
connection between name and appearance. 

\%at you are eRcctively doing is using the suhjrct's face as a location in 
which to placc their name. But the features can start to overlap after a while, 
and the technique requires ohvious names. Resides, why limit yourself to such a 
small map as the face, when you can let your imagination remind you of a 
whole village, a country, or even another part of the galaxy ... 

During a recent show, somehody called Paul Mitchell asked me how I 
remembered his name. I told him I could imagine a friend of mine called Paul 
trying delicately to pick up a fragile shell ('-chell') wearing a thick glove ('Mit-') 
on board the uss Starshlp Enlwprise. '\Vhy .?tar Td?' he asked. I told him it was 
because he reminded me of Mr Spock. (I was using technique 1, first impres- 
sions. Look-alike: Spock; location: Slnrrhip Enlerprise; name: Mit-chell; first 
name: my friend Paul.) 

The look on his face taught me that you should never fully disclose the details of 
your mental associations. As it happened, Paul Mitchell reminded me of Mr Spack's 
manner, rather than his aural attributes. Sadly, no amount of convincing was suffi- 
cient, and I fear the poor chap nn OR to the nearest mirror. 

Whichever technique you use, the secret of my method is in that first, split- 
sccood reaction to seeing a face. Your brain m'akes an instinctive association 
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that must he cherished. Grab hold of it - drvelop it - and let your imacjnation 
do the rest. 

One last point: take control of the situation when you are being introduced 
to peoplr. This mig-ht sound obvious, but if you arrive at a party and thc host- 
ess reels off the names of ten people all at once, stop her. 'Hang on, one at a 
time, please. And your name was?' Hear the name correctly and g-et the per- 
son to rrpeat it if necessary. Say it hack to the prrson as well. It might sound a 
little awkward, but it is not half as had as forgetting someone's name two min- 
utes later. 

H O W  T O  R E M E M B E R  L I S T S  O F  N A M E S  

Occasionally, as part of my show, I am askcd to memorize a list of people's 
names. I am not allowcd to srr the people; all I am given is a seat number in 
the audience. Surprisingly, this is almost easier than actually seeing their faces. 
In Chapter 2, 1 cxplainrd how to use a mcntal journey to mcmorize a simple 
shopping list. When I have to remember a list of prople, I simply visualize a 
person at each stag-e of a journey, as opposed to an item of shopping-. 

It is quite an impressive trick to pull off at a party, particularly if you know 
in which scat everyone will be sitting. You ?imply number the positions logical- 
ly, and relate them to stages along your journey. 

Let's assumc you want to rcmemher a list of ten names in order, thc first 
thrcr of which arc Michacl Woodrow, Gaylr tYhrelcr and Marcus Spiertanski. 

Michael Woodrow: Using the journey around your house (see Chapter 2), 
you imaqine waking up to discovcr your hrdroom is floodrd and all your pos- 
sessions are floating around. Your friend hlichael is sitting in an old !vooDen 
tca-chest, Rowing grntly out of the door. 

Gayle TVheeler: A terrific c w  blows open your bathroom window. The 
wind is so strong- that onc of the \\TIF.EI.S from your car flies throug-h the win- 
dow, narrowly missing you, and bounces into the hath with a splash. 

Marcus Spiertanski: A pop star called Mark is standing in your spare room, 
waving a United States (US) flag. Suddenly n SPEAK flies through the air and 
knocks him to the ground. A hngc. TANNED SKIER steps forward and puts his 
foot victoriously on the slain pop star's chest. 

You must use your own imagination in any way you can. k t  it takr you off 
in all directions, but remcmbcr to prcsewe thc order of syllahlcs in longer 
names. No name is insurmountable, providing you hreak it up into its con- 
stituent parts. 

Once you have done all ten people on your list, simply movc around the 
house, reviewing the joumry, recalling the scenes and, hopefully, remembering 
thr names. 
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now TO 
REMEMBER 
NUMBERS 

T hc problem with numbers is that thry are cold and unfeeling. Group a list 
of lcttcrs togethrr and you have a word that represents something - an 
I image, an emotion, a person. Throw a few numbers together and you 
have, well, you have another numher. 

So many people find numhers awkward, slippery customers. And yet num- 
bers play such an important part in our lives. Numbers are everywhere. 
Haven't we all wished, at some time or another, that we could remember 
numbers without writing them down ... 

Ima$ne you meet a woman (or man) at a party; she $vcs you her address - 
street, floor, and flat numher - hut you don't have a pen to hand. She goes on to tell 
you her phone numher and fives a time and day to mret again. The next morning 
you wake up and can't remcmher one iota of what she told you. (You can, of course, 
remember her name, having read Chapter 3.) 

You wander downstairs, blearyeyed and depressed, and open your post. 
The bank has sent a ncw Pcrsonal Identification Numher for your cashpoint 
card. You think twice about writing it down, remcmhering what happenrd last 
time. O n  your way to work, you arc concentrating so hard on remembering the 
numhcr, you step out into the street without looking and a car knocks you 
down. Crawling around on your hands and knees, you find your glasses, glarr 
at the car disappearing into the distance and try to rememher its numhrr plate. 

A medic asks for your National Health and National Insurance nurnb~n on the 
way to hospital; a policeman invcsti~ting your accident gets hold of the wrong end 
of the stick and demands your driving licencr. Finally, when the hospital autholities 
conclude that you can only he treated privately, someone asks for your hank 
account details or, failing that, your credit card numher. 
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Okay, so we don't all live our lives like M r  Bean. And these days, most of 
us carry around pens, filofaxes, even personal organizers. But there will 
always be occasions when we are caught out and need to memorize numbers. 
In the following chapters, I will explain how to rememher numbers (up to ten 
digits) and, in particular, telephone numbers. 

T H E  L A N G U A G E  O F  N U M B E R S  

How can we be expected to remember six million, three hundred and eighty- 
seven thousand, nine hundred and sixty-four when we can't touch it, throw stones 
at it, smell it, pick it up, poke fun at it, marvel at its eating habits? It is 
inscrutable, inanimate, forgettable. To rememher a number you have to breathe 
life into it, make it come alive by gibing it a character, literally. 

When I look at a number today, I see a person. If it's a long number, I see 
an entire scenario unfolding. Each number has been translated into a new lan- 
guage that I can understand and remember. 

This new language is at the heart of what I have christened the DOMINIC 

sus -rmr .  (If yon like acronyms, I have managed to work one out for 
D.O.M.I.N.I.C.: Decipherment Of  Mnemonically Interpreted Numbers Into 
Characten!) I originally designed it for competitions. Used properly, it eats 
numbers for breaklast. I can memorize 100 digits in a 100 seconds. Telephone 
numbers are small fry by comparison. (I explain how to crunch 100-digit mon- 
sters in Chapter 22.) 

The DObfINlC sYsrEM works by stripping numbers d o w  into pairs of digits, 
each pair representing a person. The formidable 81,269,471, for example, 
brcomes 81 - 26 - 94 - 71, which in turn relates to four people. But before 
we get on to big numbers, I would like to show you a simple way to remember 
single digits. 

H O W  T O  R E M E M B E R  A  S I N O L E  D I G I T  
B Y  U S I N G  N U M B E R  S H A P E S  

The number-shape systcm provides a useful introduction to the whole concept 
of translating tedious numbers into memorable objects. It works by associating 
the physical shape of a number with its nearest, evcryday look-alike object. 
Simple association, in other words. A 4, for instance, might remind you of the 
profile of a sailing boat. A 2 might suggest a swan. I have listed some sugges- 
tions below, but you must settle on what is best for you. Don't worry if it is 
not in my list at all. 

0 = FOOTRAU., wheel, ring, sun, severed head, hat 
1 = TELEGWH POLE, pencil, baseball bat, arrow, phallic symbol 
2 = S w m ,  snake 
3 = H A N D C U ~ ,  Dolly Parton, workman's backqide (aerial views) 
4 = SAILING BOAT, flag, ironing board 
5 = CURTAIN HOOK, seated lawn mower 
6 = F . L E P H ~ T ' S  TRUNK, croquet mallet, metal detector, golf club 
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7 = BoohIER4NG high diving platform, cliff edge, curbstone 
8 = e c c  TIMER, Marilyn Monroe, transparent potato crisp 
9 = BALLOON .AND STRING, basketball net, monocle 

I repeat, these are only suggestions. First impressions are, as ever, all impor- 
tant. You should choose the first image that enters your head when you see 
the shape of a numher. Most people, when they look at a ' l ' ,  think of some- 
thing long, such as a stick, hut if all you keep imagining is thc profile of a gar- 
den fence or a guard standing to attention, so be it. Choose whatever turns 
you on. Be careful not to let symbols overlap with each other, though, and 
make sure that each one is unique. If 6 represents a golf club, don't pick a 
baseball bat as 1. 

Once you have familiarized yourself with the ten key images, you can start 
using them as props to store and recall simple pieces of information, including 
position, quantity, and lists. 

R E M E M B E R I N G  P O S I T I O N S  

Let's assume you wanted to remember that a friend of yours, or maybe one of 
your children, came second in a swimming competition. Try to imagine him or 
her being presented with a swan on the medal rostrum. Or  perhaps the rearon 
they came third is because they were wearing handcuffs throughout the race. 

Similarly, whenever you visit your aunt, you can never remember which flat 
it is. T o  rrrnember that it is numbcr 7, imagine that she has taken to hurling 
boomerangs around her lounge. (She's getting a little eccentric in her old age.) 

R E M E M B E R I N G  Q U A N T I T Y  

Your boss has asked you to go out and buy eight caces of wine for the office 
party. O n  the way, you visualize him sitting at his desk timing you with an 
egs-timer - mica1 of the man. O r  perhaps your local wine merchant has 
miraculously turned into Marilyn Monroe. Make a mental note of how out of 
place she looks, particularly in a sequin dress. 

R E M E M B E R I N G  L I S T S  

In Chapter 2, I showed you how to remember a list by using a journey. That 
system is the basis for my whole approach to memory. There is, however, 
another simple way of remembering a a short list of things in order by using 
numher shapes. Applying your ten shapes, link the following people, in 
sequence, to the corresponding numbers. 

I. Boris Yeltcin 6. Dali Lama 
2.  John Major 7. Charlie Chaplin 
3. Elvis Presley 8. Steven Spiclherg 
4. Mother Teresa 9. Gary Iineker 
5. Frank Sinatra 10. Prince Charles 

(use 0 as the 10th position) 
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If a telegraph pole is your symbol for 1, imagine Yeltsin shinning up it to 
mend the wires. (Telecommunications aren't d l  they could be in the former 
Soviet Union.) Picture John Major feeding swans instead of talking to the 
press. Elvis Presley is sinqing a duet with Dolly Partoo, and so on, until you 
grt to Prince Charles being hehcaded. (You havc to he prepared for some 
~pruesomc scenes when you are improving your memory. If it helps, there is a 
precedent; Charles I was executed in 1649.) 

Personally, I prcfer to use the journey method (I find it more structured), 
hut this is a good way of exercising your imagination and you might find it 
easier. A word of warning, though: when you get heyond ten items on the list? 
it becomes a little complicated without a journey. 

The numbrr shape method plays a small hut important part in the nonrrslc 
SYSTT. am hreaking down a long numhcr into pairs of digits, I am 
often single digit at the end. For example, 3748,5913274 becomes 
37 - 40 - 3~ - 15 - 27 - 4. I know the last digit represents a sailing hoat. In 
the next chapter, I will show you what the pairs of digits represent, and how to 
combine them all in one imase. 

I N T R O D U C I N G  T H E  D O M I N I C  S Y S T E M  

My fear of revealing this system to you is that you might he the onc person 
who uses it to break my world records. If you do, I hope that you d l  pay me 
the courtesy of acknowledging as much at  the award ceremony! 

As I said earlier, the trouhle with numbers is that they have no resonance. 
There are, of course, notahlc cxceptions like 13, 21, 69, 100. By and largc, 
howevcr, numbers have little si~pificance outside thcir own world, which is 
why they arc so difficult to rrmcrnher. 

Enter The DovlNIC:  SYSTF.>Z. It is hased on a new lanpuage, so you need to 
learn a new alphabet. But don't worry, it couldn't be simpler. There are only 
ten letters, which refer to 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9. Ascribe a letter to each 
digit, and you begin to pull numbers out of thc mire of anonymity. 

THE ALPHABET 

0 = 0  3 = E  
1 = A  6 = S 
2 = R 7 = G 
3 = C  R = H  
4 = D  9 = N  

me explain how I arrived at the various lcttcrs. Zero oh~ously  looks like the 
,~,,.r 0. The first, second, third, fourth, and fifth lctters of the alphahet are A, 
B, C, D, E. Why does 6 not translate into F? This is a personal foible of minc. If 
it trouhlcs you, or you are a stickler for logic, replacc S with F. Personally, I p r e  
fer S. Six is a vrry strong S word. It susuratcs, and sounds scxy. 

The seventh and righth letters of the alphahrt are G and H; although the 
ninth is I, I have chosen N, because NiNe is a strong N word. 

Let 
lo**- 
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Memorize this alphabet, and don't continue unless you are certain what 
each digit stands for. 

THE LANGUAGE 

You are now in a position to give two-digit numben a character by translating 
them into the new language. Take 20, for example. This translates into BO (2 
= B; 0 =0) .  

Let the letters suggest a person to you, and use the first association that 
comes into your head. BO might suggest Bo Diddley or Little Bo Peep. 

O r  take 27, for example. This translates into BG (2 = B; 7 = G). Again, 
think of the first person who comes to mind. Barry Gibh, perhaps, a member 
of the BeeGees. 

The numben are coming to Life. One moment 20 is 20, 2 x 10 at a stretch; 
the next, it's a celebrity. There is no doubt in my mind which is the more 
memorable. 

Write down a list of numbers from 20 to 29 and translate them into letten. 
Then think of the fint person they suggest. 

Number Letters Penon? 
20 BO 
2 1 B A 
22 BB 
23 BC 
24 BD 
25 BE 
26 BS 
27 BG 
28 BH 
29 BN 

Personally, BB suggests a baby; BC makes me think of Jesus Christ; BS 
reminds me of a BUS driver, BE a BEE-keeper friend of mine. 

Every tine you look at that number again, you want to think of the same person. 

ACTIONS 

Staying, for the moment, with these ten numbers (20 to 29), you must now 
ascribe a unique action to each person. BN (29), for example, makes me think 
of Bany Norman. His action would be operating a projector. The bus driver's 
action would be driving a red doubledecker. Each action should involve a prop 
of some sort. If the action is playing the piano, the prop is the piano. If it's ski- 
ing, the prop is a pair of skis. 

The action should also he as venatile as possible. Later on, when you are 
memorizing longer numbers, actions and persons are going to fit together like 
pieces of a jigsaw. It's possible to imagine Barry Norman driving a bus, for 
example; the bus driver can operate a fdm projector; an image of him could 
wen he projected. 
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If the person does not have an obvious action peculiar to him or her, you 
must discard that person. The importance of actions will become apparent 
later. Suffice it to say, they make life very easy when you arc memorizing 
more than two di+s -telephone numbers, for example. 

Once you have drawn up a list of ten persons and actions, start assigning 
characters to every number from 00 to 99. I suggest doing ten to twenty num- 
bers a day. Each action must he unique, so don't have more than one har- 
maid, or golfer, or tennis player, or guitarist, and so on. 

AUDITIONING THE CAST 

For the system to work most eficiently, your cast of characters should include a 
healthy mixture of and personal names. Don't dwell on the letters them- 
selves; they are simply an intermediary, a way of getting to a memorable image. 
And try not to ponder on why letters suggest particular people to you. It 
doesn't matter if your associations are strange, silly or even downright obscene. 

Here is a sample of my cast of characters: 

01 is my mother, the first person I came into contact with. 

My family initials are OB, so 02 (OB) is my father. 

17 (IG) reminds me of a pIG farmer friend. 

When 1 see 28 (BH), I think of someone I know who spends all their time in 
the BatH. 

60 (SO) makes me think of an old seamstress I know (SO ... Sewing). 

79 (GN) reminds me of a friend called GordoN. 

80 (HO) makes me think of Santa Claus - Ho! Ho! 

81 (HI) suggests a hippy I know who is always coming up to me in the street 
and saying 'Hi'. 

HG is the symbol for mercury, so I associate 87 with a scientist I know. 

I have a friend who has a very prominent Nose; he has become irrevocably 
linked with 96 (NS). 

MEMORABLE NUMBERS 

Certain numbers won't need to he translated into letters because they already 
sugest someone. For instance, 07 makes me think of James Bond; 10 makes mr 
think of Dudley Moore (star of the film 14). It doesn't matter how you arrive at 
a person, providing you are sure to make the same association every time. 

INITIALS 

You can probably think of around fifty people using the methods I have outlined 
above. Personally, I managed to come up with about forty-five immediate associ- 
ations. I then had to start scratching around for the more difficult numbers. 
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If you are having problems with a number, treat the letters as the initials of 
a person. Take 33, for example; using the alphabet, this now represents CC 
(3= C; 3 = C). Or  65, for example: this now translates as SE (6 = S; 5 = E). 

Who do you know with the initials CC? Charlie Chaplin, perhaps, or 
Chubby Checker? or a family friend? What about SE? Stefan Edberg? Sue 
Ellen? 

Write down a List of all those numbers and letters that fail to trigger off any 
immediate association. Study the letters. Who has the initials BG (27)? Bob 
Geldof? Boy George? Billy Graham? What about BB (22)? Benazir Bhutto? 
Boris Becker? Brigitte Bardot? 

If you still can't think of someone using the numbers as  initials, refer to the 
following List, but use it on& a z y o u  have wriktm out a many numbers asyou can. Your 
associationr are the most important. 

NUMBER LETTER PERSON ACTION 

00 00 Olive Oyl Eating spinach 
01 0 A Ossie Ardiles Playing football 
02 OB Otto (von) Bismark Sitting in an army tank 
03 OC Oliver CromweU Loading musket 
04 OD Otto Dix Painting 
05 OE Old Etoniao Wearing boater 
06 0s Omar Sharif Playing backgammon 
07 OG Organ Grinder Holding monkey 
08 . O H  Oliver Hardy Swinging plank of wood 
09 ON Oliver North Swearing on oath 
10 A 0  Aristode Onassis Carrying oil can 
11 AA Arthur Askey Dancing with bees 
12 AB Alastair Burnet Reading news 
13 AC Andy C ~ P P  Lighting cigarette 
14 AD Arthur Daley Selling second-hand car 
15 AE Albert Einstein Chalking a blackboard 
16 AS Arthur Scargill Canying sack of coal 
17 AG Alec Guinness Drinking Guinness 
18 AH Adolf Hider Goose-stepping 
19 AN Andrew Neil Reading newspaper 
20 BO Bill Oddie Holding binoculars 
2 1 B A Bryan Adams Shooting arrow 
22 BB Betty Boothroyd Banging, order! 
23 BC Bill Clinton Waving US flag 
24 BD Bernard Davey Pointing at weather map 
25 BE Brian~Epstein Playing records 
26 BS Bram Stoker Driving stake in 
27 BG Bob Geldof Knighting 
28 BH Benny Hill Driving milk float 
29 BN Bany Norman Operating film projector 
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Captain Oates 
Charles Atlas 
Cilla Rlack 
Charlic Chaplin 
Christopher Dean 
Clint Eastwood 
Claudia Schieffer 
Charles de Gaulle 
Charlton Heston 
Christie Nolan 
Dominic O'Brien 
David Attenhorough 
David Bowie 
David Copperfield 
Dickie Davics 
Duke Ellington 
Delia Smith 
David Gower 
Daryl Hannah 
David Niven 
Eeyore 
Eamon Andrews 
Eric Bristow 
Eric Clapton 
Eliza Doolittle 
Eddie ' Ihe  Eagle' Edwards 
Ebeneezer Scrooge 
Elizabeth Goddard 
Edward Heath 
Emperor Nero 
Steve Ovett 
Susan Anton 
Seve Ballrstrros 
Sean Connery 
Sharron Davies 
Stefan Edbrrg 
Steven Spiclherg 
Stephan~ Grappelli 
Shcrlock Holmes 
Strvc Kallon 
George Orwell 
Gary Armstrong 
George Bush 
Gerry Cattle 
Gerard Depardieu 

Building snowman 
W'eight-lifting 
Blindrolded 
Bending cane 
Ice skating 
Iassooing 
Striding along catwalk 
Cycling with onions 
Baptizing 
Writing 
Playing cards 
Crawling in hush 
Putting on make-up 
Performing magic 
Combing hair 
Playing piano 
Cooking 
Playing cricket 
Turning into mermaid 
Percolating coffee 
Chewing thistles 
Presenting red hook 
Throwing darts 
Playing guitar 
Selling flowers 
Skiing 
Counting money 
Miming 
Conducting 
Giving the thumbs down 
Running 
Diving into water 
Playing golf 
Holding p n  
S~6mming with ~ b h e r  ring 
Playing tennis 
Pointing with ET 
Playing violin 
Smoking pipe, magnify 
\Vexing hlue dress 
In rat cage 
Passing a rugby hall 
Fishing 
Swinging on trapeze 
IVirlding sword 
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75 GE Gloria Estafan Sin& 
76 GS Graham Souness Operating tahle 
77 GG Germainc Grcer Burning bra 
78 GH Gloria Hunniford Intenicwing 
79 GN Gamal Nnsscr Riding camel 
80 H O  Hazel O'Connor Brraking glass 
a 1 HA Howard Aiken Operating computer 
82 HB Humphrcy Bogart \Vraring mac and stptson 
83 HC Hmry Cooper Splashing aftershave 
84 HD Humphrey Davcy Holding 'Day '  lamp 
85 HE Harry Enfield FVeacaring diamond SwcdtCr 
86 HS Harry Secombe Weighing himself 
87 H G  Hughie Grcrn Knocking on door 
AX H H  Hulk Hogan \Yrestling 
89 HN Horatio Srlson Manning thr helm 
90 NO Nick Owen Sitting on sofa 
9 1 N A Seil Armstrong \Tearing spacesuit 
92 NB Sigcl Benn Boxing 
93 NC Nadia Comancci Balancing on beam 
91 ND Neil Diamond Sitting on rocks 
95 NE Xoel F,dmonds Covered in p n g e  
9fi NS Nigrl Short Playing chess 
97 NG Nrll G q n  Selling fruit 
98 NH Nigrl Havers Leading hlack horse 
99 NN Nanette Nrvvman Washing up 

POWER TO THE PEOPLE 

You should now have a completr list of peoplr frnm 00 to 99, each one with 
thcir own individual action. I lhavc cheated a littlr. One number reminds me 
of my latc dog (47, DG). You might want to include a pet or  a favouritc race 
horsc (Descrt Orchid works well), hut I strongly rccommrnd that you limit 
yourself to the one animal. Stick with prople. 

\Vhcn I was rxperimentin~ with this system, I found that certain numhers were 
far more dificult to remember than others. Those that I had represented by intang- 
hlr frcling-s such as lovc, peacrfulness, and anxer barely triggrred off an image. 
Certain oljrcts wrrr g o d  stimulants, but pcoplr pmvcd to be the best all-rounden. 

Committing all thcse characters to mcmory might sound like hard work, 
hut it isn't, providing your associations are ohvious. \Yith a bit of practice, you 
will automatically think of two-digit numbers as people; if you can't remember 
the prnon, simply refer back to the alphahrt (which is why you must learn the 
tcn basic lctters befbrr moving on to thc people). The letter? arr thrrc to act as 
a mental prop. I sugvst tryirtg to rcmcmhrr twrnty people a day. 

H O W  T O  A P P L Y  T H E  D O M I N I C  S Y S T E M  

Oncc you havc memorized thr cast, you havc finished the hardest part of this 
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book. They are the key to remembering telephone numbers, credit cards, 
addresses, any number you want. T h q  even hold the key to memorizing the 
entire twentieth-century calendar. 

HOW TO MEMORIZE TWO-DIGIT NUMBERS 

Let's assume that you want to memorize the number of somebody's house. A 
friend of yours lives at number 74, but you are always knocking at 64 and 84. 
Translated into letters, 74 becomes GD, the French actor Gerard Depardieu. 
Imagine him sticking his sword through the letter box of your friend's house. 
(In all these examples, I am using well-known people from the list.) 

Location is important. Always picture your person at the house you want to 
remember. You must also ensure that he or she is doing their appropriate 
action. This helps to link them to their location. 

Let's assume another friend of yours lives at number. 79; 79 becomes the 
E m t i a n  ex-president Gamal Nasser (7 = G, 9 = N). Imagine him tying his 
camel up outside your friend's house. 

Perhaps you want to remember the time trains leave your local station. If it 
is 8 minutes past the hour, imagine Oliver Hardy (0 = 0 ,  8 = H) standing on 
the platform, turning around with a plank on his shoulder, sending passengers 
flying in all directions. 

HOW TO MEMORIZE THREE-DIGIT NUMBERS 

You are already equipped to remember three-digit numbers. All you have to 
do is break the number down into a pair of digits and a single digit. For exam- 
ple, 644 becomes 64 - 4. Translate the pair into a person: Sharron Davies (6 
= S; 4 = D). And the single digit into a number shape: sailing boat (4). 
Combine the two and you have an image of Sharmn Davies swimming along- 
side a sailing boat, trying to keep up. Now place this at a relevant location. 

If you want to remember the number of a bus, the 295 for example, break 
it down into 29 - 5. This gives you an image of Barry Norman and a curtain 
hook. I would imagine him drawing curtains in a bus (parked at the bus stop) 
and showing a film. 

HOW TO MEMORIZE TELEPHONE NUMBERS 

Most telephone numbers in Britain now comprize ten digits. You have already 
learnt how to memorize two digits by creating an image of one pennn. It fol- 
lows that if you want to remember four digits, you have to visualize two people. 

But this would only make life half as easy. To memorize someone's telephone num- 
ber, for example, you would have to vimJize five people. Far too much like h a d  work! 

I have stressed throughout this chapter how important it is to give each 
person an action: Eddie 'the Eagle' is always skiing; Stephane Grappelli is 
never without his violin. Actions are the key to remembering any number over 
three digits; they halve the amount of work you have to do. 

FOUR, S I X ,  AND EIGHT DIGITS 

When you see the number 2914, the first stage is to break it down into 29 - 
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14, which translates into Barry Norman, and Arthur Daley. But there is no 
need to visualize them hoth. Use the first two digits to give you a person, the 
second two digits to give you an action. 

Then combine them to creatc one image of Barry Norman selling second 
hand cars. Arthur is nowhere to he seen. You are interested only in his action, 
which is selling cars. 

(person action) 

Similarly, if the number was 1429, you would visualize Arthur operating a film 
camera. Bany Norman would be out of shot completely. His spilit lives on, 
though, in the action of filming. 

The fint two digits dwap  refer to the person, the second two digit5 to an action. 

.............................................. 14 29 
..................... k t h u r  Daley filming 

............................ (person action) 

NI you are doing is alternating between person and action to create a complex image. 

COMPLEX IMAGES 

Complex images arc an efficient way to memorize longer numbers; they con- 
dense them into a manageable size. If you have to remember a six-digit num- 

J 

ber, 122968 for example, break it down into 12 - 29 - 68, and then ~sua l i ze  
Arthur Daley filming Sherlock Holmes (68 = SH = Sherlock Holmes.) I am . 
simply continuing thc process of alternating between person and action. 

12 ................. ... ........ 29 ................. 68 
Arthur Daley .............. .filming .......... S h e o c k  Holmes 
person ............. ... ...... achon ........... person 

Taking the example a stage further, let's suppose you have to memorize 
12296896. Break it down into 12 - 29 - 68 - 96. Then imagine Arthur Daley 
filming Sherlock Holmes playing chess (96 = NS = Nigel Short, the chess player). 

12 ................................ 29 ...................... 68 ................................. 96 
........... Arthur Ddey .............. fiIming.. ...... S h r o c k  Holmes playing chess 

person ......................... action ................ person .......................... actlon 

FIVE, SEVEN, AND NINE DIGITS 

These numbers work in exactly the same way, except that you have to incor- 
porate a number shape into your complex irnagr to remind you of the single 
digit. Take 12296, for examplc. Break this down into 12 - 29 - 6. Then imag- 
ine Arthur Daley filming an elephant. 

12 .......................... 29 .................. 6 
Arthur Daley ........ filming ........... elephant's trunk 
person ................... action ......... n u m r  shape 
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T E L E P H O N E  N U M B E R S  

We now come to phone numhers themselves. Take the phone numher 0122 
524593, an ordinary ten-digit numher. Apply exactly the same principles as 
before. 

The fint stagc is to number down into pairs of digits. 01 - 22 - 
52 - 45 - 93. And th e them into letters: OA - BB - EB - DE - 
NC. We are then reminaeo or rlve images of people and their actions: 

Ossie Ardiles @laying football) 
Betty Boothroyd (banging, order!) 
Eric Bristow (playing darts) 
Duke Ellington (playing piano) 
Nadia Comaneci (halancing on a beam) 

We comhine ~hese people, alternating between person and action, to give us 
one complex image: 

Ossie Ardiles is hanging and shouting 'Order!' at an unamused Eric 
Bristow, who is playing the piano, accompanying one of Nadia Comaneci's 
delicate routines. 

Location is, as ever, essential when remembering phone numbers. It is no 
good memorizing the numher in isolation. It belongs to someone and we must 
connect the above image to that person. In most cases, the simplest way of 
doing this is by setting the scene at the house o r  office of the person whose 
number we are trying to recall. I remember the number of the person who 
deliven our lo,p, for example, hy setting the corresponding scene outside his 
house. 

O r  take the phone 0606 922755. Broken down into pairs, the 
number translates into ng letters: O S  - O S  - NB - BG - EE. 

This gives us the foi~owng persons and actions: 

Omar Sharif (playing backgammon) 
Omar Sharif (playing backgammon) 
Nigel Benn (boxing) 
Bob Geldof (knighting) 
Eddie 'the Eagle' Edwards (skiing) 

We combine these to form a complex image at a relevant location, alternating 
between person and action: 

Omar Sharif playing backgammon with Nigel Benn, who is being knighted 
by Eddie 'the Eagle' Edwards. 

I have outlined the process in detail. With practice, however, you will automat- 
ically see images of penons and actions when confronted with a number. I do 
it automatically now. Life becomes so much easier when you don't have to 
write down things such as phone numbers. 
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T hr casirst way to honour appointmrnts is by writing them down in a diary, 
hot thrrc will always he occasions when you have ld t  it hrhind, or it is not 
I prartic>~l to carry one around with you. Laree yearly planncrs can hr  par- 
ti<~tlarly rumhersome, and cvcn the latest in elrctronir prrsonal organizers can 
orcnsionally go on thr hlink: 

In this chapter. I want to introduce you to an altcrnativc way of rememher- 
ing appointmmts: the lnrntal diary. Sadly, our depmdcnce on wall plannrrs, 
drrk charts, and pockrt diarirs 1121s resultcd in a strady drcline in our ability to 
commit datrs and mertings to mrmnry. And as I hnvc said all along, if you 
don't rxrrrisc thr hr;tin likr a musclc. it grows weak. Thc Japanese, despitc 
their fonrlnrss for clrctronic gadgetry, tend to rdy  on their memories, and 
many of them do ;,way \vith diaries altogcthcr. Rcmrmhcr, the more you exer- 
risr the brain, thc litter it heromrs. 

R E M E M B E R I N G  A P P O I N T M E N T S  

The attrartion of flashy y w r  planners is that you can tell at a glanre what lies 
ahrad. 'The forthcoming nuo months arc usually a maze of colour-codcd dots, 
thinning out into one or two important fixtures latcr on in the ycar. 

A mental diary works on thr same p~inciplc. By using a journey with 31 
stagcs, yon can also tell, at n glance, what treats lir in store. And if you want 
lo look fonvard to thr follouin~ month, simply add another routc. 

T H E  M E T H O D  

I:arh s t aq  of ihc journey rrprcscnts a day of thc month, and appointments 
arc plarctl at thr corrrsponding st;l~ci. I.rt'\ supposr you have an appointment 
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with the doctors on 3rd January, for example. You simply go to the third 
stage, where your appointment is represented hy a key image. Imagine your 
doctor standing there in a white coat, for example, with a stethoscope around 
his or her neck. 

T H E  J O U R N E Y  

On top of a hill in Surrey, there is an old brick folly. As a young boy, I 
used to climb up its precarious steps, ignoring all thoughts of my own safe- 
ty, and stand proudly on the top. From there I had a good view of two vil- 
lages helow me. T o  the east lay the village of Wonersh, to the west, 
Bramley. It was the perfect lookout post. I could clearly make out individ- 
ual mads, rivers, and people in both dlages. 

Today, I use this panoramic setting for all my appointments. The journey 
from the tower to Bramley covers all my engagements in the month ahead; the 
journey to Wonersh is for the second month ahead. Below, I have given you 
the journey to Bramley, together with a tpical month of appointments. 

ONE -MONTH PLANNER 

STAGE J0URW.Y TO RR4AnF.Y DATE JAVUARY AF'FOm1ENTS 
I Tower 1 
2 Bushes 2 
3 \Veil 3 Doctor's 
4 Secret tunnel 4 
5 Fence 5 Golf lesson 
6 Gardens 6 
7 Driveway 7 Wedding (Stwe and Caroline) 
8 Stables 8 
9 Stile 9 Board meeting (head office) 
10 Steep path 10 Hairdressen 
I I Steps 11 
12 Road 12 Bank manager 
13 Bomb shelter 13 
14 Barn 14 
15 Riverbank 15 Dinner parry 
16 Bri+e (on top) 16 Collect Toby, Hea thm (0900 hours) 
17 Jetty 17 Accountant 
18 Boat 18 Jane's 40th Birthday (card) 
19 LVeeping willow 19 Dentist (1 1M) hours) Golf lesson (1 700 horn) 
20 Back garden 20 Squaqh 
21 Back door 2 1 
22 Bridge (under) 22 
23 Cricket pitch 23 School play 
24 Pavilion 24 
25 Golf club 25 
26 Bus stop 26 Golf lesson 
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27 Garage 27 Chiropodist 
28 Hotel 28 Car insurance due 
29 Mini-roundabout 29 
30 Restaurant 30 
31 Library 3 1 

REVIEWING THE D I A R Y  

If I 'stand' on my folly, I notice immediately that thrre is considerable activity 
down by the river. I must have a lot of engagements that week. Similarly, I 
can see that the beginning of the month is pleasantly quiet - a solitary doctor 
standing by the well and my golf tutor over by the fence. 

The advantage of both routes is that I can see all the stages from the same 
vantage point, enabling me to spot in an instant the congested areas - husy 
days or weeks, in other words. 

The stages themselves are carefully chosen; it is important to use open 
spaces and outside features such as hridgcs, roads, and rivers, from where you 
can see plenty of days ahead. I have also ensured that the distance between 
each stase remains constant. This makcs it easier to spot congestion. 

It's up to you how often you choose to review your diary. I look at mine 
once a day, first thing each morning. I stand at the rclevant stage and survey 
what lies ahead. As the days pass, I move further don!: the journey. 

Occasionally, I rehlrn to my folly for an overview and glance at the whole 
month. I also keep an eye on Wonersh. The second journey (February) will 
naturally begin to fill up as the Iirst month comes to an end. I try to add 
images the moment I f x  another appointment. You can't blame your mental 
diary if you've forgotten to 'write' an  appointment down. 

Between them, the two journeys cover the whole year, taking alternate 
months. As February passes, and I make my way towards Wonersh, the jour- 
ney to Bramley will start to fill up, this time with March's events. I am using 
the video again, erasing the old images as I record new ones. As March passes, 
the journey to Wonersh will fill up with April's appointments. And so on. 

If you are extremely husy and need to confirm dates three months ahead, 
simply use a third route and rotate between thr thrce of them. 

HOW TO CHOOSE YOUR O W N  JOURNEY 

My two journeys bring hack happy childhood memories of charging- around 
the Surrey countryside, exploring descrted pill boxes, climbing trees, catching 
fish. If you are going to use a mental diary rc~gularly, it is essential that the 
journey itself is a pleasant experiencr. There is little to hr %gained by throwing 
yourself into a deep depression every morning. 

Remember, too, that your journey must he completely drserted as you map 
it out in your head; this will ensure that the imagcs stand out clrarly when you 
come to populate the stages. And try to reinforcr rcrtain key s t a p  throughout 
the month, like the 5th, or I lth or 26th; this will help you to lind datrs more 
quickly. (Once a~gain, my I lth stagr involvrs stairs.) The next timc someone 
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asks if you are free on a certain day, you will be able to tell them in an 
instant, instead of fumbling around and muttering, 'I'll have to check my 
diary.' 

EXAMPLES 

Here is how I would remember some of the appointments from my imaginary 
January: 

5 Januav: G o ~ b s ~ o n  
The location is the 5th Stage, which is a fence. The key image is of my tutor 
chipping golf balls. He is knocking them over the fence. 

7Januaty: S h e  and Caroliw's ureddiq 
The location is the the driveway to a splendid manor house built by Sir 
Edward Lutyens (7th stage). The key image is of Steve and Caroline. They are 
making their way down the drive in a wedding carriage, dressed in brilliant 
white. Confetti is flying evewhere.  

9 Januay: Board Meeting, Head Ofie 
The location is a wooden stile (9th stage). The key image is of my boss. He is 
rrying in vain to conduct a board meeting, and he looks a Little silly sitting on 
the stile. 

15 Januay: Giving a dinner par& 
The location is the river bank (15th stage). The key image is of my guests sit- 
ting around a table. They are on the river bank, waiting impatiently for some- 
one to catch a fish so they can get on with their dinner. 

28 January I m e  car 
The location is the hotel (28th stage). The key image is of my car, badly CNm- 
pled at the front. It has been towed to the hotel car park. This depressing 
image would shock me into re-insuring it. 

H O W  TO REMEMBER THE TIME OF AN APPOINTMENT 

The whole purpose of the mental diary is to improve your awareness of future 
engagements and plans. There is nothing to stop you from using it in conjunc- 
tion with a written diary. The sight of a doctor standing by a well, for exam- 

! ple, need only be a reminder of the day. You can always then check the time 
of your appointment in a diary. 

Having said that, the mental diary is well equipped to record the time of an 

I 
appoinunent. Using the twenty-four-hour clock, you can translate times into 
people and incorporate them in your image. 

If, for example, my board meeting on 9 January was at 1600 hrs, I would 
imagine Arthur Scargill interrupting the meeting by delivering a sack of coal 
(16 = AS = Arthur Scargill). 

It helps to reinforce the time image if you include the penon's action, but it 
is not always necessary. Here are two more examples: 

- 40 - 
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Ifij'nnuay: Collect Tobyjorn Heathrow a1 0900 hrs 
The location is the hridgc (16th stage). The kcy image is of Tohy. An aero- 
plane has landrd on the bridge and he is disembarking, accompanied by 
Olivrr North (09 = O N  = Oliver North). 

Ig j 'anuay :  Dentirf'r appoinhent a1 1100 hrr  CnYLe~son at 1700 hrr. 
Thc location is the willow tree (19th Stagc) In this particular example, I have 
two appointments on the same day, so J imagine two separate key imagrs, one 
on either side of the uillow trcc. The first kry image is of my dentist. He is 
drilling- a hole in one of Arthur Askey's teeth ( I  I = AA = Arthur Askey). The 
second key image is of my golf tutor. Hc is teaching- Alec Guinness how to 
stop hooking the hall (17 = AG = Alec Guinness). 

WHO NEEDS A FILOFAX ANYWAY2 

The mental diary has a virtually limitless rapacity to store information. All you 
have to do is translate the data into images and incorporate thcm in your 
scene. Let's suppose that I had to collect Tohy from Heathrow Terminal 3 on 
16th January. I imagine Oliver North wearing handcuff3 (number shape for 3) 
and being escorted by Toby down the steps of the aircraft. 

PLANNING THE WHOLE Y E A R  

I said earlier that if you wanted to plan for more than two months ahead, yau 
should rotate among three separate journcys. Howevcr, if yon havc only the 
odd event to rcmembrr throudlout the rest of the year, stick with your two 
main journeys and use a third, short one, consisting of ten stages. 

I have just such a route, heading out north from my tower. If I need to 
remember an art exhihition on 27 August, for example, 1 would create an 
i m a e  at the first s t a s :  Boh Geldof swinging a plank of wood around while 
admiling a painting. 

I ar~ive at this imag-e as follows: the key image is the painting, reminding 
me that it is an art exhibition. The datc is the 27th; 27 = BG = Bob Gcldof; 
August is the 8th month. 0 8  = O H  = Oliver Hardy, whose action is swinging 
a plank. 

The chronological ordrr does not need to he preserved along this shorter 
journey; the dates are contained within each image. If J am suhscquently invit- 
ed to a farewell harbccue with some friends on 22 June, I motre to the second 
stasc and imagine my friends watching Betty Roothroyd playing backgammon 
on the barbecue. (They could have hccn playing trnnis.) 

You should know by now how I arrived at this particular scene. The  kcy 
i m a e  is the barhccuc. The datc is the 22nd: 2'2 = BB = Betty Boothroyd. 
Junc is the 6th month: 06 OS = Omar Sharif, whose action is playing 
hackgammon. 
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THE MENTAL 
IN-TRAY 

T H E  L I S T  D I S E A S E  

I n the last chapter, I showed you how to remember appointments, hut 
what about cvcryday chores and tasks that we never get around to doing? 

m I must cut the ,grass, you tell yourself; I must do something about the 
woodworm in the kitchen table, I must drop in on the old lady at the end of 
the road; I must join the health club. The tasks seem to add up, and you 
never get around to doing any of them. 

It can d l  become quite stressful. You start to rxaggerate the problem - 'I 
have got so many things I should be doing' - even though you could probably 
count them on one hand. The answer, of course, is to order your chores hy 
writing them down, which is why we have become a nation of list-writers. But 
even this practice is not without its strrsses. Bits of paper can get lost. Worse 
still, you can hecome an obsessive list-maker, buying in tntck loads of 'Post-its' 
and plastering your walls with memoranda. In extreme cases, you draw up the 
mothrr of all lists once a morning, detailing the lists that you must write 
during the day. 

T H E  C U R E  

Let me suggest a calm and effective alternative: the mrntal in-tray. Choose a 
simple journey with ten stages. It is important that the place holds happy 
memories for you. I use a hotel I stayed at on a wondrrful holiday. Wiy  not 
use somewhere from your honeymoon (proxiding it wasn't a disaster)? O r  a 
scene from your childhood? 

Once you have established and memorized the ten stages, run through all 
the chores, tasks, or general worries that arc currently troubing you. Then cre- 
ate a key image for each one and place them at separate s tass .  Here is a t p i -  
cal in-tray: 
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THE M E N T A L  I N - T R A Y  

CHORE KEY LILIGE ROITE 
1. Extend overdraft Bank manager Sunny beach 
2. Bathroom leak Plumber Bar 
3. Cut grass Lawnmower Restaurant 
4. Stop smoking Dirty ash tray Hotel drive 
5 Letter to relative Aunt in tram Reception 
6 Pay phone hill Superman/phone box Launge 
7 MOT Car Pool 
8. Shopping Supermarket trollev Bedroom 
9. Devclop photos Camera Jacuzzi 
10. Hoover house Vacuum Balcony 

The bizarre image of a supermarkrt trollcy tucked up in bed can mean only 
one thing: my turn to do the shopping. And the sight of my aunt in tears, 
pouring her heart out to the somewhat bemused hotel receptionist, is a sharp 
reminder that a letter is well overdue. 

Priority is not important. Once all your worries are out in the open and 
pleasant surroundings of your journey, you will have an equal awareness of 
each of them, allowing you to get them into some sort of penpective. 

O T H E R  U S E S  

A mental in-tray has many other uses. I find it invaluable when I am attending 
a mrcting, or conducting an important phone conversation. If there are certain 
key points which I want to convey, I translate them into images and put them 
along my in-tray journey. Nothing is more frustrating than the sudden realiza- 
tion, usually on the bus home, that you have forgotten to say your most 
important point at a crucialmecting. 

I also use it last thing at night. If I must leave a note for the milkman, I 
imagine x bottle of milk at stagc 1. Similarly, if I ever have to go on a course 
of pills, taking three a day, for examplc, I move an image of a bottle to the 
ncxt stage e v c y  time I take a dose. Perhaps its most useful application, 
though, is in a job interview. 
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B efore I hrcame a full-time Memory Man, I once applied for a job at an 
airport. Sensing that I had to pull something sprcial out of the hat if I wa? 
to sct it, I decided to swot up on somc hackground information. I memo- 

rlzrd every piece of data I could find about the company, and I also learnt all 
I could about each airline that operated out of the airport. 

The intelview went well. 1 tried to give the impression that I was genuinely 
interested in the overall environment. It must have paid off because I landed 
the job. Thanks to a trained memory, I was rrferring to a mental in-tray 
throughout thc interview, reminding myself of salient points which I thoug-ht 
should he raised. I had also used an extended journey to filc away the infor- 
mation ahout the company and airlines. 

In today's difficult employmcnt market, interviews are more important than 
ever; a trained memory can help you to make thc most of them. Think how 
refreshing it is for an i n t r ~ e w e r  to he sitting opposite an applicant \vho has 
hothered to find out about the firm heforehand. Not only that, but the appli- 
cant comes across as intelligent, recalling detailed and rele1,ant information 
seemingly at will. IVhen asked about his or her c\r, the reply is clear and con- 
cise, with no 'umming' and 'erring' or 'I can't remember what I was doing 
then.' And finally, when the i n t e ~ e w e r  asks if therc arc any questions, the 
applicant raises considered, well thousht out queries. 

T H E  I N - T R A Y  

The chirf purpose of using a mental in-tray for a joh i n t e ~ e w  is to order your 
thoughts, allowing you to ask all the questions you wanted to hcforc walking in 
through thr door. There's nothing worse than planning what you are going to 
say, perhaps rven scrihhling something down on a scrap of papcr in the wait- 
ing room, and then cursing younelf afterwards, 'I wish I'd asked this; I com- 
pletely fogot about that.' Thc tense atmospherr of an interview can ruin your 
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composure and clarity of thought unless you have a strong mental structure to 
hold everything together. 

In-trays for interviews are created in exactly the same way as I described in 
the previous chapter: keep the journey short and simple (no more than ten 
stages), and use instant association to create your key images. The only diffcr- 
ence is that you might want to place your questions in ordrr of priority. As the 
conversation progresses, walk along your short journry letting the key images 
trigger off the questions. 

I find that an in-tray and a longer journey work very well in tandem. A 
question nhout a certain aspect of the company's operations, for example, 
might he the cue for calling up a separate jourt~ey containing all the relcvant 
data on that subject. 

J O U R N E Y S  

There is no limit to the information that can he stored using journeys: facts 
and figures about the company, including balance sheets and its history; infor- 
mation relating to customers, branches, key employees; data ahout the general 
sector or industry; related share prices. 

But be careful! Don't show off too much; you may unnerve your inteniew- 
er if you suddenly reel off the company's entire annual accounts. The odd sub- 
tlc throwaway line at the right moment is far more likely to leave the right 
last in^ impression. 

LVhen you are choosing a journey, exactly the same principles apply as 
before. Try to ensure that it has some relcvancc. The first stage could start at 
the firm itself, perhaps. If you have come to know your Joh Centre well over 
the last few week and months, it could always begin there. 

Always keep the data as visual as possible. No matter how technical or 
involved the information might be, there is always a way of translating it into 
key images. Use all the techniques you have learnt: The DoArIxrc svs.rnl for 
converting statistics into people and actions, word association to remember 
important members of staK 

Finally, you may wish to use a separate journey for your career. There's 
nothing worsc than being asked ahout a dark and distant period in your previ- 
ous employment and not being able to shed any light on it. Break down your 
cv into its constituent parts, and translate them into key images. Again, the 
Do \ f~u~c  S Y S T E ~ ~  can he used to make dates more mrmorable; alternatively, 
you could assign each year to a separate stage. 

Yo matter how well prepared you are, or how much research you have 
done, you won't gct the job if you don't perform well in the interview. Mental 
composure is essential. A good memory allows you to maintain your train of 
thought in the often difficult environment of an intervicw, bringing out the 
best in you when it matters. 
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C H A P T E R  

now TO 
REMEMBER 

T his chapter is for public speakers. You might he a barrister, lawyer, politi- 
cian, comedian, priest, lecturer, actor, or perhaps you've been asked to 

II make a speech at a wedding or after dinner. We all have to address others 
in public at some time in our lives, and for many of us it can he a nenre- 
wracking occasion. A trained memory can help you to deliver a good speech, 
cffartlessly and without any worry. 

I 

'8 , 
B A D  S P E E C H E S  

A badly prepared speech or talk is not only embarrassing for the speaker, it 
t can also he acutely painful for the audicnce as well. For thosr who try to speak 
I without notes, jokes can often fall apart in public, even though they went well 
i in private beforehand. Ideas tend to peter out rapidly when you arc ad-libbing, 

and rememheling a punchline is so much morr difficult when the pressurr is 
on to perform. 

There is also nothing worse than somcone reading 01 iote vrrba- 
tim from a picce of paper. Their speeches arc often puncruilrea w~rh  pregnant 
pauses as they desperately try to decipher their own handwriting. 

K E Y  P O I N T S  

Anyone who has tried to avoid these pitfalls and attended a puhlic speaking 
course will have prohahly been told to condense speeches into a series of kry 
points. Listed on a cue card, they arc dcsi~ped to trigger off particular anec- 
dotes, suhjccts or  aspects of a story. They arc written out in sequence, thus 
presening the natural order of the speech. 

This technique usually rrsults in a his improvement, hut relying on an 
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external memory aid such as a cue card can still interrupt the flow of a speech. 
(I am sure you have seen someone nervously shuming their cards.) Thr  most 
successful public speakers, however, are ahle to store thcir key points in their 
heads. 

Enter the mental speech file. Much like the mental diary, a speech file can 
help you to remember a talk in its entirety without any notes. Key points are 
translated into key images, and placed along- a simple journey. 

The following is a slightly edited version of onr of Rowan Atkinson's infa- 
mous wedding speech sketchcs, taken fror n Belfnrt recording. If you 
haven't heard this masterful performance I gine him delivering it in a 
hegrndsng, acrimonious tone. 

Pray silence for the Father of the Bride 

chosen a I 

let's not dc 
1 than Ma 
,,L. AL. L ., 

Ladies and Gelltleman and friends of my daughter. Thrre comes a 
time in every wrdding reception when the man who paid for the 
damn thing is allowed to speak a word or two of his o m .  And I 
should like to take this opportunity, sloshed as I may be, to say a 
word or two about Martin. As far as I'm concerned, my daughter 
could not have nor? delightful, charming, witty, responsi- 
ble, wealthy - .ny it - well placed, good-looking and fer- 
tile young ma) rtin as her husband. And I therefore ask 
the question: \ ' v l r y  CILC ~lril did she marry Gerald instead? 

... If I may use a gardening simile here: if his entire family may 
he likened to a compost heap - and I think they can - then Gerald 
is the biggest weed growing out of it. I think he is the sort of man 
people emigrate to avoid. 

I remember the first time I met Gerald, I said to my wife - 
she's the lovely woman propping up that horrendous old lush of a 
mother of his - either this man is suffering from severe brain dam- 
age, or the new ! ,leaner has anived. As for his family, they 
are quite simply t intolerable herd of steaming social ani- 
mals I've ever I misfortune of turning my nose up to. I 
spurn you as I wunru spurn a rabid dog. I would like to propose a 
toast ... to the caterers. And to the pigeon who crapped on the 
groom's family limousine at the church. As for thc rest of you 
around this tahle not directly related to me, you can sod off. I 
wouldn't trust any of you to sit the rig-ht way on a lavatory. 

Jacuum c 
the mos 

lad the 
.-~~,J 

(written by Richard Curtis and Rowan Atkinson) 

Not many fathers are likely to stand up and deliver a tirade like this, although 
many would like to, hut it is a very good example of what ran he achieved 
using your memory. Timing, emphasis, and rhythm can make all the diffrr- 
ence between a faintly amusing speech and a hilarious one. If you havc a men- 
tal list of key points in your head, you can pace yourself better, knowing what's 
come up and what you've already said. 

A speech file enables you to 'see' the entire contents laid out in Front of you 
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(like the mental diary), letting you make a smooth transition from point to 
point. As you are talking, you can 'waW down your journey. A key image for 
each new point will appear in front of you, and those beyond it will also he 
visible. There's no chance of your rhythm being disrupted, providing of coune, 
you have chosen a familiar journey and don't lose your way! 

T H E  S P E E C H  F I L E  

I have divided the 'Father of the Bride' sketch into 22 points to show you how 
a speech can be converted into key images. You should be able to understand 

i it all from the following. 
! 

I 
1. Daughter 12. Compost heap 
2. Wallet 13. Weed 
3. Martin 14. Passport 
4. Light 15. Wife 
5. Snake charmer 16. Gerald's mother 
6. Comedian 17. Vacuum cleaner 
7. Keys 18. Herd 

! 8. Gold bar 19. Rabid dog 
9. Well 20. Caterers 

i 10. Ram 21. Pigeon 
1 I. Gerald 22. Loo 

Notice how I have translated into key images the run of seven adjectives 
that describe Martin: 

delightful light 
charming snake charmer 
witty comedian 
responsible keys 
wealthy gold bars 
well-placed well 
fertile ram 

I have also made passport the key image for 'emigrate'. This works well for 
me, hut you might have a more obvious association. Whenever you are form- 
ing key images, you must remember that you have got to make the link again, 
and in a more pressured situation. I can't stress enough that the fint associa- 
tions are always the most important. 

Choose your own journey, and try converting the 'Father of the Bride' 
speech into key images. (Don't forget that facts and figures can easily be trans- 
lated into memorable images using the DOMINIC SYSTEM.) Then practise deliv- 
ering it without writing anything down. 

The next time you have to deliver a less vitriolic wedding speech, make 
sure you use a mental speech file. It looks so much more impressive than 
scrawny notes or smart cue cards. I susgest you choose a journey that involves 
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a church, and he certain to memorize thc routr before you start fillin!: it with 
kcy irnagcs. 

A mcr~tal speech file is such a simple way nf making- a hig impression, 
tt'hcthcr it's a wcdding, or an important husiness prrscntation, you are hound 
to be noticcd if you calmly staiid up, and dclivrr a polishcd and appropriate 
speecl~ with no real nofe~. 
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In 1992, I 
rtes from 'tl 
ehrity cahhi 
.-2 -. .. .: 

On and o 
ssed St Pat 
)uws of Pa 
.. L.. . 

C Y A P T E R  

now TO 

was aked 
he Knowlec 
e and winn . L,:L.Jr.,>. 

, twisting a 
h Covent I 

wondered 
.L,. A. ~ - .  

Tar, a motc 
.aminer war 
mid. Never .,. .c L:. .- 

I f you want to join the rank? or London's 23,000 driven of black taxis, you 
first have to pass a gruelling test known as 'the Knowledge'. Among other 

I things, it requires that you learn 468 routes around the capital, including 
5.500 roads, and a whole host of museums, churches, hospitals, railway and 
police stations, theatres, park,  and othrr landmarks. It's hardly surprising that 
the success rate for   as sing is a mere 30 DCr cent. , 

by Auto E$ $ring magazine, to memorize four 
rot ige'. My ex ; none other than Fred Housego, 
cel er of A4arM one to do things by halves, Fred 
askcu ~rrc w air ~ u ~ ~ r r u ~ u ~ t r d  in the b a ~ n  o~ ILLS ~ d b  hefore driving me around what 
he considered to be the toughest routes in London. (Anyone who saw us probahly 
thought I was being kidnapped.) 

Fred sang out the directions to me as we went along: 'Left into Southwark 
Strect. First right into Blackfriars Road. Forward Blackfriars Road. Remember 
the sandwich shop on the right. Continue into Kcw Bridge Street. Leave New 
Bridge Street for Farringdon Street. Spot the station on your right. Turn right 
at traffic liehts into Clerkenwell Road.' 

n we went: nd turning through the streets of London, 
pa: J's, throug Garden and TraCalgar Square, around the 
Hc rliament. I if it would ever end. Once the ordeal was 
ovcl, nuwcver, I was aulc ru rrcitc perfectly the instructions for all four 
routes, including details like the sandwich shop on Blackfriars Road. Even 
Fred was a little bemused: 'I've never met a cabbie who can do anything like 
this!' he told the magazine. 'I gave him the hardest routes and he scorcd 100 
per cent.' 

It would have only confused the issur if I had disclosed that my mind hadn't 



been on thc strerts of London at all. I had, in fact, been taking a leisurely ?troll 
around East Hcrts golf coursc. 

H O W  T O  U S E  A G O L F  C O U R S E  F O R  
R E M E M B E R I N G  D I R E C T I O N S  

hlost of us tcnd not to lhc given instructions sitting blindfolded in thc back of a 
hlack cab. 'rhey are usually offercd in x hurry, through a woond-down win- 
dow. Or wr are standing in a draughty phonr box, lost in thr dark and witll- 
out a pen, drsperately trying to rcmrmher what thc pcrson on the other rnd 
of thc line is saying. 

'Go Irft at the lights,' they say. 
'Right,' you rcply. 
'Left, not right!' 
'Rig-ht, I mean left!' 
And so on. 
If you are ever in this predicament again, try using a familiar journey to 

record the instructions. And I urgc anyone who plays golf to choosc a route 
around their favouritc course. It doesn't matter if you're not a player; a coun- 
try walk or a route through your town will morr than suficc. 

A mund of golf is not such an odd choice for a jor~rncy a? it might sound. I think 
it is fair to say that most golfem, on completing a round, are able to r r c d  inrlividud 
strokes; also h c  exart spot where the ball landrd, their choicc of iron or wood, and 
rwn their opponent's play. The nrxt timr you arc in a dubhouse,  grit your tecth for 
a frw seconds and listen to the golf bores m they trade descriptions of mi~aculnus 
second shots on the xventh fainvay or twenty footem at the Mtcrnth ,gem. 

\Vhat's going on her?? Are peoplc suddenly being emhucd with wondclrul 
powcrs of rccall every time they play a round of golf? If you were to ask any club 
player how he or she approached the third shot nn the sevmtcrnth, or how many 
putts they took on the fourth, they could probably tell ynu. In fact, they co~11d 
probably take you through an entire round, recalling 80 to 100 shots in perfect 
srquence. It'? all hrginning to sound familiar. Isn't this exactly the sort of memory 
trick I perform, except with playing cards and numbers rather than golf shots? 

So why do we have such a problem rrmembering right to ten road directions, 
when we can recall 80 to 100 golf shots in a tricc? If you Ivavc undcmtnod my 
approach to memory, you already know the ansrvrr. '9 logical journey around a 
golf course, with each stage srqucntially numhercd, is bound to give order to an 
othenrise ramshacklr set of memories. It's exactly the samr technique you lrarnt 
for memorizing lists and appointments. Even if you're not interested in golf, it is a 
perfect rxample of the hidden potrntial our memories possess. 

D I R E C T I O N S  

Imagine you arc given the following instructions to remember. You don't have 
the time or wllcrewithal to write them down; besides, it's hazardous trying to 
rrad and drive at the same time. 
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I .  Left into IVrstcrn Avenue 
2. Right into Cannonsg1tr Rnad 
3. Third exit off the roundabout 
4. Tjm~ction: right into Station Road 
5. Pass Rrd Lion Puh on the left 
6. T-junction: Icft into Braintrce Road 
7. Straight on for four miles 
8. Second set of traffic lights: turn right 
9. First cxit OK roundabout into IVarrcn IVay 
10. Sixth House on the lcft: Blacksmith Cottage. 

It's a daunting challenge, but you were meant to he at Blacksmith Cottage half 
an hour ago for an important supper rngagement. Let me tell you how I 
would memorize thrsc instructions, using n golf course as my journey. 

I relate cach direction or signal to an imaginav strike of a ball and its sub- 
sequent position. Turning left, for instance, is represented by a ghastly hook 
shot; turning right is a slice; straight on is a satisf$ng drive plumb down the 
middle of the fairway; a roundabout is a g-reen; and a T-junction is the ncxt 
tec. 1 translate names of roads, puhs and other landmarks into memorable 
image - cxag-gerat~d, colourf~~l, bizarre - which are then incorporated in my 
round. As I said earlier, I personally imagine myself standing- at the first tee at 
East Herts golf course. 

1. Left into TVest~rn Avenue 
To remember 'left', I imagine driving a wild hook off to the left-hand side of 
the first fainvay (not unusual for mc). T o  remember '\Vestern Avenue', I pic- 
ture a hostilc, action-packed sccne of coxvhoys and indians engaged in mortal 
comhat on the spot where the hall has landed. 

2. Right into Cannnnsgatr Road 
This time I imapjne slicing the ball way over to thc right-hand side. It's g-oing 
to be a tlicky one to play: thc ball has disappeared straight down the shaft of 
an old cannon that is leaning on a sate. 

3. Third exit off the roundabout 
Roundabouts are always represented by greens, and I remember the exit hy 
the number of putts it takes to sink the ball. My putting has always let me 
down and today is no exception: I thrce putt at the first. Alternatively, I could 
imaginr myself standing handcuffed to the flag. HandcoKs are the number 
shape for 3. 

4. T-junction: right into Station Road 
Thc T-junction antomatically takes me to the nrxt tee, where I promptly slice 
the ball again to the rig-ht. Unlike most slices, llowcver, the ball doesn't disap- 
pear into thick undergrowth. I imagine it landing on a station platform and 
bouncing mercilessly throuzh the crowd, scatterins tcrrificd commuters in all 
directions. 
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5 .  pass Red Lion Puh on the lrft 
My ncxt shot lands in a nasty hunker to the left of the geen .  As I approach, I 
see a ferocious red lion warding thr hall. HP is prowling round and round it, 
looking distinctly menacing. I think I'll concrde the holc. 

6. T-junction left: into Braintree Road 
At the ncxt tee, it's another hook, I am afraid. Th r  hall skews off to the Id or 
thc fairway by a tree - a very thoughtful trcc, as it happcns. Looking up, I am 
amazed to see a large brain wedged between two of its branches. The Tree of 
Knowledge, no less. This will make a fine story back at the clubhouse 
(ZZZZZZZZLZZZZZ ...) 

7. Straight on for four miles 
At last! My gamc is coming together. I hit the hall straidlt down the middle of 
the faitway with my four iron. (Once again, I could also incorporate a num- 
bers-shape, in this case a yacht, to rcme~nhcr four miles.) 

8. Second set of traffic lights: turn right 
My next shot lands in the roosh on the right. Ahead of me, I imagine a largp 
trafir light, rising- out of a inconvenirntly positioned lake. A swan is swimming 
round the pole, us if protecting it. A swan is the numher-shape for 2. 

I 
9. First exit off roundahout into Warren Way 
My w green play is i rnpro~ng:  I sinde putt the ncxt shot. Rut it's not only the 
length of the putt that is in~prcssiw. The grccn is rrowdrd with rahbits from a 
nearby warren. Nternativcly, I imagine that the flag has turned into a tclr- 
~grzzph pole (the numher-shape for 1) to remind me that it's the first exit. Not 
ruqxisingly, I prefer to putt at roundabouts when it's the first exit. 

10. Sixth house on the left: Blacksmith Cottage 
Finally, I hit a six iron off to the left of thc next fairway, and watch, in disbe- 
lief, as it lands in thc furnace of a hlacksmith who has set up shop on the 
course. Nternativcly, I picture an elcphant (numbcr-shape for 6) being fitted 
with a shor by a hlacksmith. 

They may be surreal, crazy images, hut I bet I arrive at the supper engage- I 

ment hrfore you do. 
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'.'z,.:vw.,.~sa . . 

Sundny's chiM k bonny. good, blithe flnd.qz~ 
,Mond<y's child is fair qfface 
Trrarday's child irfull of,qace 
IYednerdcy5 child isJill of moe 
Thtrrrdf!?'~ child harfar lo go 
Fr idy ' i  child Is loving andgiuing 
Snturdny3.r child work hnrd./nr a lii,in,q 

0 n the 11 September 1978, a Rulprian playwright named Georgie Markov 
was queuing at a hus stop on the Embankment in London. Hc was on his 
I way to Bush House on the Strand, whew he workrd as a translatnr for the 

BBC's JVorld Senice. Shortly before his bus arrived, he felt a sharp jah in the 
hack of his Icg. \Vitnesses said they saw a man walking- off in a hurry, carlying 

1 
an umhrrlla. Four days later, Markov was dead. Thc police suspected poisoning. 

I was recently reminded of this notorious assassination by a magazine article 

I on the Bulprian secret police. As I read it, I tlied to picture the scene: why 
was he poisoned at a bus stop? IVas there anything relcvant about thc date? I 

I kncw in an instant that Markov was stabhcd on a Monday. It was a small 

i point, but it helped to set the scene for me. He was a normal commntrr, going 
to work like thc rest of us. But what a tragic start to the week! 

I knew it was a Monday because I have 'learnt' thr twentieth-century calm- 
! dar. I could similarly tell you in an instant what day or  the week it was on 19 

Aup~s t  1905 (Saturday), or 22 December 1948 plrdnesday); and I know what 
I 

i day it will bc on I January 1998 (Thursday). 
It's an rxtrcmely ~tseful skill tn acquire, one that I personally use all the 

i time. It's also a very entertaining party trick. As part of my stage show, I ask 
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someone to tell me their date of birth; before they've had time to say, 'It's a 
con!', I have told them which day of the week they were born on, and which 
famous people they share their birthdays with. Surprisingly, therc is very little 
to learn; you have already done most of the work in previous chapters. 

T H E  P A R T Y  

Imagine that today is your birthday. As a present, a friend has organized a sur- 
prisc party for you. You come home from work to find that your house has been 
taken over by 100 guests, a mixture of fiends, relatives, and famous people. 

The ,pest list bears an uncanny rcsemhlance to the people you mcmorized 
for the DohlriXrC SusTEnl. This time, however, the characters represent years, 
from 1900 to 1999. Take Benny Hill, for example (or your equivalent charac- 
ter suggested by BH). Using thr Dohrrivc SYSTEM, he rrpresents 1928 (2 = B; 
8 = H). O r  Berty Roothroyd, the Speaker of thc House of Commons. She rep- 
resents 1922 (2 = R; 2 = B). 

The house is too small to accommodate all the guests in one room, so your 
friend has allocated each penon to a particular room, and told cveryone to 
stay there for the whole evening. One group has even been banished to the 
garden. As far as possible, they have been spread evenly; some areas have 
fourteen people and somc fifteen. I will tell you in a moment who has been 
allocated where. 

T H C  M E T H O D  

When someone tells me a date, I make an instant and simple calculation. The 
date is broken down into its component parts, year, month, and day, and I 
give each one a basic numerical code (anything between 0 and 6). 1 then add 
them together to work out the day of the week. The party scene you have just 
imagined is an cay way of remcmheing thc relevant codes. 

THE Y E A R  C O D E  

The setting for your party should consist of six rooms and your gardcn. Each 
arra must be distinct and have familiar associations: furniture, pictures, windows. 
It doesn't have to be your own house. YOU might prcfer to chose your place of 
work, a health club, a school, your parents' home. It is important, however, that 
you use the location solely for calculatin,~ the twentieth-century calendar. 

Allocatc to each room a number bctween 0 and 6. As the garden is not a 
room, we will call it zero. I suggest that you use the simple numher-shape 
method to remember the other numbers. 

ARFA NU~IRER SHAPE A s s o c l ~ ' r ~ o ~  

Garden 0 Football Playing in the garden. 

Bcdroom 1 Telegraph pole BT have erected an 
unsightly pole outside 
your hrdroom window. 
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Spare room 2 Swan A rather tasteless 
porcelain swan 
ornament sits on the 
dlrsser (that's why it is 
in the spare room). 

Staircase 3 Handcuffs I always keep these 
handy at the top of the 
stain in casc I have to 
arrest an unwelcon~e 
intruder. 

Lounge 4 Sail hoat Thc scarcapc oil paint- 
ing nhovc the fireplace 
depicts a sailing boat. 

Kitchen 5 Curtain hook Why are the curtains 
drawn in the kitchen? 

Bathroom 6 Elephant's trunk An elephant's trunk 
(downstairs) acts as a sho\rzer attach- 

ment (another tasteless 
feature, I am afraid.) 

The next stage is to work out wjhrre each person has been allocated. This will 
give you the all-important code numhcr (hetween 0 and 6) for the year you 
have been asked. If sornrone says they werr horn in 1972, for example, you 
need to know that Georgr Bush (GB = 72) is in the bathroom, which gives 
you the code 6. 

R O O M  A L L O C A T I O N  

Here is a list of the people who havc gatlrerrd in the garden, and the years 
they represent. Ncrdlrss to say, you should use your own charactcrs - a mix- 
tur? of personal acquaintances and cclchritics. For the purposes of demonstra- 
tion, howcver, 1 will use the people on thc list in Chaptcr 4. 

Garden: Code number 0 (football) 

Olive Oyl 1900 Eanion Andrews 1951 
Omar Sharif 1906 Ehcntezcr Scrooge 1956 
N e c  Guincss 1917 Srve Rallesteros 1962 
Bill Clinton 1923 Gcrry Cottlr 1973 
Rrnny Hill 1928 Gamal Nasscr 1979 
Christopher Dean 1934 Humphrey I>avc-y 1984 
Duke Ellington 1945 Nick Owen 1990 

Imagine each person in a ditTccrcnt p;ln of your gardrn. Makr pcoplc intcract, 
and incorporate thc actions you gavc thcm in thc i ) r ~ \ r r ~ ~ c :  svsmnl. Omar 
Sharif is playins hark~ammon with Ebenerzer Scmogr. Grrry Cottlc is swing- 
ing on a trapeze at thc end of thr gardrn ahove Brnny Hill's milkfloat. Bill 
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Clinton is being i n t e ~ e w e d  by Nick Owen, who is sitting on a sofa. Seve 
Ballesteros is demonstrating his golf swing to Eamon Andrews, who is more 
interested in reading out his lifc story from the famous red book. 

Use all your senses. Hear the scraping noise of Christopher Dean skating 
around and around on a frozen puddle. And remember the number code. It is 
not a room, so the code is zero (number-shape = football). Imagine a large 
football in the garden. 

Now move inside the house to the bedroom, where another ,group of guests 
are entertaining themselves. 

Bedroom: Codr number I (telegraph polr) 

Ossie Ardiles 1901 Elizabeth Goddard 1957 
Organ Grinder 1907 Sean Connery 1963 
Alastair Bumet 1912 Sherlock Holmes 1968 
Adolf Hitler 1918 Gerard Depardieu 1974 
Barry Norman 1929 Hany Enfield 1985 
Clint Eastwood 1935 Neil Armstrong 1991 
Dominic O'Rrien 1940 Nigel Short 1996 
Delia Smith 1946 

I always find it fascinating to imagine the conversations that would ensue at 
this sort of party. What, for example, do you suppose Clint Eashvood is saying 
to Adolf Hitler ('Go ahead punk, make my day!') Bany Norman is filmin5 
Gerard Depardieu's sword. Sherlock Holmes is fascinated by Neil Armstrong's 
spacesuit, examining it with a magnifying $ass. Delia Smith is showing me 
how to cook. And Nigel Short is teaching Sean Conne~y a thing or two about 
chess, although Conncry has a gun trainrd on him under the table. 

You can have great fun imagining scenes, but remember to link each char- 
actcr to their particular room. Imagine Alastair Bnmet looking out of your 
bedroom window and reading the news; the chess match is taking place on 
your dressing table; the cables from Barry Norman's cameras are wrapped 
around your standard lamp. Incorporate little details about the room; Hany 
Enfield is complaining about your wallpaper ('You didn't want to choose a 
colour like that.') And don't forget the room codc is 1. Incorporate the num- 
ber-shape (a teleg~aph pole) into the scene. 

Here are the remaining rooms, the corresponding years and codes. Once 
you have assigned everyone to his or her respective room, you havr got the 
code number for any year from 1900 to 1999. 

Spare Room: Code Number 2 (swan) 

1902, 1913, 1919, 1924, 1930, 1941, 1947, 1952, 1958, 1969, 1975, 1980, 
1986, 1997 

Stairway and Hall: Code number 3 (handcuffs) 

1903, 1908, 1914, 1925, 1931, 1936, 1942, 1953, 1959, 1964, 1970, 1981, 
1987,1992, 1998 
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Lounge: Code number 4 (sailboat) 

Kitchen: Code Number 5 (curtain hook) 

Downstairs Bathroom: Code number 6 (elephant's trunk) 

1905, 1911, 1916, 1922, 1933, 1939, 1944, 1950, 1961, 1967, 1972, 1978, 
1989, 1995 

T H E  MONTH CODE 

The second sta~ge is to get a numerical code for the month. Here is a list of the 
numhen for each month: 

January 1 July 0 
February 4 August 3 
March 4 September 6 
April 0 October I 
May 2 November 4 
June 5 December 6 

They are not difficult to remember. I suggest you use the number-shape 
method as an aide-memoire. Exercise your ima,qination to create a relevant 
image. Listed below are a few suggestions: 

January (1) 
No need for any visual mnemonics here. January is the first month of the year, 
hence 1 

February (4) 
February reminds me of feRREWERY. I can visualize an old Thames barge 
unloading kegs of beer at a smuggler's inn. Usin!: the oumber-shape method, 
hoat = 4. 

March (4) 
Going back a few yean, I can visualize an army of soldirrs, maybe even 
Vikings, MARCHing a boat down to the water's edgc carrying it on their 
shoulders. Boat = 4. 

April (0) 
Have you ever been caught in an April shower where hailstones are the size of 
footballs? Nor have I, but I can imagine footballs falling from the sky, denting 
the roof of my car and bouncing in the road. Football = 0. 

May (2) 
I remember this by thinking that 'may' suggests a twofold choice: someone may 
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or may not do something. I also think of makes of matches: Bryant and May 
and Swan Vesta. Combining the two gives you Swan and May. Swan = 2. 

June (5) 
I think of a landlady I know called June and I imagine her drawing back the 
curtains in the morning at her pub. Curtain hook = 5. 

July (0) 
Carrying on the pub imagery, I can picture the landlady looking out of the 
window at her scruffy daughter, Julie, kicking a football amund on the dusty 
track outside the pub. Football = 0. 

August (3) 
I have a smng image of three ageing oak trees on an exposed hill top, swaying 
dangerously in A GUST of wind. They are f ied together by an enonnous set 
of handcuffs, to prevent them from toppling over. Handcuffs = 3. 

September (6) 
I think of an elephant who has such a long trunk that it drags along the 
grnund. It has become SEPTic. Elephant = 6. 

October (1) 
I picture an OCTopus sitting on top of a central telegraph pole, one with 
plenty of lines leading off fmm it. Teleg~aph pole = 1. 

November (4) 
I refer back to the image of the Thames barge unloading kegs of beer. At the 
fmnt end of it, looking on with dismay, is a young Novice, praying for the 
sins of mankind (or does he just want a drink himself?) Boat = 4. 

December (6) 
I imagine Father Christmas, naturally associated with December, riding into 
town on the elephant with a septic trunk. Elephant's trunk = 6. 

You now have your codes for the various months. It doesn't take long to mem- 
orize them, and don't feel obliged to use my examples. Whatever you do, 
though, you must remember each number and its month. It's no good just 
remembering the list of numbers. 

THE D A Y  C O D E  

This is the easiest code of th~ is entirely self-explanatory. AU you 
have to remember is that the v on a Sunday, hence I, and ends with 
a Saturday, which you must car1 zero. 

Sunday I Thursday 5 
Monday 2 Friday 6 
Tuesday 3 Saturday 0 
Wednesday 4 
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You will have noticed that all the code numbers fall somewhere brtween 0 and 
6. This is because we are working in base 7. We are, after all, trying to calcu- 
late days of the week. 

T o  establish the day code, take the date of the month, the 17th for exam- 
ple, cast out as many 7s as you can and see what you are left with. In this 
case, takc 14 away from 17, leaving 3, which is the day code. If the date is less 
than 7, 3 for example, then 3 is your day code. 

Once you have learnt these three codes (years, months, days) you are ready 
to calculate any day of the week this century. 

THE C A L C U L A T I O N  

T o  work out the day of the week, simply add together the three codes: year, 
month, day. Once again, if the grand total is more than 7 (9 for exampld, 
simply cast out as many 7s as you can, leaving 2: a Monday. 

E x m p b  I: 
22 October 1906. 
1. Day code: 22 cast out three 7s, lraving 1 = 1 
2. Month code: October = OCTopus on t e l e p p h  pole = 1 
3. Year code: 1906 = OS = Omar Sharif playing 

backgammon in garden = 0 
TOTAL: = 2 

The total tells us the day of the week: 2nd. 
22 October 1906 was a Monday. 

Exampb 2: 
31 A q u t  1912 
I .  Day code: 31, cast out four 73, leaving 3 = 3 
2. Month code: August = A GUST of wind, 

handcuffs on oak trees = 3 
3. Year code: 1912 = AB = Nastair Burnet 

reading news in bedroom = I 
TOTAL: = 7 

Because the total is divisible by 7, we are left with 0. 
3 1 Au,qst 191 2 was a Saturday. 

Example 3: 
Nm Year's Eve, I999 
I. Day code: 31, cast out 7s, leaving 3 = 3 
2. Month code: December = Father Xmas on a elephant = 6 
3. Year code: 1999 = NN = Nanette Newman in lounge = 4 

TOTAL : = 13 
Take 7 away from 13 and you are left with 6. 
New Year's Eve in 1999 will he a Friday. 

When you get more proficient at the mathematics, you should cast out any 7s 
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as you go along. If I were doing the above example, I would have added 6 to 
3, making 9, and cast out 7, making 2, hefore adding 4. I 

L E A P  Y E A R S  

If a leap year is involved, you will sometimes have to make a slight alteration 
to the calculation. Leap years are divisible hy 4 (1980, 1984, 1988, 1992, etc.) 
Let us suppose the date you are asked is in a leap yrar and falls between I 
January and 29 February. In this case (and no other), simply subtract 1 from 
your final total. If the date f d s  within a leap year, but is outside January or 
February, simply carry out the calculation as brfore. 

Example 4: 
14 February 1952. 
1. Day code: 14, cast out 7s, leaving 0 = 0 
2. Month codc: February = frBREWERY 

= boat unloading kegs of beer = 4 
3. Year code: 1952 = Eric Bristnw playing darts 

in spare room = 2 
TOTAL: = 6 

Subtract I from 6, because it is a leap year (and the date falls between 1 
January and 29 February) and you are left with 5 .  I 
14 Frbrualy 1980 was a Thursday. 

(Please note that the year 1900 was not a leap year. The only century leap 
years are those divisible by 400. Thc year 2000 will he a leap year.) 

D O E S N ' T  T H I S  A L L  T A K E  A  V E R Y  L O N G  T I M E ?  

People are often puzzled when I tell them how it is possible to work out the day of 
any date this century. They see me do it in an instant and are then dismayed 
when they discover how much work is involved. In fact, it doesn't take long at all 
to come up with an answer. The more you practice, the quicker you get, and you 
must have faith in the ability of your brain to mcall information virtually instantly. 

T W O  T I P S  

There are, however, twn techniques that I usc to eive the impression of instan- 
taneous recall. First, son to repe slowly. Se, cal- 
culating the moment t the infon 

For instance, as s, leone says .' I am i m ~  %st- 
ing out the 7s (four o~ rnem, leavin!: me w m  L ... of Septemocr. f i p m ,  I 
instantly think of SEPTic trunk, 6, add it to the 2 I already have, which makes 
8, cast out 7,  leaving me with 1. 1 am now already ahead of the question, 
waiting for them to say the year. 

'1966.' Ah yes, 66 is SS, Steven Spielberg, who is in the kitchen. Kitchen = 
curtain hooks = 5 and bingo! 5 + 1 = Friday. 

ask the per 
they impa~ 

oon as som 
-r ., \ 

at the data 
nation. 
'The 30th.. 

.., " ' 

cond, start 

mediately c 
L - ~ ~ ,  A-.:. 
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Barely has the member of the audience finished speaking and I have 
already given them the day of the week they were born on. They walk away 
confused, dazzled, or just depressed, unable to comprehend how I did it. Now 
you know! 

H O W  TO REMEMBER 
THE C A L E N D A R  O F  OTHER CENTURIES  

Once you have become fluent with the codes, there is nothing to stop you from 
memorizing other centuries. You just have to learn one more set of simple codes: 

17.53-1799 = 4 
1800-1899 = 2 
2000-2099 = 6 

Il/hat d q  was it on 24 Nowember 1777.' 
1. Day code: 24, cast out 7s, leaving 3 = 3 
2. Month code: November = NOVice praying on boat = 4 
3. Year code: 77 = GG = Gemaine Greer 

burning bras in kitchen = 5 
4. Century code = 4 = 4 

TOTAL: = 16 
Casting out 7s, you are left with 2. 
24 November 1777 was a Monday. 
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'LOST' CHAPTERS 
OF YOUR LIFE 

T I M E  T R A V E L  

T his brief chapter is for those who are frustrated by their inability to recall 
scenes from their childhood. It's also for anyone who likes the idea of fit- - ness training, but can't stand jogging. 

I am dedicated to the concept of cxcrcise. Every morning I enter my men- 
tal gym (usually an easy-hack chair) to put my imagination through a punish- 
ing programme of exercise. One of my favourite routines involves something I 
call 'timc travel'. If I am honest, this particular 'exercise' is anything hut 
exhausting: I find it incredibly relaxing and therapeutic. In fact, it's more like a 
sauna than a work-out, and yet it helps to tone or build up brain 'muscles'. 
Needless to say, it also works wonders for memory. 

M E M O R Y  A S  T H E R A P Y  

rime travelling is all about returning to a particular time and location from 
four past and trying to recall everything in as much detail as you can. I sus- 
pect that we have all experienced that moment when happy memories of a 
previously forgotten part of our lives come flooding back. It's an exciting feel- 
ing but it can also be intensely frustrating: we can remember only bits of the 
past, glimpses that rapidly fadc into nothing. 

Timc travelling helps open up whole vistas of your past life. It throws wide the 
shutters, shedding light on lost scenes and allowing you to re-live lost sounds, smells, 
texhlres, tastes and emotions. The past is an integral pan of our character; it defines 
~ h o  we are. And although some events in our lives arc best for~ptten, there are 
many that are unwittingly and undesewedly confined to oblivion. 
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It is rommon for people in thc immrdiatr aftermath of bereavrment, for 
cramplr, to clam up and not deal with the loss for many ycam. Later on in 
life, w h m  they haw finally romr to terms with it, thry want to rcmemhcr 
rvery detail about the person u,ho died - their face, the sound of their voice, 
their scent, thc happy timrs spent together. Rut a poor memory lets them 
down. Time travel can't bring proplr bark to lifr, hut it ran animatr memo- 
rics and prcscrve scenes for posterin; far better than any photo alhum. 

I am also about to use it with somrone who has lost her memory through an 
arcident. Bit by bit, we hopr to rr-create her past, sketching r o ~ l d ~  outlines 
before tilling them in with colour. 

T H E  T E C H N I Q U E  

Start by returning to a location that conjurcs up a nmnbrr of varied, incidental 
recollections: your old school, an old friend's house you used to visit, or a x i l -  
]age you left long a p .  

Choosr a specific starting point: it mi&t he a flagpole in thc playground, a 
chapel pew, a trrrhut. a friend's kitchen. Look around you. What little inci- 
dents do you remember? How old were you then' \\'hat friends did ).ou have? 
IVhat were the tpical  noisrs? Traffic, trains, children playing? 

Try to rrrall individual sounds characteristic of particular objrcts: the slam 
of a fiont door, a squcaky window, a creaky floorboard, a waterpipe that 
always shuddered. Sce if you ran recall voicrs, cvrn their timbre. If you are 
us in^ your old school as a loration, try to remember ratrhphrasrs used by 
tcacliers and pupils. Isolate particular event9 that took place, no matter how 
tr i~ial  they seem now. Tliry ohaiously mcant something to you thcn. 

Use all your sensrs. Can you recall thc smell of a damp. musty room, or 
the aroma of your garden? And what ahoot thr smooth fccl of a polished wal- 
nut table, or thr rough texture o f  a pebblcdash wall, thc one you used to run 
your hands along on thr way to school. 

Assoriation is at the heart of timc travrl. Oor memory sparks off another. 
Aftcr a whilr, an ovrrall pirturr hegins to rmerge, not just of the physical lay- 
out but also of your stat? of mind. !Vcrr you happy? Optimistir? In  love? 
Depressed? Naive? 

T h r  deep r r  you rrflect, the more mcmorirs  will he t r i g ~ e r c d  off. 
Experirnces completely forgotten will comr flooding back. Eventually, if you 
work at it, you will havr the same problem as I havc now: I nevcr run out of 
mrmorics. 

D A I L Y  ROUTINE 

Spend a littlr timc cvrry day rrflecting on the same area of your past until you 
feel you have exhausted every avmur oS rrtrirval. It's possible you nrver \*ill. 

Every time you return to thc srenr, you will hr  starting with a clearer, 
more rompreheniive picture. It's a bit likr nsrmhling a jigsaw puzzle: each 
dctail adds something to the overall imagc. Don't bc surprisrd if you movc the 
pieces around, making corrections in matters ofdrlail. 
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1 have just had to alter the layout in my parent's back garden. One morn- 
ing I realized that a certain cherry tree I had recently 'rediscovered' had, in 
k t ,  been chopped down years ago. I suddcnly recalled thc sensation of trip- 
ping over its stump and stubbing my toe. In turn, that reminded me of our 
next-door neishbour - someone I had complrtely forgotten - and his tantrum 
when the tree crashcd through his fence. 

How far back can you so? I can rccall shaking the wooden bars of my cot, 
aged two. My mother predicted that I would he a boxcr one day, given the 
way I was developing my infantile biceps. Shr wasn't far wrong. I did get a 
pair of boxing gloves for my tenth birthday. 

O T H E R  B E N E F I T S  

Time travel borders on self-hypnosis, but it comes with no health warnings 
and you won't need the click of someone's fingers to wake you. When I relax 
in my sauna of early childhood memories, I adopt the same frame of mind I 
had all those years ago: carefree, innocent, untroubled. Only then do I realize 
how much my expectations and opinions have changed. 

Time travel has many other benefits. One common symptom of people who 
don't know how to use their memories is the failure to recall dreams. It is non- 
sense to say that we don't dream. \Ve all do, every night. It is the brain's way 
of filing away the thoughts it has had during the day. By exercising your mem- 
ory regularly, you will begin to recall more and more dreams. (You might even 
have more wild and untamed dreams! S o  promises, though.) 

Finally, you may wish to use the findings of your archaeological dig for one 
of your journeys. \%en I memorized thirty-five packs of cards, I needed thirty- 
five routes, many of them taken from my childhood. 
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s:: ... 

HOW TO LEARN 

B A C K  T O  S K O O L !  

W hen I was at school, I just about managed to scrape through with passes 
in 0 level French and Spanish. I can't help feeling slightly resentful today 
I about thc way I was taught. The ability and good intention of my teach- 
rrs is not in doubt, but I hitterly regret the methods they used. 

If only I had learnt how to train my memory when I was thirteen rather 
than t h i q !  I am convinced that I would have sailed through all my exams 
with top g~ades, using the principles that you are about to discover. School life 
would have bcen so much more productive and rnjoyahle. The amount of 
study, for cxample, would have heen halved, freeing up more time to devote to 
othcr subjects or intcrests. 

Instead, I progressed with all the speed of a gardcn snail. I never looked 
forward to lessons, least of all to language classes. There was no incentive to 
study, no desire to remember. I felt overwhelmed by the sheer amount of 
information I was expectcd to icanl, living in perpetual fear of 'vocab. tests' on 
a hlonday morning. And as for exams! At best thry could be descrihed as bor- 

'ing. Most of the time they were a nightmare. 
My troubles were further compounded by the suspicion that I suffered fram 

dyslexia. The written word was not my natural medium. I could never under- 
stand why people got excited about the prospect of lying on a beach with a 
good hook. I equatcd books with work and rffort; thcy represented the class- 
room. IVhat chance did I have learning a foreign language if I couldn't even 
rcad my dvn? 

R I G H T  S I D E  O F  T H E  B R A I N  

To cap it all, I was left-handed. Among other things, this meant that the right- 
hand side of my brain, which is more concerned with spatial co-ordination and 
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creativity, dominated the left-hand side, which is more concemcd with articu- 
lating speech and comprchending language. It might explain why my passion 
for music, art and sport far outweighed any desire I ever had to learn Spanish 
or German. 

I am convinced that training my memory ovcr the last five yean has helprd 
to develop the left-hand side of my brain, mabling me to become a good 'all- 
rounder'. My dyslexi;. has almost completely disappearrd. 1 no longer have a 
fear of reading, and I L J C  years ago I could never have i.ontcrnplated writing a 
hook like this! Similarly, learning foreign languages has hecnmr so much easier. 

V O C A B U L A R Y  

During language cl~sses at school, I was left with ihc impression that we were 
expected to learn ncw words as best we could. There was no instruction or 
set procedure trlling us how to go about fixing these strange new sounds in 
our head or convcrting them into English. I was told, for instance, that the 
Spanish for food was alimento. How was I to remember this word, and that it 
was masculine? 

The teacher's job didn't extend to the nitty-gritty business of leaming houl lo 
Ifam. No on? taught me how to commit a larg-r numher of new and alien words 
to memory. The teacher was there solely to deliver the information and 
explain how the language worked. Without a vocabulary, however, ,grammar is 
useless. [$hat good is it, as you stutter and stammer in a bkcry,  drspcrately 
trying to remclnber the German for 'hread', if all you can remember is how to 
decline thc verb 'to hake'? 

iYe tried to learn words parrot-fashion, monotonously calling thrm out in 
class, or staying up late, half-covering one side of a well-thumbed vocah. book. 
What a travesty, a terrible waste of timr and money! And as far as I can gath- 
er, things havm't improved much today. 

A  N E W  M E T H O D  
F O R  L E A R N I N G  L A N G U A G E S  

The method I arn about to show you is so effective and simplc that I would 
expect you to learn a new language in a matter of days and wceks rather than 
months and years. Foreign words can he learnt and memorized after just one 
reading at an accelerated rate of approximately 50 to 150 words pcr hour. 
This means that a basic vocabulary of 2,000 words could be learnt after just 
hvcnty hours' study. 

My personal best, using this method. is 320 new German words in an hour 
(after one sighting of each word). In the 1991 MEMORWD, I won the the lan- 
p a z e  cvcnt by memorizing the most number of Chincse words in fifteen min- 
utes. Not had for a dyslexic slow learner! 

If ever a subject was tailor-made for my approach to memory thcn learning 
languages is it. When yon learnt how to memorize a list, you used location in 
the form of a simple journey. You used location again to remcmhrr namcs 
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and faces; if someone reminded you ofjohn McEnroe, you imagined a tennis 
court. It won't come as a surprise, then, to discover that location is central to 
my method for learning lan,pages. 

T H E  M E T H O D  

When you are memorizing a large vocabulary, you need somewhere to store 
everything, a place where words can he acccssed quickly and easily. There's 
nothing worse than having a head crammed full of information. It's not that 
there is too much (your hrain can store far more information than most of us 
will ever need), it just isn't ordered properly or organized well. 

Step I :  
Choose a familiar town. The perfect way to store basic vocabulary is hy using 
a detailed mental map of a town or village. Think of the sort of words you will 
be learning: shop, church, garage, door, car, road, house, room, chair. A town 
can encompass all these everyday words. 

step 2: 
Use your imagination and association - two skills you practised in Chapter 2. 
Let the foreign word suggest a key image to you. For example, the German 
for a 'plate' is 'teller'. Your key image might bc of a bank teller. Concentrate 
on the phonetic sound of a foreign word, rather than the way it is spelt. If 
some of your associations produce words that don't quite match the correct 
pronunciation, don't worry. You can add the finishing touches of accent and 
emphasis later. 

Step 3: 
Place your key image in an appropriate location, sugssted by the English. 
You are likely to find a plate in a restaurant, so think of a particular estahlish- 
ment you know in your chosen town. 

slep 4: 
Combining your key image and location, imagine a bank teller counting out 
piles of money on a large plate in the comer of the restaurant. 

C H O O S I N G  YOUR TOWN 

The advantage of using a mental map of your town as your filing system is 
that you can group various types of words together in different quarters or 
ghettos. Adjectives can all he put in the park, for example; action verbs (to 
run, to shout, to jump, to swim, and so on) can he found in and around the 
sports complex. 

More importantly, however, it allows you to divide up words into their 
respective genders. 

WELCOME TO THE GENDER ZONE 

In Spanish and French, a noun is pither masculine or feminine. Consequently, 
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if I were learning either of these languages, my town would be split into two 
quite distinct zoncs or districts. If I were learning German, it would he split up 
into three zones: masculine, feminine, and neuter. Teller is a masculine word, 
so the restaurant where the hank teller is counting money would have to in the 
masculine district. 

It is important to spend time familiarizing yourself with your map before 
you start to fill it with images. Make surc you know which part of town is mas- 
culine or which is feminine, and which is neuter. If you were thinking 
London, for example, everywhere south of the Thames might be masculi 
and north of the river might he feminine. 

Always use a separate town for each language, but this doesn't mean tl .... 
two or three languages can't be learnt simultaneously. You are limited only by 
the number of towns you are familiar with. If it happens to he in the relevant 
country (Madrid, say, for Spanish, Paris for French, or Berlin for German), so 
much the better, but it's not too important. 

Certain areas will build up with images more than others. You might find 
that there is a lot of vocabulary linked with a restaurant, for example. This 
isn't a problem; one image in the dining room might remind you of another. 
But make sure you are familiar with the many physical details of a popular 
location (the size, thc layout, what is in the comer, etc), and don't let it get 
too congested. 

Your town can expand if you need to include areas that don't exist on the 
real map. KO planning permission is requirrd. If thrre isn't a sports complex 
for all your action vcrhs, why not huild one, or transfer one you know from 
somewhere else? And if your town dorsn't have a park nearby, it should do! 

MAKING A SCENE 

Creating the overall scene that links the key image (suggested hy the foreign 
word) with its location (suggested by the English meaning) is an essential part 
of thc process. Generally speaking, the first association that comes to mind is 
the best one. Exactly the same principles apply as before: the more exaggerat- 
ed and unusual the scene is, the more likely you are to remember it. Here are 
some examples of how I would remember German words: 

Dm Manfcl ((an overcoat): 
Mantel makes me think of MANTELpiece, which is my key image. It's anoth- 
r r  masculine word, so I might as wcll stay in the restaurant (location). It is 
important to let your images spread organically through your town. Some 
might be next to each other, others might be across thc high street, or round 
the corner. I imagine a huge, heavy overcoat hanging from the mantelpiece. 

Using imag-ery in this way works well if you arc translating from English 
into German, or German into English. If I am searching for the German word 
for 'an overcoat', I immediately have an image of a huge, steaming one above 
a fire. It's resting on thc h,fANTELpicce, which I know is in a restaurant in 
the masculine part of town, hence Der Mantel. 
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Similarly, if I am confronted with 'Der Mankl', I immediately think of a 
MANTELpiece (because my initial association was obvious) and an image of 
the steaming coat hanging off it. 

Dic Tur (a door): 
My key image is of a sign saying 'detour' with a big arrow pointing left. It's a 
feminine word, so I go to somewhere in the feminine district of town where 
there is a door. The museum has a grand old oak entrance (location). I imag- 
ine that a big sign has been stuck on the outside of the door announcing a 
'detour'. People are filing past, tut-tutting, as they make their way round to a 
side entrance. 

I have to admit that this is quite a crafty one, because 'detour' sounds 
exactly like Dtc TIT. Even if you can't include the definite article in your image 
(and on most occasions you won't be able to), allocating words to specific dis- 
tricts makes remembering the gender vely easy. 

Schlafm (to sleep): 
It's not so easy to form an association with this word. My key image is of two 
city-types standing over a man who has fallen asleep. One of them is laughing 
loudly, the other is saying, 'sssshhshhhh, you'll wake him'. 'Sssshhh' and 
'laughing' approximately equate to Schlafol. 

As Schlafeen is a verb, I go over to the sports complex (location). The man 
has fallen asleep in a squash court. 

With a little hit of imagination, yon will always be able to find some link. It 
doesn't matter how far fetched it is, providing that you will make the same 
connection in the future. 

Die Gardinc (a curtain): 
My key image is of a beefeater 'guarding' something. As it's another feminine 
word, I go back to the museum (location), where there is a very valuable cur- 
tain hanging on one wall inside. I imagine the beefeater 'guarding' this old 
relic. 

Dar G l m  (the glass): 
Tn rasps like this. where the German word is identical to the English, you ... ...... ~~~~~ ~. 
should incorporate a code of some sort to indicate as much. I always use the 
image of a court jester or a joker (I am playing a wild card). It's a neuter 
word, so I make my way out of town to a suburb I have previously designated 
a neuter district. I know where there is a kitchenware shop (location), as likely 
place as any to find a glass. I ima+ne a court jester standing in the window, 
precariously balancing a Waterford cut-glass goblet on his head. 

C O N C L U S I O N  

Pick a language and then establish the layout of your town, making sure to 
cordon off certain areas for different genders and word types. Let the words 
take you all round the town, spreading through your different districts. 



See how quickly you can think of a key image for a foreign word, and then 
find a suitable location suggested by the English. Remembrr to combine them 
with an association. It's no good kidding yourself that you'll remember any- 
way. If you don't form a mental chain of links now, how can you expect to 
make the connection in a few days' time? It's like being given directions by 
someone in your car; if you are on your own later and you weren't concentrat- 
ing the first time, you won't be able to find your way back. 

I hope that this method removes some of the pain of acquiring a large 
vocabular). in a short space of time. You should find that it accelerates your rate 
of learning quite dramatically. If only I had discovered it when I was at school! 
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C H A P T E R  

- 
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REMEMBER 

GEOGRAPHICAL 
FACTS 

W hen I listen to the news on the radio, I am more likely to pay attention to 
an item on Ghana than on Liberia. Both share the same west African 
I coastline, and both countries have English as thpir oflicial language. The 
sole reason I express an interest in Ghana is hrcause I have been there. It's an 
important difference. 

A few years ago, 1 spent a short time in Accra, the capital. Located on the 
coast, it represents a tiny part of the country, but I now have several lasting 
key images of Ghana. Every time I hear or read about it, I immediately associ- 
ate the nrws with one of them. For example, a story on the BBC's World 
S e ~ c e  about Bolgatanga in northern Ghana might remind me of the hotel I 
stayed at in Accra. 600 kilometres awav. The irnaee is quite irrelevant. of 
cour! 
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A  D I E T  O F  I M A G E S  

The ideal way to study geography would be to work your way around the 
world, building up accuratc mental pictures of every country as you go. Sadly, 
this rather grand approach to learning is beyond most people's means, and we 

been ohliged to adopt less costly methods of studying the planet. 
>r examplc, the first thing we do when we want to find out about a 
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remote country is look it up in an atlas. Even though it's two-dimensional, the 
imagc on the page helps the brain to process the information. The country is 
no longer just a word; it has shape and size. Not much, but it's a start. 

\Ve endeavour to get our bearings from other sources as well, building up a 
portfolio of images from newspapers, magazines, and W. A glossy Sunday sup- 
plemrnt full of gut-wrenching photographs of a drought in Sudan might provide 
us with our only image nf the couohy. A n8 drama on the battle for Goose 
Green might leave us with our only mental picture of the Falkland Islands. 

Sometimes our sole insight into a country or city is through the eyes of a 
fdmmaker. Our images of Italy might come from Dent11 in Venice, or 7he Ikltan 
J o b .  A scene from Out o f d f i a  could provide us with our one abiding picture . ~ ~ . . 
of Kenya. Perhaps 7 h e  F~cnch Connection is all we have ever seen of Marseilles. 

Not surprisingly, we begin to forge crude associations between countries 
and their kev national imaees. Mention Britain to a foreiener and thev mieht , &. 

well think of Big Ben. If I hear someone talking about Egypt, I immediately 
picture the pyramids. I am surc we all have key imag-es for well-known coun- 
tries: the United States, the Statue of Liberry; Australia, the Sydney Opera 
House; India, the Taj Mahal; France, the EilTel Tower; Russia, Red Square; 
and so on. 

However stereotyped and unfair these key images are, they serve a purpose. 
An association flashes across our mind every time the country in question is 
mentioned. The problems start when the mind is a blank, void of all imag-es. 

Visual deficiency of this sort makes learning geography particularly difficult. 
If we haven't visited a country, or read about it, or seen it on n, or in a film, 
how can we possibly be expected to rememher facts about its capital, popula- 
tion, rivers, mountains, languages, religion, and culture? The brain craves 
mental imagery. Feed it! 

A  N E W  M E T H O D  F O R  
L E A R N I N G  G E O G R A P H Y  

Next time you are faced with lcarning larsc amounts of information about 
unknown places (the plight of most geoqraphy students), by all means turn to 
your atlas, hut you should also turn to your imagination. As I said in Chapter 
2, it is the key to a perfect memory. 

Someone tells you, for example, that the state capital of Idaho in the 
United States is Boise. You have never been there in your life and you have 
no images of the place, from books, magazines, TV, or fdms. The chances are 
you won't rctain the information for long. 

If, however, you use your imagination to create your own key image, hased 
on simple associations suggested by the words themselves, the information is 
much more likely to stick. 

T o  remember that Boise is the capital of Idaho, imagine an old lady called 
Ida (it's a very old-fashioned name) hoeing a flowerbed. A row of school boys 
are peering over her front wall, giggling behind her back. 

Or takc another example: you want to remember that the capital of South 
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Dakota is Pierre. This time, a key image of the state flashes across your mind: 
the famous rock sculptures, known as the Mount Rushmore Monument. 
Perhaps you've seen it in a magazine or in a ftlm. It's a vague recollection, but 
it's enough to form a backdrop for your own image, which you are about to 
create. Look at the word 'Pierre'. What does it suggest? Imagine a seaside pier 
jutting out from the rockface c a ~ n g s .  

M E N T A L  W A R E H O U S E S  

On those occasions when key images spring to mind, you should always use 
them to set the scene, however distant or hazy they may be. If none are forth- 
coming, and you have to invent your own key image, you must be a little 
more resourceful in your choice of location. Try storing them all together in 
one place that has an unmistakenly American theme or feel to it. 

The bar area from the TV series Cheers is currently a favourite 'mental ware- 
house' of mine. I have crammed it full of American facts that I can't deposit 
elsewhere. The old lady called Ida, for example, is now hoeing in the street, 
outside the bar window. 

H O W  T O  R E M E M B E R  
T H E  S T A T E S  O F  A M E R I C A  

Have a look at the following list of American states and their capitals. 
Displayed like this, they look a fairly formidable prospect to learn. If you use 
your imagination, however, together with key images that you might already 
have of the places, it becomes a relatively easy task. 

Alabama 
Alaska 
Arizona 
Arkansas 
California 
Colorado 
Connecticut 
Delaware 
D.C. 
Florida 
Georgia 
Hawaii 
Idaho 
Illinois 
Indiana 
Iowa 
Kansas 
Kentucky 

CAPITAL 

Montgomery 
Juneau 
Phoenix 
Little Rock 
Sacramento 
Denver 
Hartford 
Dover 
Washington 
Tallahassee 
Atlanta 
Honohulu 
Boise 
Springfield 
Indianapolis 
Des Moines 
Topeka 
Frankfort 

STATE 

Missouri 
Montana 
Nebraska 
Nevada 
New Hampshire 
New Jersey 
New Mexico 
New York 
North Carolina 
North Dakota 
Ohio 
Oklahoma 
Oregon 
Pennsylvania 
Rhode Island 
South Carolina 
South Dakota 
Texas 

CAPITAL 

JetTerson City 
Helena 
Lincoln 
Carson City 
Concord 
Trenton 
Santa FC 
Albany 
Raleigh 
Bismarck 
Columbus 
Oklahoma City 
Salem 
Harrisburg 
Providence 
Columbia 
Pierre 
Austin 
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Louisiana Baton Rouge Utah Salt Lake City 
hlaine Aupsta  Vermont Montpelier 
Maryland Annapolis Virginia Richmond 
hlassachusetts Boston ll'ashington Olympia 
Michigan Lansing !Vest Virginia Charleston 
blinncota St. Paul IVisconsin Madison 
Mississippi Jackson Wyoming Cheyenne 

Before you go any further, open a map of the United States. Console yourself 
by checking the whrreahouts of the few statrs and capitals you already know. 
You've got a rough idca, prrhaps, that Nrw York is on the east coast and 
that Florida is further south. Stay with the coastline and take a wander. Try 
to oricntatc yoursrlf hy noticing where ccrtain stntcs arr in rclation to others. 
Do they hordrr mountains, lakes, seas, otlicr countries? 

M ~ k r  a note of any associations that spring to mind during this prrliminar). 
stroll. \Vhat key imagrs arc sparked off by the names on the map? New York, 
the Statue or  Iibrriy perhaps; Arizona, The Grand Canyon; Kansas, the O K  
Corral; Nevada, the gambling halls; Florida. Disneyworld. 

If you can't picture any, $ve your imagination a free rein. Let the words 
thcmselvrs suggrst associations. It doesn't matter how hizarre your images are: 
the more unusual, the better. Is thrre any link hrtween Helena and Montana? 
I happen to know someone called Hclena. My key imagc is of her playing the 
card game Montana red dog (Helena/Montana). I can also imagine a fey-look- 
ing Santa Claus wearing a hrand new Mexican somhrero (Santa FC/Nrw 
Mcxico). hty girlfriend Caroline is riding a Raleigh hicycle, heading north 
(Ralcigh/North Carolina). And so on. 

Once you have loosened up, it's time to concentrate on the list itself. Here 
is how I mcmo~izc some or the states and their capitals: 

,jack.~on, capital nfAfi~sus$pi 
I have a p o d  key image of the Mississippi river, so I imasne  Michael 
Jackson trying to wade across it, struggling against the strong flow. 

Frankfort, mapila/ ofKentab 
No key imagrs of Kentucky stntr spring to mind. I do, however, immediately 
think of rricd chicken and kankfurters. I therefore create my own key image of 
Colonel Saunders tircking into a hot dog. I imagine his perpetrating this trai- 
torous act in a Kentucky Fried Chicken shop nrxt door to thr Cheeri bar. 

fllbany, rapitnl af~%'iw York 
Thc Statur of Liberty is hard to brat as a kcy image of New York. I picture 
her with 'auburn' coloured hair. It doesn't matter if thc association produccs 
an impcrfcct match. 'Auburn' sounds sufficiently like 'Albany' to remind me of 
the name. 

Tallahnrree, ee,j%/al of Florida 
\Vhen I hear ihc namc Florida, I always think of Disne)world, which provides 
me with an ercellcnt key image. I imaginc a very 'tall' model of the dog 
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ie launch F 
widding a 

Lassie, erccted at the main entrance to the theme park. Again, the phonetic 
approximation of 'tall' and 'Lassie' is a sufficient reminder of the capital. 

Austin, capifnl o f  Texas 
I have a number of key images when I think of Texas: rocket launching at 
Cape Canaveral, the Houston Astrodome, J. R. Ewing's house, all of which 
make good locations. Austin makes me think of an Austin Maxi. I imagine a 
group of astronauts being taken to the space shuttle in a battered old Austin 
car, put-putting its way across the tarmac to th ,ad. (I also think of 
Austin Mitchell, the Labour MP. Perhaps he is Texas chainsaw in 
the Chem bar ...) 

Juneau, cnptial ofAlarkn 
TV news footage of the E u o n  Valdiz oil disaster left me with a ni 
lasting key images of Alaska's polluted coastline. Juneau reminds m 
actress June Whitfield. I imagine her helping to mop up some oil on the snore. 
Again, 'June' is a sufficient reminder ofJuneau. 

F A D E  T O  G R E Y  

Don't  he worried abou ead full of bizarre images. 
Mnemonics of this son ar  fired at will. Their 
sole purpose is to act as ail ,n has been proper- 
ly absorbed, at which poinr rney \nu ~ a a e  away, rcawng the data firmly in 
place. Facts will soon he rolling off the tongue without a moment's thought: 
Boston Massachusetts; Phoenix_ Arizona; Washington, D.C. You certainly 
won't have to keep referring back to your galaxy of strange images. 
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U S I N G  A  J O U R N E Y  T O  R E M E M B E R  
G R O U P S  O F  C O U N T R I E S  

South America 
You are told to learn the capitals and population of all thirteen countries in 
South America. Unlbrtunately, you have very little knowledge of any of them, 
so ready-made key images are thin on the ground. Time is also short, and this 
is how you are presented with the information: 

Argentina Buenns Aires Guyana -.-.. n 
Brazil Brasilia Paraguay Asuncion 
Bolivia Suere Peru Lima 
Chile Santiago Suriname Paramarib, 
Colombia Bogota U r a ~ ~ a ~  Montcvideo 
Ecuador Quito Venezuela Caracas 
French Guiana Cayenne 

Faced with this sort of problem, you could do what you did with uluarrlrwar 
American states: form your own key images based on word association and 
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place them all in a mental warehouse. One place, however, is likely to get a hit 
congested. A more efficient alternative is to store them using a simple journey. 

st2p I :  
Chwse a familiar journey with thirteen stages, but this time try to make it a 
loop. In other words, you want to end up where you started, having travelled 
round a small circuit. The journey might be around a park or just around the 
block. 

SfeP 2: 
Have a look at your atlas. If you start with Venezuela at the top of South 
America, it is possible to work your way around all the countries going clock- 
wise: Venezuela, Guyana, Suriname, French Guiana, Brazil, Uraguay, 
Argentina, Chile, Bolivia, Peru, Ecuador, Colombia, and finally Paraguay, which 
is in the middle. 

SfeP 3: 
Look at each country and let the name suggest an artificial key image image to 
you. Stay with the first association that comes to mind, however strange it may 
he, and don't worry if they are only rough approximations. This is what I 
imagine: 

Venezuela 
Guyana 
Suriname 
French Guiana 
Brazil 

Uruguay 
Argentina 
Chile 
Bolivia 
Peru 
Ecuador 
Colombia 
Paraguay 

Venison 
Guy Fawkes 
Schoolmaster (Sir) with a nan bread on his head 
Guy Fawkes wearing a beret 
Brazil nuts 
Corned beef (Fray Bentos) 
Silver (argent) 
Chilli peppers 
Bowl of liver 
P ~ n e  
Thc Egunlizer (Edward Woodward/ni series) 
Lieutenant Colombo (w series) 
Parachute 

Step 4: 
Once you have thought up your own key images, walk amund your mental 
journey, placing them at each stage. Don't forget that Paraguay is the odd one 
out: it may come at the end of your journey, hut it's really in the middle (hav- 
ing landed by parachute, of course). 

step 5: 
Look at the capitals of each country. Think of the fmt image that comes into 
your head and combine it with your key image. For example, the capital of 
Venezuela is Caracas and my key image is venison. I imagine a deer with a crack- 
er in its mouth at the first stage of my journey. Or  Colombia; the capital is 
Bogota and my key image is Colombo. I pichlre the lieutenant bogged down in 
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tar at the tu-clfth stage of my joorney. 
Your own imagrs will  hc far morc usrful than mine. Once you have fin- 

ished, you mcrrly havc to review your journey evrN time >-ou want to know 
the countrirs of South America, thrir capitals, and approximatr location. 

The European Community 
Try doing exactly the same for the Europ~an Community. I expect that you 
know much morc of the information than you did for South America, hut it's 
a good way to plug any embarrassing gaps you may havr in your knowledge. 

Belgium Brussels Italy Romr 
D ~ n m a r k  Copenhagen Luxembourg Luxrmhourg 
France Paris Netlrerlanrls Amsterdam 
Gcrmany Berlin Portugal Oporto 
Grcece Atlicns Spain Madrid 
Irrland Dublin Llnitrd Kingdom 1.ondon 

Choose a journey with twelve stages, starting with Ir~land.  \170r!iing clockwise 
around Eoropr, thc order of the countries is as follows: Ireland, Britain, 
Denmark, Germany, Italy, Greece, Spain, Portugal, France, Brlgium, 
Netherlands and finally Luxembourg, the smallcst and in the iniddlr. 

Evrn if you know all thr rountries, capitals, and their whereabouts. a,jour- 
ney helps you to rcmrmber cxactly who is and i ~ n ' l  a memhrr of the 
Europran Community. For those countries that do pose a prohlrm, apply the 
same principlrs as hefore, using word assodation. 

If you want to mcmorize information ahout other groups of countries, 
Africa for example, or the ever-borgconing number of irrdependent republics 
in the former Sovict Union, usr more journrys. Altrrnativcly, you can ucr an 
image of a department ?tore. Assip car11 coontry a key i~nagr and then allo- 
catc them to a floor. Drpending on thr number of countries you want to 
remember, your dcpamnrnt store could have a hasemcnt, ground floor, first. 
second, and third floors, rach one covering two or thrrr countries. 

If possible, try to reflect the countries' sographical positions in the layout of 
your mental building: IIIC further north thry arc, the higher thcir floor. It's not 
always easy, and you rvill sometimes havc to settle for a rough approximation. 
Some counlrics might cvcn end up bring reprrscnted as stairnays or fire exits! 

H O W  T O  R E M E M B E R  P O P U L A T I O N S  

It's \,cry easy to add Plrthcr information to your images of countries and capi- 
tals. For example, if you want to remrmher that the population of Vcnezucla 
is 20 million, you just ha\.e to convert 20 into a person and incorporate them 
into your image. 

Using the Dohl~rrrc S S S T E ~ ~ ,  20 turns into Bill Oddie (2 = B; 0 = 0 ) .  I 
imaginc Bill Oddic pulling a cracker with a deer. Unless the pnpulations are 
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very small, always expect your number image to refer to millions. 
T o  remember that the population of thc United States is approximately 249 

million, I split the number down in to 24 - 9. Using the DOMI~IC SYSTEI~, 24 
becomes the weatherman Bernard llavey (2 = R; 4 = D). Using numher-shapes, 
9 becomes a balloon. 1 imaene Bernard Davey standing rather sheepishly in the 
corner of the Clzeeri bar, holding a balloon. (Perhaps it's a'wcathrr balloon.) 

T H E  W O R L D ' S  L O N G E S T  R I V E R S  

Have a go at learning the following twenty riven. Memorize their len~gth by con- 
verting the information into complex images. Using the DOMNC: SYSTE~~,  break 
the numben do- into pain of digits, ascribing a character and an action to each. 

RWER LCKG~H (miles) RIVER LENGTH (milcs) 

Nile 4,160 Missouri 2,540 
Amazon 4,000 Parana 2,485 
Chang Jiang 3,964 Mississippi 2,340 
Oh-Irtysh 3,362 Murray-lhrling 2,3 10 
Huvng 2,903 Volga 2,194 
Lena 2,734 Pums 2,100 
Congo 2,718 Purus 2,100 
Lfackenzie 2,635 Madeira 2,013 
Mrkong 2,6m Sao Francisco 1,988 
Niger 2,590 Yukon 1,979 
Yenisey 2,543 Rio de Grande 1,900 

To remember that the Nile is 4,160 miles, I imagine David Attenborough (4 = 
D; 1 = A) running along the banks of the river. (Running is the action of Steve 
Ovett. 6 = S; 0 = 0 . )  

If I want to rcmember more information, I just add the relevant images to 
my scene. To remind myself that the Nile is in Africa, I might introduce a bit 
of hig game, a lion or two perhaps. (David Attenborough is used to them, after 
all.) And to remember that it flows out into thr Mediterranean, he could have 
a deckchair and lilo tucked under one a m .  He is rushing to the beach for a 
spot of sunbathing. 

T H E  T E N  L O N G E S T  R I V E R S  I N  T H E  U K  

RIVER ~ N W H  (miles) RIVER LENGTH (>ITLT.s) 

Sex~ern 220 
Thames 215 
Trent 185 
hire 161 
Ouse 143 

Numerical data of any kind can always be broken down into constituent paru 
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and then converted into memorable images. If I want to remember that the 
River Thames is 215 miles long, I imagine Bryan Adams (2 = B; I = A) at the 
Thames flood barrier, closing a huge iron curtain to stop the water from 
drowning London. (Using numher-shapes, 5 = curtain hook.) 

Try learning the nine other rivers. There is no limit to the information you 
can memorize if you use a little imagination. 
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HISTORY 
3 F  T I M E  

W hat's going on in our murua wrlcrl we think of historical dates? How do 
we know immediately, for example, that the year 1947 is later in time 
I than 19237 I am certain that it's not just because we've learnt to count. 
Tlme is an abstract notion, and in order to perceive it, we try to give it some 
form of spatial representation. 

How do you 'see' years? I have asked people this question many times. 
Initial replies range from 'I don't quite get your drift' to 'How can you possi- 
bly see a year?' Mter further questioning, most of my subjects admit to hav- 
ing. some form of mental landscape, some way of perceiving years in chrono- 
logical order. Here are a few of their descriptions: 

Mr A: I suppose I see this century as a straight line running from left to 
right. On  my far left is the year 1901. Directly in front of me is the year I 
was horn. T o  my right is this year, and at the end of the line, to my far 
right, is the year 2000. The nineteenth century runs in just the same way, 
only it is one line below. All previous centuries are progressively lower 
down the 'page'. The year 1.0 is a dot on the ground to my left. A thick 
black line separates AD from RC. All BC dates are below ground level, deep 
underground. 

Mrs B: I am standing on a wide step, which represents the current year. 
In front of me are more steps going forward, up to and ending with the 
year 2000. Behind me are steps of a similar gradient down to the year 
1900. Below these there are steeper steps representing previous centuries. 
At the foot of them all is the year  AD. Beyond that, there is a sheer drop. 
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Mr C: I see the present ccntury in terms of a graph; it's like the side of 
a mountain. It begins down to the left of me with the year 1900, and 
peaks slightly to the right with the year 2000. Beyond this, it's a misty 
plateau. Although it's always rising left to right, the gradient varies at 
diKerent decades. There is a significant change at my birth year; it lev- 
els out dramatically for a moment. There are other subtle twists and 
turns, giving it an almost thrce-dimensional cffect. In the forties, I can 
see pufi'y of smoke, commotion. The sixties I see as bright colours. The 
eighties is silver and fast. If I look a long way to my left, to thc west, I 
ran see the gradient continuing down through the centuries to IAD. ! 
That area is rathrr like the footllills of a mountain. What lies beyond RC 

I is unclear. 

Having read thesr answcrs, ask yourself the question again: How do 
you perceive time? Perhaps you have some sort of symbolic landscape 
for the months of the year. I have talked to people who see individual 
months  as pa r t  of  a rising mounta in ,  s tart ing in the  lowlands of 

January and ascending to the summit of December. Others see months 
in terms of a clockface: January is 1 o'clock, July is 7 o'clock, and 
December is midnight. 

And what about the week? I talked to one person who visualized each 
day in terms of its position in his weekly planner. Someone else saw 
Monday as the beginning of a conveyor belt. Each day it moved forward to 
the wcrkend, whereupon it whipped round underneath to deposit them back 
at Monday. My own week looks like a playground slide. At the top is a 
Sunday, always the first day of my week. I begin slipping down slowly 
through Monday and Tuesday, speeding up to Friday before coming to rcst 
at Saturday. I thcn walk back round again and climb up the steps to 
Sunday. 

I hope that you are now beginning to understand your own percep- 
tions of time. Weeks, months, years, this crntury, past centuries - it 
would seem that our minds desperately need some sort of symbolic 
landscape,  some spatial image,  to  h r lp  with the conversion of an 
abstract notion like that of time into somrthing more intelligible and 
relevant. 

A simple journey is a good method for learning historical dates 
because it satisfies this desire for shape and form; it gives substance and 
structure to the mental landscapes we havc already partially crcatcd for 
the past. 

H O W  T O  U S E  A  J O U R N E Y  T O  
R E M E M B E R  D A T E S  

You are presented with the follo~ling- list of twenty hattlcs and wars and told to 
remrmber the whole lot in chronolo,qical order. 
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TWENTY B A T T L E S  AND W A R S  

Battle of Hastings 
Battle of Bannockburn 
Rattle of Agincourt 
TVars of the Roscs begins ( rnds 1487) 
Spanish Armada defratrd 
Enzlish Civil I'l'ar hcgins (ends 1645) 
Rattle of Tratalgar 
Battlr of !Yatrrloo 
Crimean War he@x (ends 1 R56) 
Second Borr \Var begins (ends 1902) 
TVorld War I hrgins (ends 1918) 
Battle of Somme 
World War I1 hrgins (ends 194.5) 
Battle of Britain 
Bomb dropped on Hiroshima 
Korean T'l'nr (rnds 1953) 
Surr Crisis 
Cuban Crisis 
Falklands TVar 
Gulf War 

Choosc a journey rr~ith twenty stagrs. Personally, I would base ininr in 
Hasting, a town I know well and a particularly appropriat~ place to brgin. My 
route would weavr its way throogh t l r  various narrow strcetr of the Old Town: 
using dilferent shops, houses, inns, and churrhrs as stagrs. I would pass the tall 
shcds usrd 1,y the fishermen for han@ng their nrts, walk along thc heach, stop 
at a restaurant, pop into the thratre and finish up on Hastings Pier. 

\\'hcnever you are choosing a journcy to learn inform;ltion, rr). to ensurr 
that it has some physical relevance to what you are mrmorizing. Not rveqrone 
knows the layout of Hastings, but there arr many ways in which to incorporatr 
thr them" of war. Begn at a ~ p n  shop in the high strret, or a local castlr. 

Run through thr list, thinking of a kry image for each conflict, and thm 
placr thcm at each stage. As rvcr, the first associations arc the most important. 
Thry could be phonctic approximations, or sonxrthing more ohvious. Thcsr arr 
mine: 

E v ~ r r  Kcv I h l , \ a ~  

1. Battle of has tin^ Arrow 
2. Bannockburn Burning ham 
3. Agincourt Gin bottle 
4. \ V a n  of the Roses Rosc 
5. Spanish Armada Sinking Galleon 
6. Civil TYar Sirvr 
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Trafalgar 
Waterloo 
Crimean War 
Boer War 
World War I 
Somme 
World War I1 
Battle of Britain 
Hiroshima 
Korean War 
Suez Crisis 
Cuban Crisis 
Falklands War 
Gulf War 

Nelson's column 
Train station 
Prison cell 
M'ild boar 
Muddy trench 

POPPY 
Churchill 
Spitfire 
Explosion 
Apple core 
Sewers 
Pigs 
I amb  
Burning oil well 

Now use the DOMINIC SYSTEM to transform the dates into characters and actions, 
which can then be combined with your key images at each stage. For example: 

1588 Spnnirh Armada d&ated 

My key image is of a sinking galleon, which I imagine at my sixth stage. I 
have organised my journey so that the the sixth stage is the beach at Hastings. 
Using the DOMINIC SYSTEM, I break 1588 into 15 - 88, which translates into 
Albert Einstein ( I  = A, 5 = E) and the action of wrestling. (8= H; 8 = H, H H  
= the wrestler Hulk Hogan.) I imagine a galleon tilting dangerously, just off 
shore. A wrestling ring has been erected on deck, and Albert Einstein is fight- 
ing with a sailor. 

1642 - 1645 Eqlhh Civil War 

My key image is a sieve and the sixth stage of my journey is a restaurant. I 
imagine a fight breaking out and customers grappling with each other, armed 
only with sieves taken from the kitchen. (An outhreak of 'civil' unrest, perhaps.) 
To remember that the war started in 1642, I use the DOMIKIC SYSTEM to con- 

I 
vert 16 - 42 into the unlikely image of Arthur Scargill ( I  = A; 6 = S) rouging 
his cheeks (4 = D; 2 = B; DB = David Bowie, whose action is putting on 
make-up). Perhaps his strange new look caused the rumpus. Anyway, he is 
making himsrlf look pretty in the middle of the fight. 

The DOMINIC SYSTEhf can be used to memorize additional information. In 
this case, I also want to remember that the Civil War ended in 1645. I imag- 
ine Duke Ellington (D = 4; F, = 5 )  playing the piano in the corner, oblivious to 
the scenes going on all around him. 

1991 GuSf M/nr against Iraq 

My key image of the Gulf War is of a burning oil well, and the final stage of 
my journey is Hastings Pier. I imagine oil has been discovered on the coast and 
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the pier has been converted into a rig. Unfortunately, it has been set on fire. 
As the Gulf \liar is so recent, the only further data I nerd to remember is 

91. Using thr DOh41~1c SYSTE~I, this converts into Neil Armstrong (9 = N, 1 = 
A). I imagine him trying to put out the flames. He is wearing his spacesuit to 
protect h~mself from the heat. 

H O W  T O  R E M E M B E R  O T H E R  D A T E S  
U S I N G  J O U R N E Y S  

A simple journey can hclp you to memorize large amounts of varied informa- 
tion. Try learning the following table, which lists the namrs of the twenty-six 
British prime ministen this century, the date they came to office, and their 
political persuasion. 

Use exactly the same principles as before. Choose a journey with twenty-six 
stages. (You can always expand it to keep abreast of any dramatic develop- 
ments.) Make your route relevant in some way; perhaps it starts in Downing 
Street, or at a number 10 in your road. 

Run through the names, forming key images. Let the words themselves sug- 
gest associations if nothing else springs to mind. And use the DOMIYIC SYSTEM 

to remember the dates. In each case, you can discard the '19 '  and just concen- 
hate on the last two digits. 

There is one further piece of information to learn: the political party. The 
easiest way to do this is by incorporating another key image: 

Conservative Bowler hat 
Labour Red rose 
Liberal Big woolly jumper 
Coalition Sack of coal 

You can also incorporate colours (blue, red, yellow, black). Again, your own 
images are better. 

B R I T I S H  P R I M E  M I N I S T E R S  T H I S  C E N T U R Y  

CAME TO 

Omce 

1905 
1908 
1915 
1916 
1922 
1923 
1924 
1924 
1929 
1931 

Sir Henry Campbell-Bannerman 
Herbert Asquith 
Herbert kqquith 
David Lloyd George 
Andrew Bonar Law 
Stanley Baldwin 
James Ramsay MacDonald 
Stanley Baldwin 
James Ramsay MacDonald 
James Ramsay MacDonald 

Liberal 
Liberal 
Liberal 
Coalition 
Conservative 
Conservative 
Labour 
Conservative 
Labour 
Coalition 
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Stanley Baldwin 
Neville Chamberlain 
Winston Churchill 
Winston Churchill 
Clement Atlee 
Sir Winston Churchill 
Sir Anthony Eden 
Harold Macmillan 
Sir Alec Douglas-Home 
Harold Wilson 
Edward Heath 
Harold Wilson 
Jamcs Callaghan 
Margaret Thatcher 
John Major 

Coalition 
Coalition 
Coalition 
Conservative 
Labour 
Conservative 
Conservative 
Conservative 
Conservative 
Labour 
Conservative 
Labour 
Labour 
Conservative 
Conservative 

A M E R I C A N  P R E S I D E N T S  TH IS  C E N T U R Y  

Test yourself further with American presidents, creating separate key images to 
distinguish between Republicans and Democrats. 

Theodore Roosevelt 
William Taft 
Woodrow Wilson 
Warren Harding 
Calvin Coolidsc 
Herbert Hoover 
Franklin Roosevelt 
Harry S. Truman 
Dwight Eisenhower 

John Kennedy 
Lyndon Johnson 
Richard Nixon 
Gerald Ford 
Jimmy Carter 
Ronald Reagan 
George Bush 
Bill Clinton 

Republican 
Republican 
Democrat 
Republican 
Republican 
Republican 
Democrat 
Democrat 
Republican 
Democrat 
Democrat 
Republican 
Republican 
Democrat 
Republican 
Republican 
Democrat 
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U S I N G  R A N D O M  L O C A T I O N S  T O  
R E M E M B E R  D A T E S  

A journey is not always the best way to remember dates. Faced with a long 
sequence of events or people, you will be hard pressed to find a more effl- 
cient method. However, there are occasions when we want to memorize 
individual instances in time, one-offs. The best way to remember these 
is by using random locations, as opposed to the ordered sequence of a 
journey. 

Have a look at the following list of twenty useful dates: 

1086 Domesday Book 
1 2 1 5 Magna Carta 
1348 Black Death 
1381 The Peasants' Revolt 
143 1 Joan of Arc burnt at stake 
1476 William Caxton begins printing in London 
1536 Dissolution of monasteries 
1605 Gunpowder Plot 
1665 Great Plague 
1666 Great Fire of London 
1750 Industrial Revolution begins 
1752 Gregorian Calendar is introduced 
1851 The Great Exhibition 
1918 Women over 30 win right to vote 
1926 General Strike 
1945 Founding of United Nations 
1948 National Health Service established 
1953 Hilary and Tenzing conquer Everest 
1969 Death penalty for murder abolished 
1969 First man on the moon 
1973 Britain enters European Community 

If you were asked to memorize all of them in order, you would use a jour- 
ney. For now, imagine that you are given one or two of these to learn dur- 
ing the course of a lesson, or a  guided tour. This is how to remember 
them: 

step I :  
Let the words suggest a key image. For the Domesday Book, it could be a 
large, dome-shaped book. The General Strike might suggest a large banner; 
W~lliam Caxton suggests a printing press. Imagine a mountain for Hilary and 
Tenzing's conquest. And so on. 
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Step 2: 
Look at the dates and convert them into persons and actions, using the 
DOMINIC SYSTEM. 

stcg 3:  
Combine your images and place them at a relevant location. The dorne- 
shaped book is in your local library. The printing press might he outside 
Wapping, by the main rates. 

This is how I rer me of the dates: 

1 4 3 1  Joan ofArc burnt at stake 

My key image is of a bonfire. Using the DOMINIC SYSTEM, 1431 trans- 
lates into Arthur Dalry (1 = A; 4 = D) and the action of weight-lifting 
(3 = C; 1 = A; CA = Charles Atlas). My location is Shamley Green, 
where I used to go on Bonfire Night. I imagine Joan of Arc being 
burnt, while Arthur Daley practises a spot of weight-lifting, seemingly 
unconcerned. 

1 5 3 6  Dissolution ofthe monasteries 

My key image is of a church ruin. The year 1536 translates into Albert 
Einstein ( I  = A; 5 = E) striding nut along a catwalk (3 = C; 6 = S; CS = 
Claudia Schieffer, the fashion model). I imagine this strange scene taking 
place in a church ruin I know. 

1 9 4 8  National Health Semice e~tablirhed 

My key imagc is of an ambulanre. The year 1948 translates into Andrew 
Neil ( I  = A; 9 = N) turning into a mermaid (4 = D; 8 = H; DH = Daryl 
Hannah). I imagine him being wheeled out of an ambulance in front of 
our local hospital. DH is also an extra reminder for Department of 
Health. 

C O M B I N I N G  J O U R N E Y S  
W I T H  R A N D O M  L O C A T I O N  

You can, of course, choose a random location to remember a date and 
then decide to store more information using a journey. For example, to 
remember that the battle of Waterloo took place in 1815, you might 
imagine Adolf Hitler (1 = A; 8 = H) writing on a blackboard (1 = A; 5 
= E; AE = Albert Einstein) in the middle of Waterloo station (your loca- 
tion). Further facts about the battle could he placed along a journey 
out of Waterloo. Each station on the Exeter St David's line, for example, 
going out through Woking, Basinptoke, Andover could he a separate stage. 
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B R I N G I N G  T H E  P A S T  T O  L I C E  

If you want to increase your ability to retain historical facts still further, you 
can use familiar locations as a substitute for real ones. People you know can 
hecome famous figures of the past. All it takes is a little imagination. 
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A mnemonic is something that assists memory. (Mnemosync was thc Greek 
goddess of mcmory, and mother of the nine muses.) The most common 
I forms are acronyms and verses, althoush my journey system could also be 

described as a mnemonic. In this chapter, I list a selection of the most com- 
mon (and printable) ones: medical, historical, musical, mathematical, and legal. 

It should he said that mnemonics don't meet with universal approval as a 
teaching method; academics dismiss them as exercises in idle wordplay, ditties 
for parrots who want to remember rather than understand. As far as I am 
concerned, there is nothing wrong with anything if it helps you to remember. 

Having said that, I do wonder about the effectiveness of one or  nvo of the 
following, some of which I have included solcly for their literary quirkiness. 

E X T E N D E D  A C R O N Y M S  

In the same way that we rememhrr the name of an organisation by forming 
an  acronym (UNESCO for United Nations Educational, Scientific and  
Cultural Organization), we often create meaningless sentences to rememher 
useful pieces of information. Thr  first letter of each word reminds us of what 
we want to recall. 

This is how some people remember numerical prefixes (kilo-, hecto-, deca-, 
metri-, deri-, centi-, and milli-): Kippers Hardly Dare Move During Cold 
Months. The Great Lakes (Suprrior, i\lichigan, Huron, Eric, Ontario): 
Sergeant Major Hates Eating Onions. And musical sharps (F, C, G, D, 
A, E, R): Fat Cats Go Dotty After Eating Bananas. Food is a good sub- 
ject for a mnemonic as we all like eating. A5 I said at the beginning of this 
book, we are more likely to remember those things we enjoy. It comes as no 
surprise, thcn, to learn that sex alro plays its part in popular mnemonics. Most 
people have heard this way to remember the colours of the rainbow (red, 
orangc, ycllow, ,Teen, blue, indigo, violet): Richard Of York Goes Battling 
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In Vain. But did you know how to remember them in reverse? Virgins In 
Bed Give You Odd Reactions. 

The following two strike me as particularly odd, but then, mnemonics are 
intensely privatc affairs. Did Mary Ever Visit Brighton Beach? There's 
no answer to this question. It reminded someone of the order of social rank in 
Britain (Duke, Marquis, Earl, Viscount, Baron, Baronet). Then there is this 
strange comment, should you want to remember the ordcr of England's Royal 
families (Norman, Plantaganet, Lancaster, York, Tudor, Stuart, Hanover, 
Windsor): No Plan Like Yours To Study History Wisely. 

D O C T O R S  A N D  NURSES 

Medics are famous Tor making up mnemonics. The amount of technical infor- 
mation they have to learn, particularly concerning the human anatomy, has 
inevitably led to some highly ingenious mnemonics. Sadly, most of them are 
unprintable, and those that are clean tend to be obsessed with women. 

This one is used for remembering the nerves in the superior orbital tissue 
(lacrimal, frontal, trochlear, lateral, nasociliary, internal, abduceir): Lazy 
French Tarts Lie Naked In Anticipation. 

Stockings play a puzzlingly major role in medical mnemonics. I can only 
assume that the following two examples were invented shortly after the war, 
when developments in nylon legwear were raising ryebrows. Should George 
Personally Purchase Ladies' Smooth Stockings? A question on the lips 
of any sclf-respecting student who wants to be reminded from where the portal 
vein derives its blood (spleen, gallbladder, pancreas, peritoneum, large, small 
intestines, stomach). The following, rather desperate plea is a reminder of the 
branches of the abdominal aorta (phrenics, coeliac artery, middle suprarenal, 
superior mesenteric, renal, testicular, inferior mesenteric, lumbar, middle 
sacral): Please, Can Soft Soap Remove Tint In Ladies Stockings? 

M U S I C  

Music teachers are responsible for a wholr host of mnemonics, born out of 
despair, I suspect, as they try to bang hornc the basics of musical theory to 
unwilling pupils. 

Here is a selection of the most common ones used to remember the notes 
on a musical stave. Spaces (A, C, E, G): AU Cows Eat Grass. Lines (E, G, 
B, D, F): Every Good Boy Deserves Favour. Sharps (F, C, G, D, A, E, B): 
Fighting Charlie Goes Down And Ends Battles. Flats (B, E, A, D, G, C, 
F): British European Airways Deny Gentlemen Carrying Frogs. 

S N O O K E R  

Here is a simple way to remember which way you must set the %Teen, brown 
and yellow balls on a snooker table: God Bless You. And for those who can't 
remember in which ordcr you are meant to pot them (yellow, green, brown, 
blue, pink, black): You Go Brown Before Potting Black. 
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M A T H E M A T I C S  

Mathematicians, like music teachers, seem to relish devising mnemonics. 
Bless My Dear Aunt Sally! Believe it or not, this trlls you the order of 

operations for complex mathematical equations (Brackets, multiply, divide, 
add, subtract). There is an alternative, thought up, I suspect, by oppressed 
pupils. 'Ban Masters!' Demand AU Schoolchildren. 

There are a number of ways to remember the first few digits of pi 
(3.14159265358979). In the following examples, the number of letters in each 
word denotes the corresponding digit. 

How I want a drink, alcoholic of course, after the heavy chapters 
involving quantum mechanics. 

Now I know a super utterance to assist maths. 

How I wish I could enumerate pi easily, since all these 
(censored) mnemonics prevent recalling any of pi's sequence 
more simply. 

The same method is used for remembering the square route of 2 (1.414): I 
Wish I knew (the route of 2). 

A maths teacher named Oliver Lough devised this mnemonic to help his 
pupils with trigonometry: Sir Oliver's Horse Came Ambling Home To 
Oliver's Aunt. Read as SOH CAH TOA, it gives you thc following: 

Sin = Opposite (over) Hypotoneuse 
Cosine = Adjacent (over) Hypotoneuse 
Tangent = Opposite (over) Adjacent. 

And this pronouncement from a physician takes us, once again, back to sex: 
Virgins Are Rare. It's a reminder that \'olts = Amps x Resistance. 

RHYMES 

Rhymes and poems provide us with some of the oldest mnemonics. Most 
people know the first few lines of the following rhyme, but perhaps not all of it: 

Thirty days hath September 
April, June and November 
All the rest have thirty-one 
Excepting February alone 
Which has twenty-eight days clear 
And twenty-nine in each leap year. 

This short ditty was devised to lessen the risk of embarrassing developments at 
the pub: 

Beer on Whisky very risky 
Whisky on beer, never fear! 
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History teachers have come up with their fair share of rhymes to remember 
important dates: 

Columbus sailed the ocean blue 
In fourteen hundred and ninety two. 

The Spanish Armada met its fate 
In fifteen hundred and eighty eight. 

The fate of Henry VIII's sir wives (Catherinr of Aragon, Anne Boleyn, Jane 
Seymour, Anne of Cleeves, Catherine Howard, Catherine Pam) is remembered 
by the following two lines: 

Divorced, beheaded, died, 
Divorced, beheaded, survived. 

Rut I wish someone would think up a way of remembering the names of each 
wife, rather than just their grisly ends. One of the most famous mnemonic 
poems of all pro\ldes an ingmious way to remember the kings and qurens of 
En<land since 1066: 

Willie, Willie, Harry, Stee 
Harry, Dick, John, Harry three 
One, two, three Neds, Richard two 
Harry four, five, six, then who? 
Edward four, five, Dick the bad 
Harry's twain and Ned the lad 
Mary, Bessie, James the Vain 

Charlie, Charlie, James again 
William and Mary, Anna Gloria 
Four Georges, William and Victoria 
Edward the Seventh next, and then 
George the Fifth in 1910 
Edward the Eighth soon abdicated 
And so a George was reinstated 
After Lizzie two (who's still alive) 
Comes Charlie Three and Willie Five. 

Rhymes have also played their part at sea. This one is good for anyone wor- 
ried about collisions: 

If to your starboard Red appear 
It is your duty to keep clear 
Green to Green or Red to Red 
In perfect safety go ahead. 

And here is an easy way to remember Port and Starboard: 

No red port left. 
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I will fini5h with a limerick used by lawyen to remembrr, in Latin, that the 
law doesn't take small things into consideration, 

There was a young man called Rex 
Who had a small organ of sex 
When charged with exposure 
He said with composure 
De mintnis non curat Lex. 
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OF PLAYING CARDS 

M Y  L O V E  O F  C A R D S  

C ards are where it all started for me. Ever since I was a child, I have been 
fascinatrd with gamcs - patience, poker, pelmanism, bridge. When I was 
lcarning to count, I used to say 'eight, nine, ten, jack, queen, king'. And if 

I ever saw a card trick, 1 took great dclisht in solving it, whether it was a feat 
of mathematics or sleight of hand. 

My love of cards took a dramatic change of direction in 1987. In fact, my 
whole life changed direction. You certainly wouldn't be reading this book now 
if I hadn't tuned in to see Creighton Carvello, a psychiatric nurse from 
Middlesbroush, pull a devastating memory feat on live TV. Cawello managed 
to recall a pack of 52 playing cards in exact order, having andied them for 
just 2 minutes and 59 seconds. It was a new world record. I was flabhergasted. 
My mind immediately set to work, desperately trying to fathom how he had 
done it. 

What I found most incredible was his evident ability to memorize thc cards 
in sequrncc. He had the cards dealt out, onr on top of thr other, and looked at 
each card just once. I knew from this that he did not possess a photographic, or 
eidetic, memory. Bamcd but intrigucd, 1 rctired to a quiet room, armed with a 
pack of rards. and pondered the seemingly imponderable. I was certain 
Carvrllo's secret lay in the sequence of cards. I had also hcard something 
about using a story as an aide-memoire. 

T H E  B R E A K T H R O U G H  

As I sat in my room, my mind wandered back to a recent business trip. I had 
been ohl i~rd  to stay in Khartoum for five weeks, doing nothing very much. 

- 9.5 - 
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Most of my time was spent at the Sudan Club, a place for British expats, and 
I could still visualize in detail the exact layout of the place. 

Searching for a way to remember the pack in front of me, I started to 
imagine the court cards - jacks, queens, kings - sunning themselves in 
deckchairs around the cluh pool, chatting to one another. I could pichlre a 
jack holding a spadr in his hands, a queen dripping in diamonds. Gradually, 
these images began to remind me of people I knew. 

I could soon picture up to ten characters around the pool, hut it was get- 
ting confusing. So they began to spread out around Khartoum, places I had 
visited, shops, street comers, hotels. This was when I first started to develop 
the journey method, the prototype of what you learnt in Chapter 2. Little did 
I know that I was invoking the spirit of Simonidps. the Greek poet who is 
attributed with inventing the art of memory, ha( rth century BC. (For 
more on the classical method, see Chapter 26.) 

I quickly devised a route that went around the c ~ u n  ana out into the streets 
of Khartoum. The court cards were easy, but others proved more difficult. I 
remember thinking at the time that it seemed an almost impossible (not to say 
thankless) task trying to remember all the symhols and link them together in 

:r 2 minutes 59 seconds. But I have a stubborn streak, and I had set my 
s on heating Canrello's record. 
fter a couple of days, I could memorize my fint pack of cards in 26 min- 

-.-., with eleven errors. It was an important landmark, despite being way off 
the record. From then on, nothing else mattered; the next three months were 
an object lesson in accelerated learning. An evolution was taking place. All 
day, evev day, late into the night, I dealt myself card after card, pack after 
pack. I noted down times to the nearest second, analysed errors, suhstituted 
symbols and altered journeys. 

The 8 of diamonds proved particularly diflicult to remember. Its symbol 
changed from a feeling of peace to a cloud, to white doves, to a hot-air 
balloon and finally to Richard Branson (who flies them). In the end, all the 
symbols became peoplc. Cards had become animated, like numbers would 
soon after them. 

After three months of intensive study, I felt I had a new brain; my memory 
was in a respectable state, much like the body feels after regular exercise. Not 
only could I memorize one pack in less than three minutes, six packs shuffled 
together had becomc a doddle. 

Since then I have gained entries into the Guinness Book of Records for 6, 
20, 25, and 35 decks (1,820); on every occasion they were all shumed together 
and I looked at each card only once. Sly record for one pack of cards is cur- 
rently 55.62 seconds. 

In this chapter I will show you how easy it is to memorize a pack of cards. 
If you were diligent about learning the numbers in chapter 4, and are now 
carrying around a 100 people represrnting 00 to 99, you have already done 
over three quarters of the work. Your first pack will probahly take you half an 
hour. With a little practice and dedication, you should he able to get your time 
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down to 10 and then 5 minutes. If you are able to do it in less than 3 minutes, 
you should seriously consider entering a memory competition. 

A N I M A T I N G  T H E  C A R D S  

You must fint assign a person to every card between ace and 10 (court cards 
will come later). Cards are essentially numben; the easiest way to bring them 
to life is to translate them into pain of letters, a technique you have already 
learnt. 

Use the DOMINIC SYSTEM to provide you with the first letter. Taking ace to 
be 1, you have the letter A, 2 becomes B, 3 becomes C, and so on. 

The suit provides you with the second letter. All club cards, for example, 
are represented by a C. Diamonds are represented by a D, spades by an S, 
hearts by an H. 

The 2 of hearts thus becomes BH, the 5 of clubs becomes EC. Refening 
hack to our list of people in Chapter 4, you know that the 2 of hearts is Benny 
Hill, (2 = B; hearts = H, BH = Benny Hill) and the 5 of clubs is Eric Clapton 
(5 = E; clubs = C; EC = Eric Clapton). 

Here is a table to show you how to get the letten for cards from ace to 10: 

CARD CLUBS DIAMONDS SPADES HEARTS 

1 (ace) AC AD AS AH 
2 BC BD BS BH 
3 CC CU CS CH 
4 DC DD DS DH 
5 EC ED ES EH 
6 SC SD SS SH 
7 GC GD GS G H  
8 H C  H D  HS H H  
9 NC ND NS NH 
0 (ten) O C  O D  0s O H  

Copy this list and write down the corresponding person alongside each card. I 
am not asking you to think up any new people; you should already have all 
the characters suggested by the letters listed above. 

It is important to remember that the letters are merely stepping stones to 
get you to your person. After a while, you will find yourself making the leap 
without using the letters. When I see the 6 of diamonds, I don't see the letters 
SD, I don't even perceive the card as the 6 of diamonds; I automatically have 
an image of Sharron Davies, the swimmer, wearing a rubber ring. 

When a good pianist sight-reads a piece of music, there is no time to 
convert the notes into letters, he or she just knows which keys the fingers have 
to play. Similarly, with typing, talking, reading, driving a car, it becomes 
automatic with practice. 

You must always recall the person's unique action and prop (Sharron 
Davies is wearing a rubber ring). Charlie Chaplin is flexing a cane; Eddie 'the 
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Eaglr' on a pair of skis; Eric Clapton is playing his guitar. I can't stress moug l~  
1 1 0 ~  important thcsr associated actions are; thry help to anchor the person to 
his or hcr surroundin~s (location). 

C O U R T  C A R D S  

There is no nrrd to translatr thr court cards into lcttrrs, as thry arr already 
peoplr. Oncr again, let thrm trigger off associations 14th proplr you know, or 
with public fi,gurrs. I havr listed l~rlow somr suggestions to help you, but come 
up witb your own as wrll. 

Personally, I associatr rluhs with i~ggrrssion, diamonds with wealth, spades 
with hruncttrs. and hearts with sex syml>ols. 

CARD PERSON ACTION 

.Jack of clubs ,Jack thc Rippcr Ripping 
Quren of clubs Margaret Thatcher Swinging handbag 
King- of clubs Saddam Hussrin Burnins oil wrlls 

Jack of diamonds Gerald Ratnrr W~ar ing  diamonds 
Qucrn of diamonds Thc Queen TVriting out cheques 
King of diamonds John Paul Grtty Driving- Rolls-Roycr 

Jack of spades John l'ravolta Dancing 
Qucrn of spades I i z  Taylor Popping champa 
King of spadrs , Ronald Reagan Standing- on pod 

Jack of hearts Jason Donovan IVcaring colourem 
Q~re rn  of hearts Cindy Crawford ... That's my srcret 
Kin5 of hearts Paul Nrwman Playing pool 

T H E  I M P O R T A N C E  O F  P R A C T I C E  

Tcst yourself to srr  if you know ;dl thr pcoplr. Therr. is no point going on to 
the nrxt stagc, the journry, unlrrs you can namr thr person for cach and 
rvrry card. Deal yorirrlf a pzck; idrally, you should br  ahlr to call out the 
namc quickly, hut this takcs n bit of practicr. T O  h r ~ n  with, try to sprnd not 
morr than ten srcor,ds pcr card. Somr namrs will always romr rasily, othrrn 
 ill prove morr diilirult. hlake a notr of the ones that aren't sticking and try 
changing thr person. And rcmrmhcr, you murl think of the rclrvant action for 
each person. It \<ill saar time 1:rtcr. 

T H E  J O U R N E Y  

The easirit way to trarh you how to placr thrsc peoplc along- a journey is if I 
show you how I do it. I havr listed lhcloxv thc 52 stagcs of a Elvo~~ritr route of 
mine around thc town of Guildford in Surrry. 

1. Bnoksl~op 27. Tr:~flic light 
2. Cinrma 28. Car showroom 

F'e 
ium 

d coat 
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3. Telephone kiosk 29. Footbridge 
4. Newsagent 30. River boat 
5 Bank manager's office 31. Car park 
6. Bank cashier 32. Theatre 
7. Macdondds 33. Department store 
8. Building site 34. Bus drpot 
9. Stcps to Brasserie 35. Cobbled footpath 
10. Reception 36. Fish and chip shop 
11. Stairs 37. Railway bridge 
12. Upstairs restaurant 38. Top of train 
13. Piano bar 39. Train driver 
14. Marquee bar 40. Compartment 
15. Stage 41. First Class 
16. Bark stage 42. Lao 
17. Graveyard 43. Station platform 
18. Multi-storey car park 44. h'aiting room 
19. Careers Office 45. Tickct office 
20. Chinese restaurant 46. Sports ccntre reception 
2 1. Castle gate 47. Cafeteria 
22. Castle 48. Swimming pool 
23. Pub saloon bar 49. Badminton rourt 
24. Public bar 50. Showers 
25. Steps down 51. Sauna 
26. Bus stop 52. Jacuzzi 

When I originally mapped out this particular journey, I imagined a bird's-eye 
view of the town and sketched out a rough route from one end to the other. I 
then pictured myself walking along the route in a logical direction, and wrote 
down all the familiar places I frequented which I thought would provide 
suitable backdrops for my imaginary cast of characters. 

I am constantly devising new routes for myself (I had to use 35, each 
similar to the above, when I memorized 35 packs of cards) and I am surprised 
at how easy it is to remember every stage. But, then, the surroundines I 
choose are always familiar. Guildford, for example, is my home town. 

When you come lo map nut your own route, you must do the sa 
Choose somewhere you know well. You might want to begin with the 
stages around your house, which you learnt in Chapter 2 and then branch on 
to work, or to someone's house, or out into the park. 

Go around the route roughly to begin with, and then write down all the 
placrs that might he suitahle. Once you have 52 stagcs, learn them hy heart. 
You too will he surprised at how easy it is to remember them. If any are 
rausing you trouhlr, change them. Pcrhaps they are too close together, or not 
distinrtivc enough. 

Once you are happy with the route, you are in a position to mcmorizc your 
first pack of cards. 
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M P M O R l Z l N O  T H E  P A C K  

Before I start on a pack, regardless of whether I am going for a world record 
or just exercising my brain, I run through the journey in my head with three 
things in mind: 

1. I count each stage to make sure there are 5 2  in total. 

2 .  I imagine each stage to be empty. There must he no sounds, no people: 
Guildford, for example, becomes a ghost town. This will ensure that any 
previous characters or items you might have memorized are wiped out. You 
are erasing the video tape in anticipation of new information. 

3. I view each stage from exactly the same vantage point in my mind's eye; 
it's as though I am looking through old snap shots. For example, I am 
always standing outside the hookhop peering in through the window. I am 
always at the foot of the Brasserie stairs looking up, never at the top looking 
down. This is important for continuity. 

THE F I R S T  C A R D  
I am now ready to deal the first card. Before I turn it over, I visualize the first 
stage of the journey, in this case the hookyhop. A vague recollection of the 
 remises is sufficient. I then turn the card.  let'^ assume it is the 5  of hearts, 
which we know is Edward Heath (5 = F,; hearts = H; EH = Edward Heath). 

It is not unusual to find him in a bookshop. His action is conducting so I 
quickly form an image of him facing a shclf of books pretending to conduct an 
orchestra with a baton in one hand. Location and person must interact for the 
image to he memorable. This whole process takes me, on averase, one second. 

Your brain is bound to feel a hit stiff to begin with, but you should aim to do 
each card in fifteen to twenty seconds. I have been working out every da? for 
the last four years. Rememher to use as many of your senses as you can. Take 
your time if it is all proving too difficult. Looscn up with some stretching exercis 
es; flex your memory; touch the toes of your imagination with a few fantasies. 

THE S E C O N D  C A R D  

As I turn the second card, I am already looking at the cinema. It is the queen 
of spades. I imagine Elizabeth Taylor uncorkins a bottle of champape (her 
action) in the foyer. (No doubt she is attending the premiere of her latest film.) 
I am covered in spray and can feel the stickiness on my clothes. It is not just 
I.iz Taylor that I will be remembering later. I always associate her with 
uncorking a bottle of champa,qne, which is just as important. 

THE TH IRD C A R D  

The third card is the 10 of hearts, which we know is Oliver Hardy. I imagine 
him trying to get into the tiny telephone kiosk with n large plank of wood on 
his shouldcr. Oliver Hardy's action is fooling around with a plank. Again, the 
plank is as vital as Hardy. 
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THE FOURTH C A R D  

The fourth card is Christopher Dean. I picture him skating (his action) head- 
first into the newsagent. The pavement outside the shop is icy and I hear the 
scouring sound as thc metal skates pass over it. The skating is essential. It 
might just be that this is all I can recall when you come past the ncwsagents 
later on. But it will be suflicient, providing Christopher Dean is the only skater 
among my cast. 

And so on. As you ran see from my route, the last three stops anticipate a 
certain amount of exhaustion on my part. \Yhen I am going for a world 
record, I am charging ahout the place, so it only seems fair that I should col- 
laps? at the rnd in a bubbling jacuzzi. 

THE F I N A L E  

The last card just happens to he the queen of hearts. I can think of worse fates 
for a man than splashing ahout in the bubbles with Cindy Crawford. It can all 
end very differently, of coursc; 1 once had Henry Cooper in there with me, 
throwing aftershave about the place. 

T H E  I M P O R T A N C E  O F  T R U S T  

One of the secrets of remembering cards at speed is tnlst. You are hound to 
ask yourself how quickly you can move on to the next stage. But how do you 
know when a person has sunk in? No light flashes, no bell rings. T o  he honest, 
you arc never going to know for certain when something is secure in your 
memory; you have just got to go on trust. 

The relationship between people and location is like two velcro patches. 
There are hundreds of little idiosyncrasies in each penon (and their associated 
actions or  ohjects); similarly, the stagc on your route is full of physical details. 
The two usually rnd up heing linked in only a couple of ways, much like the 
vclcro patches that require only one or  two linked hooks to stay together. 

T H E  R E V I E W  

This is the moment of truth and it's always a slightly anxious time for me. It 
shouldn't he, though. All the hard work has hccn done and it is time to relax 
and reflect. Creating images is much more tiring than recollecting them in 
tranquillity. Sit back and let the images wash over you; they can't be forced. 
All you are doing is playing hack a video tape. (I should point out that the 
time taken recalling the cards is not recordrd by the C;uinness Bonk o/Records. My 
world record, 55.62 scconds, is simply the time I took to store the information. 
It is a frat of memory, not of oral delivery.) 

\\'hat's happening in the hookshop? I am looking in (from exactly the same 
vantage point outside) I can see snmchody waving a baton around at some 
hooks, as if thcy wcrc conducting:Edward Heath, 5 of hearts. 

I am now in front of the cinema. I scr a flash of dark hair, a bottle of 
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something: Liz Taylor, queen of spades. I sometimes find that the bottle of 
champape is sullicient on its own. 

The images are now beginning to fly thick and fast: a plank jammed in the 
kiosk: Olivcr Hardy ...' another fine mess you've gotten me into', 10 of hearts. 
Someone skating- into the newsagents, grating on the pavement: Christopher 
Dean, 3 of diamonds. 

Even today, 1 am still surprised at thr speed and fluency with which these 
images return. As soon as I recall one card, I vo are queuing up 
ahead, beckoning mc. On  a good day, I can't de :ads  fast enough. 

\Vhen you begin to get quicker at placing t mder ten minutes), 
you should lind that you are no longer having to ser c a w  scene in such detail. 
The whole process of creating and recalling images is rather like rushing to 
catch a train. You run past a noisy market stall, a husker, road works, and a 
coffee shop. But it's after you have collapscd in the train and are getting your 
breath back, that you hegin to remember the details: the shouts of 'lovely fresh 
strawberries', Annie'r Song being played by a flautist, feeling the compressor drill 
vibrating under your feet, the smell of freshly ground Kenyan coffee beans. 

Havc confidence in your wonderful memory. Trust it. You will be 
impressed by its ahility to recall the : 1g your j o ~  e a note 
of the troublemakers; it's either the p e place tha t. If they 
begin to cause you trouhle regularly, em. And il me card 
you can't recall, you can always find ir our uy a process of eulrlrnilour,. 

irney. Mak 
~t is at faull 
F it's only I 
,:-!~~-L.- 
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(ALWAYS) AT 
TRIVIAL PURSUIT 

A s part of my recent promotional work, I was asked to memorize two edi- 
tions of Trivial firsuit - the Annual Edition and Genus 111. There were 
7,500 questions in total, on Geoqaphy, Entertainment, History, Art and 

Literature, Science and Nature, Sport and Leisure. If you have read Section 2 
(History and Geography), it won't come as a surprise to learn that I memo- 
rized the answers using instant association and location. 

Not everyone, I admit, might be taken by the idea of memorizing thou- 
sands of Trivial Pursuit cards, but the exercise is a good way of practising the 
techniques you have already learnt. For players of the game, pamcularly those 
who are fed up with always being beaten at Christmas, it is a sure-fire way of 
never having to lose again. 

The task is not as daunting as it sounds. It took me only one read through 
to commit the answers to memory. Setting aside an hour and a half each day, 
I learnt them at the leisurely pace of three per minute. After a month, I had 
memorized all 7,500. 

Unlike a pack of cards, however, I needed to store aU this trivia in my long 
term-memory. Apart from anything else, it is a handy trick to have up my 
sleeve for Live rv interviews. So I embarked on a systematic programme of 
revision, which I will explain at the end of the chapter. Today, I only need to 
run through the questions once every three months. Some people, though, still 
don't believe it's a feat of memory. 

T H E  T A L K I N G  B R I E F C A S E  

I once spent the day at Hamley's toy shop in Regent Street, London, answer- 
ing Tnzjial Pursuit questions chosen by the general public. If I got one wrong, 



thc questioner would win £50; if I got a second question wrong, they would 
win £100; and if, God forbid, I got three questions wrong. they would stand 
to win &.5,000, in cash! Questions were picked entirely at  random and 
throughout the day there werc queues of people desperate to tly thcir lurk and 
catch me out. 

At onc point, I notirrd a man who srudicd me rlosrly for fivc minutes, 
hrfore joining the queue. He was particularly interested in my black hrirfcasc, 
resting ag-ainst my chair. I suspcctrd a scene. Sure rnough, whcn he evrntually 
chosc a card, h r  turned around to everyone and announcrd, 'Right, I want 
that hriefcasc removcd before I ask a question.' An assistant dutifully ohliged 
and movrd the case trn frrt hehind mr. 

'Further hack, pleasr,' the man demandrd. Only whcn the offending ohject 
was completely out of view, or should I say out of earshot, for it had hecome 
apparent that the man credited my briefcasr with unnatural powrrs of commu- 
nication, did he oroceed to ask me a qurstion. 

The qurstio I as a mumhlr. I think he was ronrcntrating more on 
what my hricfi he saying. I asked him to repeat it and he turned, 
victorious, to aoorcss crlc audience, 'You see! Have any of you noticed how 
often he has to have the question repeated?' 

E~wyone  stared at their shoes, as only the English can do  when a public 
row breaks out. I finally established what the question was, 'How old was 
Anna Koumikova in May 1992 when she was described at the finrst tennis 
prospect of thc century?' 

'Tcn,' I replied autnmaticdly. The man threw down his card in dis,pst, 
and walked off saying, 'It's a fiddle, it's a fiddle.' 

It wasn't, of coursc. He failed to apprrciatc the brief chain of mental rrvnts 
that had providrd me with thr answer. Two kry words, 'Anna' and 'tennis', 
werc rnough to trigger an image of a tennis court [location) I had once played 
on in Hcrtfordshire. It was owned by a fricnd of mine called 'Annir'. I could 
vaguely sre a man playing thc piano on the tram lines: it was Dudley Moore 
&om thr film 10. This strangc image pro~ided mc with my answer. 

Scrdlrss to say, nnhody won any prix-money that day, and the insurer's 
£5,000 was rrturned sali-ly to the hank. 

T H E  M E T H O D  

As I promised, almost all the hard work in this hook came in the early chap- 
trrs. T h r  mcthod for memorizing Triuini Pursuit cards is very similar to the 
technique you usrd for putting names to Cares. 

1. Scizr on a key word (or words) in the question and let it suggcst to you a 
random location. It doesn't matter how ahsurd it is, prnvided that the associa- 
tion is instant. You arr  simply trying to casurr that thc next timc you hear 
that kry word, thc same location comes into your head. 

2. Takr a look at the answcr. Grah hold of any associated image that flash- 
cs across your mind. Again, it is essential that you stick with the first image. 

3. Using your ima@nation, link the location and imagr togrthrr. 
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EXAMPLES 

In the following examples, I am giving you my personal associations for the 
p u ~ o s c s  of demonstration. Youlr might he a good deal more imaginativr! 

Q. \.\'llat material is the Cricket \Vorld Cup trophy madr from? 
A: Glass. 

The key word is 'cricket', and thc ohvious location is Lord's Cricket Ground. 
(If you can't picture a famous setting, usc a local pitch.) 'Glass' suggests an 
imag-e of an expensive cut-glass bowl. Linking the two together, I imagine the 
bowl balanced precariously on the stumps at Lord's va\.erner's end); I hear 
the dass shatter as it is smashed by an unplayahle off-cuttrr. 

Q Which country's coast witnessed the hattle of Trafalgar? 
A: Spain. 

The key word is 'Trafalgar' which suggests Trafalsar Square as a location. I 
often use an imagc of a matador for anything Spanish. I imagine him wa ing  
a rrd rag in front of one of the lions at the foot of Nelson's Column. 

Q \Vhat is the alternative name for a cavy? 
A: A ~ p i n e a  pig. 

The key word is 'cavy'. This sounds a bit like cave. Most of us have visited a 
cave at somc time in our lives. 1 wollld I ~ S C  a c a w  T know in Ircland as the 
location. The ready made image of a guinea pig nreds to be strengthened in 
some way. 1 ima$ne a lmge family of guinea pigs emerging from the mouth of 
the cave. 

The images for some questions and answers require a little morc invention, 
but they are still hased on immediate associations. Here is another example: 

Q !%'hat knot are you said to cut if you overcome a major difliculty? 
A: Gordian. 

Thr  key words are 'knot' and 'difficulty'. When 1 hear the word 'knot' I immc- 
diatrly think of a certain estuary in Ireland where, as a young hoy, I first came 
across knots. It's a very strong location for me. I spcnt a long, depressing day 
fishing for brown trout, and most of Iny time W.TI taken up untangling my line. 
For my image, I split Gordian into two, Gordon and Ian, which happen to he 
thc names of two friends of mine. I imagine Gordon and Ian at the rivrrhank, 
hclping me owrcomc my dilliculties with the fishing tackle. What's the fir3t 
thing to entervour mind whcn you hear the word 'knot'? 

Thr  mcthod works providing you seize your first association whcn mnrront- 
ed with a key word. By all mcans explore the association (it's a fascinating 
arra, as anyone who has played word association gamcs will vouch), hut don't 
over-anulysc why the word rrminds you of a particular placr. Trust that your 
mcntal chain of events, no matter how far-retchcd, will repeat itself whcn you 
come to read thr qocstion at a later date. 
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In all the above examples, I have streamlined my final image to give me 
the answer and nothing else. Take the question I was asked at Hamley's. I was 
simply trying to get to the number ten. The year 1992 was irrelevant, as was 
the surname, Koumikova, and the fact that she was described as the finest ten- 
nis prospect this century was of no consequence at all. 

If you ever come across information that is of particular interest to you, and 
you want to remember every detail, simply add the relevant elements to your 
overall image. 

R E V I S I O N  

If you want to memorize Trivial Pursuit, the Annual Edition is a good 
place to start. I t  has 1,500 questions. As I said earlier, you should aim to 
memorize them at a rate of three a minute. You may find it takes you 
considerably longer to begin with, but the process will speed up. In  order 
for the information to be stored on a long term-basis, you must revise 
regularly. 

Find your own level of retention. You might need to look at the cards again 
within minutes, or after twentyfour hours. Penonally, my first revision takes 
place after forty-eight houn, and then I can retain the information for months 
on end. So far, I've never been caught out on a single question. 

T H r  J O N A T H A N  R O S S  S H O W  

I have had to remember some daft  thin^ in my time. I was once asked by 
Jonathan Ross to memorize the first word on every page of JiUy Cooper's 
novel Polo for his TV show. The paperback version consists of no less than 766 
pages. I set about this unusual task by planning eight journeys, each with fitly 
stages. I would need 383 stages in total if I placed two words on each one. T o  , 
make the words more memorable, I gave them symbols, usually people: 'and' 
became 'Andrew', 'the' became 'Thea', 'you' became 'ewe'. 

I received the book the day before the show was televised. By mid-after- 
noon, I had memorized all 766 words. 

I Just before the show, copies of the book were handed out to 150 memben 
of the studio audience. Each penon was given a set page number. If they were 

I chosen, they could call out their number and personally verify that I had 

i memorized the right word. 
Jonathan Ross explained to the audience before I came on that certain 

! words had been chosen in p o others, to avoid repetition of dull ones 
such as 'to', 'and', 'of, 'a', ' usual, there were the inevitable sceptics. 
No sooner had I walked on to me stase than someone at the back started 
shouting: 'Fix! Fix!' 

It wasn't a good start, but the heckling triggered off the following s 
images: 'Jim'U fix it' SaviUe jogging down a lea@ lane in Surrey complc ~ fat cigar and chunky gold chains. He was at the first position on the ,,,,.... 

I stage of the seventh journey. 

eries of 
:te with 
.p*,...rl 
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\Vithin three seconds of hearing the word 'fix', I told thc audience to turn 
to page 703. There was a frantic  stl ling of pagcs and, sure enough, the first 
word at the top of that page was 'fix'. 

Thankfully, my sceptic shut up after that, and I could continue to demon- 
strate my mrmory skills in frnnt of a trusting audience. 



! 

MEMORY AND 
I 
I SPORT 
1 L E A R N I N G  T H E  F A  C U P  

I f you are one of those people who likes to know who won in the 1949 FA 
I Cup final (\\'olverhampton Wandercrs], or which horse won the Grand 

I National in 1909 (Lutteur 111), then this chapter is for you. Before I go on, 
howcvcr, I must dcclare a disinterest: I am not a football fanatic. I just happen 
to know the results of every FA cup match since its inception back in 1872 
(when the final was held at the Kenningon Oval and the Wanderers heat the 
Royal Enginecrs 1-0). As Leslie Welch discovered in the 1950s, this sort of 
sporting knowledge goes down very well with the public, which is why I 
include it in my stagc act. 

It's also incredibly rasy to memorize if you usr a simple journey. Each year 
of the FA Cup is represented hy a separate stage. The individual teams and 
scores are translated into persons and actions. 

C H O O S I N G  Y O U R  J O U R N E Y  

One of the journeys I use for football begins in the goal-mouth of our local 
ground. Because I have to carry around so many routes in my head, each one 
storing a different sort of information, it helps if the beginning of the journey is 
somewhere appropriate. The journey I use to store golfing information, for 
examplr, starts at a familiar golf coursc; the one for horse racing results begins 
at nearby stables; another for motor racing starts at a local garase, and so on. 

Hcrc arc the lint trn stages of my FA Cup journey, with corresponding yean: 

STAGE YEAR ST.~CE YFAK 

Goal-mouth 1901 Car park 1906 
Centre of pitch 1902 Driveway 1907 
Stands 1903 Ground entrance 1908 
Changing room 1904 Petrol station 1909 
Cluhhousc 1905 Roundahout 1910 



Personally, I use three separate journeys to remember the FA Cup, but there is 
no reason why you shouldn't use one long, epic route. I find that brealtin~ it 
down into three helps me access the information more quickly. 

First journey: results from 1872-1900. This is a normal 50 stage route, 
except that I start at the 22nd stage. Second journey: results from 1901-1950. 
A normal route with 50 stages.Third journey: results from 1951-2000. Another 
50 stagc route, allowing me to update the information as wc progress towards 
the millenium. 

This approach allows me to locate instantly, for example, the result of the 
1984 final between F,verton and \Vatford: I simply go to the 34th stage of the 
third journey. (Everton won 2-0.) 

F O R M I N G  Y O U R  I M A G E S  

There are four basic pieces of information to memorize when you are learn- 
ing the FA Cup: the year, the winner, the runner up, and the score. The year 
is taken care of by thr stagc (1903 is at the third stage); the other threc pieces 
of information can be translated into a single complex image, the sort you 
fomrd  when learning how to memorize numbers in Chaptrr 4. The process 
is very simple: 

Winner, Inscr, Score = Person, Action, Person. 

The choice of pelron and action for the winner and loser is entirely up to you, 
but you should follow the same principles as before. Use your imagination, and 
let the names of the teams sug~est people to you. The fint association is the 
most important. 

It might bc someone you know who is a fan of the team in question, or 
even a star player, a manager, a chief executive. Some people think of Gordon 
Strachan when they think of Leeds United, or Mark Hughes when the;. think 
of Manchester United. The obvious action for Arsenal is firing a cannon, the 
club's symbol. 

If your knowledge of the game is limited, your associations might he morr 
tangential. I imagine Robin Hood when I think of Nottingham Forcst, and the 
action of firing an arrow. For Crystal Palace, I think of Richard O'Brien, the 
presenter of 'rv's Cyslal Maze. 

T o  remember the score, use the DO~IINIC SYS'I'EM to convert the f ipres 
into letters, which in turn translate into peoplr. If the result is 3-2, for cxam- 
ple, your person is Cilla Black. 

Thr  easiest way to combine person, action, and person in one complex 
image is by inventing a short storylinc. So if Crystal Palace wrre wcr to lhcat 
Nottingham Forcst 3-2, I would imagine the bald O'B~ien loosing an arrow in 
Cilla Black's direction. To makc thr sccnc morr palatable, I would place an 
apple on Cilla's head. 

Hcrc arc thr results from 1901-1910, broken down into thcir constituent 
parts: 
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YEAR WINNER LOSER SCORE 
(Stage) (Person) (Action) (penon) 

1901 Tottenham Hotspur Shcfield United 3- 1 
1902 Shefield Utd Southampton 2- 1 
1903 BUY Derby County 6-0 
1904 Manchester City Bolton tvanderers 1-0 
1905 Aston Villa Newcastle United 2-0 
1906 Everton Newcastle United 1-0 
1907 Shefield Wednesday Everton 2- 1 
1908 \Volverhampton Wanderers Newcastle United 3-1 
1909 Manchester United Bristol City 1-0 
1910 Newcastle United Barnsley 2-0 

And this is how I remember some of them: 

1901  Toltmhnm H o y u r  v5 Shefield L'nited 3 - 1  
Year: 1901. The first stage of my second journey is the goal-mouth at my local 
club, whirh denotes 1901. \Vinner: Whenever I hear Tottenham Hotspur men- 
tioned, I automatically think of Bob, my agent. He's a dedicated Spurs sup- 
porter. Loser: If no obvious association springs to mind, I rely on phonetics. 
The first syllable of Shefield United is 'Shelf, which makes me think of a chef, 
whose action is cooking. Score: Using the DOMIKIC SYSTF.~~, 3-1 translates into 
Charles Atlas (3 = C; I = A). Complex i m a , ~ :  1 imagine Bob dressed in full 
chefs apron and wearing a big white hat, preparing an enormous meal for a 
staning Charles Atlas who is sitting in the goal-mooth. 

1 9 0 7  Shefleld IVedne5d"y us E ~ ~ n t o n  2 - 1  
Year: The seventh stage (1907) is the driveway leading up to the ground. 
LYinner: T o  avoid confusion with Shefield United, I concentrate on the word 
'Wednesday'. This gives me a rlear image of actress Wendy Craig. Loscr: 
Everton reminds me of Eve; her action is tempting someone with an apple. 
Score: Bryan Adams (2 = R; 1 = A). Complex image: I imagine Wendy Craig 
walking slowly backwards down the driveway, tempting Bryan Adams with the 
lure of a crisp green apple. He is on his knees in beseechment, singing 
'Everything I do 1 do for you'. 

1910 .Newcnrtle United ar B a m b  2 - 0  
Year: The tcnth stage (1910) is the roundabout. Winner: Success at last for 
Newcastle United. I picturc one of their most famous citizens, Spender, aka 
Jimmy Nail. Loser: Barnsley makes me think of ham dancing. Score: Bill Oddie 
(2 = B; 0 = 0 ) .  Complex image: I don't supposr that Jimmy Nail would readi- 
ly accept an offer to barn dance with Bill Oddie, but I imagine them both 
doing a merry jig around thr roundabout. 

H O W  T O  S T O R E  E X T R A  I N F O R M A T I O N  

Sometimrs there is more to the matrh than thr final score reveals. In 1901, 
Spurs' 3-1 victory over Shrfield United was a replay, following a 2-2 draw. 



To memorize this extra detail, I imagine Charles Atlas (who is waiting for his 
supper, courtesy of Boh, my agent) heating on the goalposts crying, 'Order!' 

In 1910, Newcastle were linally victorious after bcing- runners up for three 
out of the five previous yean. The 1-0 victory was, in fact, a rrplay, following 
a 1-1 draw. This sort of information is ver). easy to include in your complex 
image. All you have to do is add on an extra action to the storyline. 

In this case, I imagine Bill Oddie heing chased around the roundabout by a 
swarm of hecs. This is the action of Arthur Askey, who rrprrscnts 1-1 [A = 1; 
A = I) .  

There is no real limit to the amount of facts that you can store. Enthusiasts 
memorize the entire line-up of each team, including substitutes, the goalscor- 
en,  the minute in which they scored, and no doubt the names of the refcree's 
two children. If the will is there, it's perfectly possihle. You just have to expand 
thc geographical layout of your journey. 

If you think all these images are ridiculous, I assure you that they are con- 
siderably more memorable than an uninviting- mass of characterless facts and 
figures. I, for one, could not possibly begin to absorb huge amounts of raw, 
untreated information about football unless I used the techniques I have 
described. 

Once you have committed the information to memory, you must spend 
some time revising. Replay your 'video-tape' until you know the journey and 
all its little stories by heart. Highlight key landmarks along the way; they act as 
in\,aluahle rcfcrence points when you want to access information quickly. If 
you automatically know where the 5th, 13th, 19tI1, and 26th stages are, for 
cxample, it makes locating the intervening- stag-es so much easier. 

If football's not your favourite sport, this method works equally well with 
other sporting- information. You can use a simple journcy to store data on 
horse raring, clicket, snooker, hoxing, ruxhy, even haggis hurling if the facts 
are available. 

R E F E R E N C E  T A B L E S  

I have printed out helow every FA Cup result since 1872, broken down into 
Yrar (stage), \Vinner (person), Laser [action), Score (person) to make it easier 
to memorize. 

FA Cup RESULTS: 1872-1900 

YEhR \VINNER LOSER SCORE 
1872 \\'anderers Royal Engnecrs 1-0 
1878 \Vanderers Oxford University 2-0 
1874 Oxford Univrnity Royal Engneers 2-0 
1875 Royal Engineers Old Etonianr 2-0 (1-1) 
I876 \\'andcrers Old Etonians 3-0 (0-0) 
I877 \Vanderers Oxford University 2-0 
1878 Wanderers Royal Engineen 3-1 
1879 Old Etonians Clapham Ro\rcrs I -0 
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Clapham Rovers 
Old Carthusians 
Old Etonians 
Blackhurn Olympic 
Blackhurn Rovers 
Blackburn Rovers 
Hlackhurn Rovers 
Aston Villa 
West Bromwich Alhion 
Prrston North End 
Blackburn Rovers 
Blackburn Rovrrs 
\Vest Brnmwich Nhion 
\Tolverhampton \Yanderers 
Notts County 
Aston Villa 
Sheficld \Yrdnesday 
Aston Villa 
Nottingham Forest 
Shefield Unitcd 

Bury 
Tottenham Hotspur 
Shelficld United 

Bury 
Manchester City 
Aston Villa 
Everton 
Shefield \\'rdnesday 
\Volverhampton IVanderers 
Manchestrr Unitrd 
Newcastle L-nitrd 
Bradford City 
Rarnslcy 
Aston Villa 
Burnley 
Sheftield United 
Aston Villa 
Tottenham Hotspur 
Huddrrsfirld Town 
Bolton IVandrrcrs 
Nrwrastlr Unitrd 
Shefirld United 
Bolton IVanderers 
C:nrdifT City 
Blackhurn Ro\,crs 

Oxford University 
Old Etonians 
Blackborn Rovers 
Old Etonians 
Queen's Park Glasg-ow 
Qtlcm's Park Glasg-ow 
Wrst Bromwich Alhion 
\\lest Rromwirh Alhion 
Preston S E  
\Volverhampton \2'anderen 
Shefield \2'cdnrsday 
Sntts County 
Aston Villa 
Evcrton 
Bolton 
West Brom~vich Alhion 
\l'olverhampton 
Everton 
Dt-rhy County 
Derby County 
Southamptnn 
Shcftield United 
Southampton 
Derby County 
Bolton M'andcrrrs 
Ncwrastlc Unitcd 
Nervcastlr Unitrd 
Everton 
N~wcastle United 
Bristol City 
Barnrlcy 
Ncwcastle 
West Bromwich Albion 
Sundrrland 
Liverpool 
Chelsea 
Huddersiicld Town 
IVolvcrh'ampton Wanderers 
Prrston North End 
\Vrst Ham united 
Aston Villa 
Cardiff City 
I\.lanchrstcr City 
Arsenal 
Huddrrsfield Town 



Bolton Wanderers 
Arsenal 
Tl'est Bromwich Albion 
Ncwcastle Unitrd 
Everton 
Manrhrster City 
Shefield Wednesday 
Arsenal 
Sunderland 
Preston North End 
Portsmouth 
Derby County 
Charlton Athletic 
Manchester United 
\%'olverhampton Wandert 
Arsenal 
Sewcastle United 
Newcastle United 
Blackpool 
West Bromwich Albion 
Newcastle United 
Manchester City 
Astorr Villa 
Bolton FVanderers 
Nottingham Forest 
Wolvrrhampton 
Tottcnham Hotspur 
Tottenham Hotspur 
Manchester United 
\Vest Ham United 
Liverpool 
Everton 
Tottenham Hotspur 
West Bromwich Albion 
Manchester City 
Chelsea 
Arsenal 
Leeds United 
Sundcrland 
Liverpool 
West Ham Unitcd 
Southampton 
Manchester Unitrd 
Ipswich T o m  
Arsenal 

Portsmouth 
Huddcrsfield Town 
Birmingham 
Arsenal 
Manchester City 
Portsmouth 
\Vest Bromwich Albion 
Sheffield United 
Preston North End 
Hoddersfield Town 
\t701verhampton 
Charlton Athletic 
Burnlry 
Blackpool 

:n Leicester City 
Liverpool 
Blackpool 
Arscnal 
Bolton Wanderers 
Preston North End 
Manchester City 
Birmingham City 
Manchestel. United 
Manchester United 
Luton Town 
Blackburn Rovers 
Ldcester City 
Burnley 
Leicester City 
Preston North End 
Leeds United 
Shefield TtTednesday 
Chelsea 
Evrrton 
Leicester City 
Leeds United 
Liverpool 
Arsenal 
Leeds United 
Newcastle Unitcd 
Fdham 
Manchester Unitrd 
Liverpool 
Arsenal 
hfanrhester United 



I 
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West Ham United 
Tottenham Hotspur 
Tottrnham Hotspur 
Manchester United 
Everton 
Manchester United 
Liverpool 
Coventry City 
Wimbledon 
Liverpool 
Manchester United 
Tottenham Hotspur 
Liverpool 

Arsenal 
Manchester City 
Queens Park Rangers 
Brighton & Hove Albion 
Watford 
Everton 
Everton 
Tottcnham Hotspur 
Liverpool 
Everton 
Crystal Palace 
Nottingham Forest 
Sunderland 
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YOUR GOLF SWING 

T he attraction and frustration of sport is that there is always room for 
improvement. There are no absolutes. Sprintrn can run the 100 metres 
I Taster, batsn~en can score more runs, tennis players can play more passing 

shots, darts players can score 180 more frequently, and a golf ball can always 
be struck more swretly. 

Regardless of the sport, there are two fundamental ways in which you 
can improve your game: technique and practice. Memory plays a key role 
in both. Golf, like chess, is a game of the mind, requiring high levels of 
concentration and mental composure. A good memory is invaluable for 
players of all standards. Beginners need to remember a whole range of 
things before each shot (stance, grip, angle of clubface). And a professional, 
faccd with an awkward lie perhaps, or difficult playing conditions, should 
always be able to refer hack to a relevant precedent, possihly from many 
years ago. 

I am p i n g  to concentrate solely on how memory can improve one aspect 
of the game: your swing. 

D E C L A R A T I V E  A N D  R E F L E X I V E  
M E M O R Y  

If you are being taught how to drive a car, you are constantly trying to con- 
vert what the instructor is saying into physical actions. You make a conscious 
effort to remember the order of 'mirror, signal, manoeuvre', for example. 
Mental recall of this sort is known as 'declarative memory'. 

In time, you will begin to check in your mirror, flick on the indicator and 
pull out without consciously recalling your instructor's words. Your actions 
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hecome automatic and there is no longer any co~~scious act of rrcall. Memory, 
howcver, still plays its part and is known as 'reflexive memory'. 

Similarly, if you are hcing- taught how to drivc a gnlf hall down thc centre 
of the fairway, you are desperately trying to convert what thr instructor is say- 
ing into a resprctable shot. In those early, frustrating weeks and months, your 
technique relies hcavily on your declarative memory: what were the instruc- 
tor's ten key points? How was the man standing in the golling vidro at home? 
And what did it say about grip in that hook you got for Christmas? 

IVouldn't life hccomc so much easier if your declarative memory was able 
to absorb and rrcall all these tips in an instant? It would thrn be solely a mat- 
ter of practice heforr thry transferred into your reflrxivr memory. And think 
how much better your game would hc if you could learn every piece of advice 
accurately. It's very common for en-ors to creep in, and a poor technique 
hecomes second naturr just as easily as a p n d  one. 

A simple journey can radically improve thc er~cirncy of your rlrrlarati\: 
mrmory. It gives you the hest possihle start if you are learning to play golf or 
rrhuilding an aspect of your game. Nothing demonstrates this hetter than the 
golf swing, the bane of so many golfrrs' lives. Instructors are always encourag- 
ing playcrs to tick off a mental checklist of dos and don'ts hrfore each swing - 
easier said than done in thc heat of a game. Using a journey, however, you 
can memorize a whole series of dctailcd instructions, rffortlessly running 
through them whenever you want. 

T H E  G O L F  S W I N G  

The person we have to thank for thr golf swing as we know it today is Harry 
Vardon, the British profrssional who dominated thr game at the turn of the 
century. He won thr Britirh Open six timcs and the US Open onrr. Before 
Vardon, playcrs used the 'classiral suing'. hitting the hall long and low, but 
not very accurately. Vardon's style was to hit thr hall higher in the air, causing 
it to land at steeper angle and stop morr quickly. It resulted in much greater 
accuracy and gave rise to the 'modern swing'. 

1,ittlc did Vardon know what an@ 11r would cause budding plfers, or how 
much work he was creating for golf coaches. Peoplr have been trying to mas- 
ter the modem swing evrr since. Nick Faldo has spent most of his life in pur- 
suit of the perfect artion. After years of constant re-evaluation and analysif, he 
has come closer than anyone to achieving it. He has had to carry out a witch- 
hunt to get there, isolating negative aspects of his gamr that have crept into his 
reflexive memory, and using his declarative memory to learn new techniques. 
Thc  rewards of such dedication arc there for cveryonc to ser. Faldo, like 
Kasparov, is an example to us all. 

G O L F  L E S S O N S  

One of thc hardest things about golf lessons is trying to remember cvrry pearl 
of wisdom handed down by your roach. It's not just a question of rememher- 
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ing rzrhat you are doing wrong, you must also remember thr hits you got right! 
No mattcr how you arc taught, thc raicst way to rccall all your coach's dos 
and don'ts is to draw up a mental list. 

The entire action of hitting a hall (from takeaway to impact) takes less than 
two srconds on avcrag-e, hut therc is a crowdcd srquence of evcnts that must 
come together in perfect harmony if you want to produce the desired corker of 
a shut. 

I don't pretend to hr  a profrssim~al (if only), hut here is a typical list of thc 
areas that coaches suggest you should keep an eye on during your swing: 

I. Grip 6. Backswing 
2. Cluhface aim 7. Top of hackswing 
3. Ball position 8. Downswing 
4. Stance 9. Impact 
5. Posturc 10. Follow through 

In Chapter 2, you learnt how to memorize a list of ten items of shopping 
using imagrs and a simple journey around your housc. T r r a t  this check- 
list in rxactly the same way, except that I suggest you choose a route 
around your cluhhouse. Allocate a different point to each stage: the car 
park covrrs your grip, for example the changing room covers your cluh- 
h c c  thc driving range covers hall position thr video hooth covers stancr; 
ancl so on. 

TYith a little imagination, you can storr as much information as you want at 
rarh stage. Takc the restaurant (fifth stage), for example, which covers posture. 
You might form an image of a waiter talung your order in a peculiar way: he 
is bending down from the waist slightly, with the knees flexed and hack fairly 
straight (or whatever posture your coach recommends). An outspoken man- 
agcrcss shouts across at you, 'Keep your head still when you're haling your 
order taken.' And so on. 

Alternatively, you might prefer to stick with one simple association. For 
example, you could imagine that Fred Asmire is in the vidro hooth (fourth 
stage); thc camera is filming him tap dancing, focussing on his lightning quick 
fert. This reminds you to check your stance. 

Every timr you play a swing shot, you just have to run through your famil- 
iar journey, reminding yourself of all the points as you go. It doesn't take a 
momrnt - far less time than it takes to describe. 

Using a journey gives you a hcttpr overall view of the shape and structure 
of your swing. It also gives you a solid framework of mental instructions that 
you can casily call upon during practice, allowing you to tweak and adjust 
every little aspect of your swing. Aftcr all, you arc trying to ensure that only 
the purest instructions make thcir way from the declarative memory into your 
reflexive memory. 

Other aspects of your game can also hc stored at various locations around 
the cluhhouse. To  remember what your coach said about playing a downhill 
lie, for examplc, you could imagine a scene on somr stairs. Tips on drawing 
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the ball could he broken down and visualized along the driveway. All advice 
on bunker shots could be stored in the cellar. Apply the principles you have 
already learnt: use instant associations to translate the information into memo- 
rable images. The morr unusual they are, the better. 
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HOW MEMORY 
CAN IMPROVE 

W hen he was asked what single oveniding quality was required to become 
World Chess Champion, Gary Kasparov replied 'a powerful memory'. In 

-1985, he defeated Anatoly Karpov to become the youngest-ever world 
champion. He was barely twenty-two years old. Since then, Kasparov has been 
universally hailed as the greatest chess player who has ever lived. 

A powerful memory can help players of all standards to improve their 
game. Beginners can learn simple opening moves and gambits, and club play- 
ers can build up a bigger data base of previous games. Kasparov uses his 
memory to recall situations and moves from thousands of encounten he has 
stored in his head. 

The following section is designed primarily for the beginner, but I also hope 
that the ~rofessional olaver will be interested in the economv of mv method . , 
for memorizing a series of moves. An entire game, such as Boris Spassky ver- 
sus Bobby Fischer in 1972 for example, can be recorded using a simple jour- 
ney, with each stage representing one move. 

H E A L T H Y  B O D Y .  H E A L T H Y  M I N D  

A powerful memory is not all you need to become a chess champion. 
Kasparov is utterly dedicated to his profession, and trains mentally and physi- 
cally every day. A typical morning might begin with a long cycle ride, fol- 
lowed by several lengths in a pool, before settling down to some work at the 
chessboard, He believes that if he stays physically fit, the quality and duration 
of his mental concentration is enhanced. Top-level matches are arduous affain, 
requiring long periods of acute mental alertness. 

I fully endorse this theory of healthy body, healthy mind. It applies to all 
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mind-sports, not just chess. When I am preparing for a competition or 
attempting a world record, for example, I give up alcohol and embark on a 
rigorous schedule of running and cycling five weeks before the event. The 
effect on my concentration and performance is considerable. My body feels 
relaxed and I can think clearly and deeply. Sadly, though, the strict regime 
can sometimes fall by the wayside if I am successful, as I like to celebrate with 
a drink! 

C H E S S  A N D  T H E  M E M O R I A D  

One of the events at the first World Memory Championships (MEMORUD) in 
October 1991 was to memorize as many moves as possible from a game of 
chess. Moves had to be remembered in sequence. We were each given five 
minutes to study the game and no mistakes were permitted. The moves, were 
listed on a piece of paper and had to be remembered in sequence. 

I managed to recall the first 11 moves. In chess, one move includes the re- 
positioning of a white piece and a black piece. In effect, I had memorized the 
fint 23 individual moves (12 white, I1 black) without error. This was suffi- 
dent to win the event and helped me to win the overall championship. 

After the MEMORIAD, questions were raised about the legitimacy of using 
chess as a memory test. Critics argued that those competitors who had a 
sound knowledge of chess had a distinct advantage over those who had no 
experience of the game. Accomplished players were familiar with the board, 
enabling them to visualize moves and remember them more easily. 

I appreciated these objections, but I also knew that neither myself nor 
Jonathan Hancock, who came second, had been thinking of anything to do 
with chess as we memorized move after move. We had both been lost in our 
own mnemonic worlds, utterly divorced from the board and its pieces. While 
I was travelling around a castle in Ireland, Jonathan might well have been 
eng~ossed in Alice's Admtures in Wonderland. 

A L G E B R A I C  N O T A T I O N  

No one knows for certain who invented the game of chess. Sir William Jones, 
writing in his eighteenth century essay 'On 'The Indian Game of Chess', sug- 
gested that it evolved in Hindustan. Known as 'Chaturanga', it consisted of ele- 
phants, hones, chariots, and footsoldiers. Chaturanga reached the Arab lands 
in sixth century AD (where it became known as Chatrang) and was taken up 
in the west a century later. One thing we can be sure of is that the Arabs, in 
the ninth century AD, devised the now universally accepted method of record- 
ing chess games. 

'Algebraic notation', as it is known, divides the chessboard up into vertical 
ranks of numbers (1-8) and horizontal columns of letters (a-h), giving each of 
the 64 squares its own co-ordinates. 
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The Chessboard 

8 a8 b8 c8 d8 e8 fa ~8 h8 

The white pieces are set up in ranks 1 and 2; the black pieces are set up in 
ranks 7 and 8. Each of the main pieces is also given a letter: 

King = K, Queen = Q, Rook = R, Knight = N, Bishop = B 

AU moves are represented by the co-ordinates of the square of arrival. Thus, 
if a White Knight moves from its stamng position, h l  to c3, the move is 
recorded as Kc3. Or if a Bishop moves from cl to a3, it is recorded as Ka3. 
There is no letter to denote a Pawn. If a Pawn moves from e2 to e4, it is eco- 
nomically recorded as e4. 

It just so happens that the DOMINIC s erfectly suited to algebraic 
notation. The co-ordinates, consisting of (column) and one number 
(rank), are already half-way to becoming people. A simple conversion of the 
number co-ordinate into a second letter will translate every one of the 64 
squares into individual, memorable characters. 

Using the DOMINIC SYSTEM, Square c3, for example, translates into CC 
(c = C; 3 = C), which in turn translates into Charlie Chaplin. Square h2 
becomes Humphrey Bogart (h = H, 2 = B); d7 becomes David Gower (d = D; 
7 = G); and so on. 

There is only one small alteration to make. When you first learnt the 
DOMINIC SYSTEM, I suggested representing 6 as an  S rather than an f. 
Similarly, the f column on a chessboard should be represented as an 's'. Thus, 
the square f3 translates into Sean Conoery (f = S; 3 = C). 

I have printed out below 64 characters and their respective positions on the 
chessboard, As ever, your own people are preferable to mine. 
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THE DOMINIC CHESSBOARD 

8 Addf Benny Chatiton Daqi Edward 
Hider Hill Herton Hanmh Heath 

Gloria 
Hunniford 

7 Alec Bob M a  David Elizabeth 
Guinnesr Geldof de Gaulle Cower Gcddard 

Stefane 
Grappelli 

Hughie 
G m n  

6 Arthur Bram Claudia Deb Ebenezer 
h g d l  Stoker Schiefer Smith 

Steven 
Spielberg 

5 Alben Brian Clint Duke Eddie 
Einstein Eptein Eashwod Unpton Edwards 

4 Arthur &d Christopher Didde Eli% 
Daky Davey Dean Davia Dwlide 

Shanun 
Daviff 

3 Andy Bi!l C M c  David Eric 
Capp Clmton Chaph Coppr5eld Clapton 

2 Alastair &ny Ci David Eric 
Bumet Bwthmyd Black Ebwie Bristow 

Sean 
Connety 

Seve 
Ballestems 

Cmy 
Code 

&F 
Bush 

I M u r  Bryan Charla David Eamon 
Askey A h  A h  Attenhornugh A n h  

Susan 
Anton 

Once every square has been assigned a person, the task of memorizing chess 
moves already looks less daunting. As far as I am concerned, Seve Ballesteros 
or Claudia Schieffer are much easier to remember than f2 or c6. However, 
the pieces themselves must also be assigned characters. 

I M A G E S  F O R  P I E C E S  

Given the nature of chess pieces (they are virtually people), I suggest that you 
arrive at each person by focussing on the piece itself, rather than the letter. 
Here are  my own people: King (K) = Prince Charles, Queen (Qi = 
The Queen, Rook (R) = Roy Castle, Knight (N) = Terry Waite, Bishop (B) = 
Archbishop of Canterbury, Pawn = no character required. 

M E M O R I Z I N G  A N  O P E M I N O  E X C H A N G E  

It won't come as a surprise to learn that if you want to memorize a series of 
moves, you should use a simple journey. Each move, represented by a person, 
is assigned to a different stage. For example, if White opens by moving a Pawn 
to b4, you imagine the weatherman Bernard Davey @ = B; 4 = D; BD = 
Bernard Davey) pointing at a weather map at the first stage of your journey. It 
follows that if you want to remember the opening six moves (i.e. six white 
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moves, six hlack moves), you need a journey with twelve stages. Try memoriz- 
ing these typical opening shots: 

1. e4, e5 
2. NB, Nc6 
3. Bc4, Bc5 
4. 0-0, Nffi 
5. Nc3, 0-0 
6. d3, d6 

This is how I memorize some of them: 

e4: Using the DOMINIC SYSTEM, e4 comes alive in the shape of Eliza Doolittle 
(e = E; 4 = D, ED = Eliza Doolittle). I imagine the cockney floweneUer at 
the fint stage of the journey. 

e5: I imagine Eddie 'the Eagle' Edwards at the second stage (e = E; 5 = E; 
EE = Eddie Edwards). 

NB: Using the DOMINIC SYSTEM, this becomes Ns3 (f = s), which translates 
into buo people: Terry Waite (N = Terry Waite) and Sean Connery (s = S; 3 
= C; SC = Sean Connery). 

The easiest and most efficient way to remember more than one person is to 
combine them in a single complex image (see Chapter 4). In this case, Ns3 
translates into Terry Waite (person) wielding a gun, 007 style (Connery's 
action), at the third stage. 

Once you have created your own images, replay the 'video', reviewing 
each scene as you go. It doesn't matter that someone like Terry Waite 
appears in a succession images. The location is always different, and so is the 
action. It is very common for one player to shadow another in the opening 
exchanses, both moving their knights or bishops. You just have to make sure 
that each image is firmly rooted in its own particular location. 

With practice, you might start to remember one move (black and white) at 
each stage, hut I suggest you stick with half a move per stage until the process 
becomes second nature. 

M E M O R I Z I N G  S E T  P L A Y  

If a piece is taken, Knight takes Bishop say, it is recorded as N x B. 
Whenever this occurs, I imagine a fierce duel between the respective charac- 
ten or some fonn of struggle (rather than forming a complex image). In this 
case, I would imagine Terry Waite locked in combat with the Archbishop of 
Canterhury. 

If a player castles, it is recorded as 0-0. Using the DOMINIC SYSTEM, this 
translates into Olive Oyl. 
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The DOMINIC SYSTEM comes into its own when you want to remember 
whole games. I have listed two games below, one of them strictly for the 
beginners, and one for the pros. 

FOOL'S MATE 

This is the shortest possible way of ending a game in checkmate, hence its 
name. In algebraic notation, it is recorded as follows: 

1. 9.4, e6 
2. f4, Qh4 MATE 

Imagine a journey with four stages. If you are going to make a fool of your- 
self, you might as well do it on sta,F in front of an audience, so my route is 
based on a local theatre: 

1. Theatre stalls 
2. Orchestra pit 
3. Stage 
4. Backstage 

Using the DOMNIC SYSTEM, this is how I memorize it: 

White moves Pawn to g4. I imagine Gerard Depardien (g = G; 4 = D; GD = 
Gerard Depardieu) charging through the stalls, cutting and thrusting at the 
empty seats with his glistening rapier. Black responds by moving pawn to e6. I 
picture Ehenezer Scrooge (e = E; 6 = S) counting his money in the orchestra 
pit. White moves a second Pawn to f4. I imagine Sharron Davies (f = s = S; 4 
= D; SD = Sharron Davies) swimming in a paddling pool. Black moves Queen 
to b4. I picture Her Royal Highness Queen Elizabeth I1 (Q backstage, where 
the fuses have blown. She is sitting at a table, holding a Davey lamp (h = H; 4 
= D; HD = Humphrey Davey) and trying to write a cheque (checkmate). Is 
she buying the theatre or paying her tax bill? 

KARPOV versus KASPAROV Match 1985 

1. e4 c5 2. Nf e6 3. d4 cd 4. Nxd4 Nc6 5. Nb5 d6 6. c4 Nffi 7. Nlc3 a6 
8. Na3 d5 9. cd ed 10. ed Nb4 1 I. Be2 Bc5 12. 0-0 0-0 13. Bf3 Bf3 14. 
Bg5 Re8 15. Qd2 b5 16. Radl Nd3 17. Nahl h6 18. Bh4 h4 19. Na4 
Bd6 20. Bg3 Rc8 21. b3 g5 22. Bxd6 Qxd6 23. g3 Nd7 24. Bg2 Qf6 25. 
a3 a5 26. ab ab 27. Qa2 Bg6 28. d6 g4 29. Qd2 Kg7 30. f3 Qxd6 31. fg 
Qd4+ 32. Khl  Nffi 33. Rf4 Ne4 34. Qxd3 Nf2+ 35. Rxf2 Bxd3 36. Rfd2 
Qe3 37. Rxd3 Rcl 38. Nb2 QPL 39. Nd2 Rxdl+ 40. Nxdl Rel+ 41 
Resigns. 
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THlRTYmFlVE DECKS 

I was once given the task of memorizing the order of six separate packs 
or cards on a live TV show in Switzerland. Just hefore going on air, I 
I made the fatal mistake of asking how many people would be watching. 
'Oh, ahout 40 million.' said the producer nonchalantly, unaware of the 
terror he was instilling in me. The programme was broadcast right across 
Europe. 

I was given my cue and duly stepped out onto the set ... and into the homes 
of 40 million Europeans. It really was quite a lot of people. I started to mcmo- 
rizr thr decks. Everything went like clockwork until thr host asked me to name 
the 42nd card in rach pack. I couldn't stop thinking about the size of thr audi- 
ence. I was allowed one errnr throughout the whole ordeal, providing I cor- 
rected it immrdiately. There was prizc money to be won (L3,300), but I was 
more concerned about not fluffing. 

I corrrctly named the 42nd card in thr first three decks, but when it came 
to the fourth dcck, I called out the '2 of diamonds'. The audience audibly 
winced and thc host said 'incorrect'. I just couldn't understand what had 
bappenrd. The image in my head was rrytal  clear. I was seeing the 2 of 
hearts (a friend of minr who is always in the hath), but I didn't realize I was 
actually saying the '2 of diamonds'. A classic case of brain not connecting . . .. 
with mouth. 

After an agonizing pause as I frantically re-grouped my thoughts, I spotted 
what was going wrong and called out thc corrrct answrr, much to thc relicf of 
the audience. I collected my prize and felt that I had earnrd it. Stress is a 
major cause of mrmory loss, which is why I always give myself more time Tor 
memorizing whcn I am performing in front of the camera. 
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T R I C K S  Y O U  C A N  N O W  D O  

I mention this particular occasion to give you an example of the sort of tricks 
you can do, once you have learnt how to memorize a pack of cards in order. 
With a little concentration, you should be able to recite the cards backwards as 
well as forwards. You simply move along your journey in reverse order. 

More impressive, I think, is the ability to sing out any card you are asked 
for: the IZth, the 39th, the 25tI1, and so on. This feat is easily achieved, pro- 
viding you have reinforced certain stages along your journey. 

If you look back to my route through the streets of Guildford (in Chapter 
16), for example, you will notice that the 11th stage is a staircase. Whenever I 
am mapping out a new route, I always make sure that the I lth stage involves 
stain. The 21st stage is always a door or gate. And I know when I am half 
way, bccause the 26th stage is invariably a 'stop' of some kind. I use other 
markers for the 31st, 36th, 41st, and 46th stages. 

I avoid reinforcing the obvious stages (loth, 20th, 30th, etc.) hecause no 
one ever asks me these! I find that people always try to catch me out by calling 
out odd numbers. But when someone asks what the 46th card is, say, I can tell 
them in an instant. And if they choose the 44th card, I either work hack from 
the 46th landmark, or count forward from the 41s. 

H O W  T O  R E M E M B E R  M O R E  T H A N  O N E  
P A C K  O F  C A R D S  

This is not as daunting as it might sound. For each new pack, I plan a new 
journey. When I memorized 35 packs of cards, I had previously mapppd out 
35 different routes. I don't expect many people to attempt 35 packs You have 
to be slightly unhinged to put yourself through that particular agony. (It took 
me thirteen hours.) But if you do want to move on to multiple packs, there are 
one or two tips and pitfalls to look out for. 

When I was attempting the world record, it took the invigilators half an 
hour to shume 35 packs. (There were 1,820 cards, after all.) Mathematically, 
there was a high chance of some anomalies appearing in the card sequence. I 
predicted identical cards grouped together, and others that might not turn up 
for ages. 

In the event, there were 44 doubles (a jack of spades followed by another 
jack of spades) and one treble (9 of clubs, 9 of clubs, 9 of clubs). Some memo- 
ry experts have complained of confusion when memorizing more than one 
pack, and I suspect this is because they are not using the journey method. 

It allows you to place each character at a unique location. Michael Jackson 
dancing at a bus stop is a quite separate image from Michael Jackson dancing 
in front of the traffic at the lights. Besides, I find that any doubles (and partic- 
ularly triples) that do arise are memorable in their own right bccause they are 
unusual. 

If you are attempting more than one pack, you need to remember the 
order of your various journeys. I do this hy incorporating a number shape at 
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the first stage of each route. For instance, if my second journey is around 
Royston, a swan will feature in the first image (Swan = 2). Handcur5 (3) will 
start off the third journey, the fourth will commence with a sail (4); and so on. 

The number of packs you can remember is restricted only by the number 
of journeys you can devise. You will he surprised at just how much informa- 
tion your memory can store and recall. 
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NUMBER 
CRUNCHING 

W ith training, many of us could walk from Land's End to John O'Groats, trek 
across the Antarctic, or even climb Evcrest. Very fcw of us, however, get 

-around to achieving these goals; we are quitc happy to watch others, con- 
trnt in the knowledge that of course we could do it too, we just don't want to. 

The same could be said about memorizing large numhers. Not many peo- 
ple have the inclination to commit to memory the first 40,000 decimal places 
of pi, the current world record. The very notion of absorbing so many digits is 
utterly incomprehensihlc. And yet, I believe we all have the potential to pcr- 
form feats of this sort. 

This chapter is for those who want to learn how to crunch large numbers. 
It's also for those who cannot conceive how or why it's done and want to find 
out. I hope it removrs some of the mystique, g i~ing you an insight into what 
is, in fact, a very ordered and deceptively simple process. Ry the end of it, you 
will know how to memorizc the first 100 digits of pi, and how to set ahout 
tackling higxer numbers. 

E A S Y  A S  P I  

It was on 9 and 10 March 1987, at the Tsukuha University Club House, when 
Hide& Tomoyori recalled thr first 40,000 places in 17 hours and 21 minutes 
(including hrcaks totalling 4 hours 15 minutes) to set a nrw world record. In 
Britain, Creighton Carvello recited the first 20,013 places on 27 June 1980. It 
took him 9 hours and 10 minutes at Saltscar Comprehensive School, Redrar, 
Cleveland, to set the British record. 

In the near futurr, I plan to set a new world record by memorizing the first 
50,000 decimal places of pi. Pi (symhol n) denotes the ratio of a circle's cir- 
cumfercnce to its diameter. It is a vrry strange, almost transcendental number; 
it cannot be expressed as an exact fraction and there are no continuously 
recurring digits (unlike 10 divided by 3, which equals 3.3333333 etc.). 
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Consrqucntly, it makes for the perfect trst of somconr's memory of numbers, 
providing them with an infinite mn of fiendishly random digits. 

Herr arc the first 100 decimal place?: 

3.1415926535897932384626433832795028841971693993751 
0582097494459230781640628620899R6280348253421l70679 

iYritten out like this, the number looks Sairly horrific. By applying the 
DO~IINIC: SYSTEXI, howc~~cr, you can torn this mountain or a numhcr into a 
molehill. 

St*? I :  
Choose a journey with 25 stages. Even though you are faced with a 100-digit 
numhcr, you are only going to memorizr 25 complcx imag-rs, each onc placcd 
at a different stage. 

Choose somewhere familiar for your journey and keep it solely for memo- 
rizing long- numbers. I start my route at a patisserie, as good a place as any 
when you are remembering pi(e)! 

S1qc 2: 
Brrak thc numhcr down into pairs of digits and translate each pair into a per- 
son, people or an action. (For the sake of example, I have used the list of char- 
acters and actions in Chapter 4.) Every four digits will hc represented by one 
complex image. For example, takr the first four decimal places:14l5. Break 
this down into pairs of digts: 14 15. 

To form your complcx imagc, translate the first pair of digits into a person, 
the second pair into an action. 

In this case, 14 becomes Arthur Daley (14 = AD), and 15 is the action of 
- t in  on a hlackhoard ( I5  = AE = Nhert Einstein, whose action is writing 
on a hlackboard). Your complex image, therefore, is the sight of Arthur Daley 
scrawling complicated formulae on a blackhoard. The prorpect of memorizing 
100 digits already seems l c s  daunting. 

I have written out bclow 25 stages of the route I use for rncmorizing 100- 
digit numhcrs, together with the digits, their persons and actions. 

ST.%GES PERSON ACTION 

1 Patisserie Arthur Daley 14 Chalking hlackhoard 15 
2 Road Nigel Benn 92 Playing tennis 65 
3 Fountain Clint Eastwood 35 Taking the helm 8!4 
4 Jewellers Garnal Nassrr 79 Blindfolded 32 
5 Car Park Chvrlton Hrston 38 Cooking 46 
6 Fence Bram Stnkcr 26 Casting a spell 43 
7 Orchard Charlton Heston 38 Blindfoldcd 32 
8 Stream Carnal Nasser 79 Chewing thistles 50 
9 Old Gunpowder mill Benny Hill 28 Holding up D a y  lamp 84 
10 Bridleway Andrrw Nril 19 Playing- rug-hv 7 1 
I I Bridge Steve Nallon 69 Writing 39 
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12 \Irindmill Nadia Comaneci 93 Singing 75 
13 Fish farm Aristotlc Onassis 10 Conducting 58 
14 Gatrway Bill Oddie 20 Gambling 97 
15 Manor David Niven 49 Conihing hair 44 
16 Stonewall Emperor Nero 59 Waving American flag 23 
17 Lake Org-an ~pinder 07 Computing 8 1 
18 Boatho~~se Sharron Davies 64 Backgammnn 06 

I 19 Old oak tree Benny Hill 28 Playing golf 62 
20 Steep hill Oliver Hardy 08 Washing up 99 
21 Church door Harry Secomhr 86 Milk float 28 1 22 Font Oliver Cromwell 03 Becoming a mermaid 48 

I 23 Congegation seats Brian Epstrin 2.5 Ice skating 34 

! 24 Bell tower Bqan /\dams 2 1 Guinncss 17 
25 Graveyard Omar Sharif 06 Riding a camel 79 

You are prohahly thinking that the numhcr on its own was preferable to this 
I, mass of data. But information presented in a linear form like this always looks 

1 more daunting than it really is. And as I haw said before, an instant mental 

' i image oftcn takes scveral lines to describe. 
1 Despite appearances, the I00 digits have been translated into a series of 
! images that thr brain can accept and therefore store more easily. You are now 

in a position to start memorizing. 

S H O O T I N G  THE S C R I P T  

Memorizing long numbrrs is a bit like making a mini-epic. You are the direc- 
tor, and a whole cast of actors, musicians, comedians, singers, stuntmen, and 

! props are waiting to act out their scrncs at a scrics of specially chosen loca- 
tions. Here is my script: 

O P E N I N G  S C E N E :  1 4 1 5  

Location: Patisserie (1st stage) 

I Person: Arthur Daley ( I4  = AD) 

! 
Action: Writing on blackboard (15 = AE = Albert Einstein) 
I am obviously directing a comedy. Arthur Daley, as we saw earlier (in 
rehearsal), is writing something on a blackhoard. He is standing in the middle 
of the patisserie, trying tn flog a special recipe to the managc-r by chalking up 
its secret formula. I can feel the scraping sound on the blackboard (it gets me 

', right in thc tecth) and smcll the delicious aroma of freshly baked pies. ~ 
S C E N E  T W O :  9 2 6 5  

Location: The road (2nd stage) 
Person: Nigcl Benn (92 = NB) 
Action: Playing tcnnis (65 = SE = Stefan Edherg) 
Nigcl Benn is practising his famous 'punch' volley. For some reason, he has 
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erected a tennis net in the middle of the road and is obliyous to the traffic 
queuing up behind him. I hear the sound of the horns and smell the fumes. 
Benn is holding the racket slightly awkwardly in his bright red boxing gloves. 
He hits hall after ball. Perhaps it is just the camera angle, hut he looks vast, 
towering above the net. Hundreds of fluorescent yellow balls are rolling down 
the sides of the road. 

S C E N E  THREE: 3 5 8 9  

Location: The fountain (3rd stage) 
Person: Clint Eastwood (35 = CE) 
Action: Standing at the helm (89 = HN = Horatio Nelson) 
The advantage of directing big-cast movies is that you get to meet all the stars. 
In this dramatic scene, Clint Eastwood is wearing his usual deadpan expression 
and chewing on a cheroot, despite being soaked to the hone. He is standing in 
the middle of the fountain, where an enormous wooden wheel has been erect- 
ed. The special-effects department have let me down. Eastwood is pretending 
to be Lord Nelson, battling with the helm in a raging storm. I feel wet as the 
spray drenches me as well. The whole scene looks like something out of a B 
movie, not the mini-epic I had intended. 

R E M A I N I N G  S C E N E S  

And so it goes on. I am sum that with yvur uwrl aclors and journey, you can 
devise a series of far more amusing, off-beat and  memorable scenes. 
Continuing with my film, Nadia Comaneci is singing from a windmill, 
Emperor Nero is waving the Stan and Stripes, and Benny Hill is up an old 
oak tree practising his golf swing. He's probahly got his 'tree' iron out. An old 
joke, I know, but they are often the ones we all remember. 

F I N A L E :  0 6 7 9  

Location: Graveyard (25th Stage) 
Person: Omar Sharif (06 = 05) 
Action: Riding a camel (79 = GN = Gamal Nasser) 
The  final scene is a typically atmospheric shot, full of meaning and 
Hollywood dry ice. Graveyards are always misty, and this one is no excep- 
tion. I see Omar Sharif in the distance, riding a camel. He is picking his 
way slowly through the tombstones and is wearing heavy, ghost-white make- 
up. I feel uneasy and cold. The mist is swirling and a full moon is up. Roll 
end credits! 

R E V I E W I N G  

Once you have completed shooting on location, it is time to put your 
feet up  and play back the film. Judge the results for yourself; you may 
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need to do  a little editing in places. If some scenes are too vague o r  con- 
fused, you may evcn have to call up the relevant acton and ask for a re- 
shoot. 

If you are confident that all the scenes arc equally memorable and are satis- 
fied with the quality of the acting, you may decide you want to keep your 
home movie. (It is, after all, the first 100 di@s of pi, and pcople won't helicve 
it when you say you can recite them.) In which case, don't record over the 
journey. Sce it as your master tape, kept solely for remembering pi. After a 
couple of matinees, you'll soon know the story hack to front, literally. 

It shouldn't come as a surprise to lparn that it is just a easy to rec.d the 
tint I00 digits of pi in revcrse. \Tatch the film carefully as you walk hack 
along your journey, re-winding the tapc. Each scene should come hack just as 
easily, providing you hare chosen a well-known journey. You mi&t have to 
concentrate a little harder as you break down the complcx imagrs, but with 
practice you should be able to do it effortlessly. 

I N D I V I D U A L  PLACES 

Once you are familiar with the positions of each stage (the I l th stage is a 
bridge, for example), you can start locating the position of any digit with 
impressive speed. 

What is the 16th decimal place to pi? The first thing you did when you 
memo~ized pi was to divide up thc 100 digits into 25 complex images, and 
locate each one at a separate stage. It follows that if you want to know which 
stage contains the 16th decimal point, you must dividc 16 hy 4. 

You now know that it is the fourth stagc, the jewellers, which contains thc 
16th decimal point. Breaking the scene do- into its constituent parts, you 
have Gamal Nasser, who represents 79 (Gamal Nasser = CN = 79) and thc 
action of being blindfolded, which rrprcsmts 32 (Cilla Blark = CB = 32). 

The sixteenth decimal place to pi is 2. 
What is the 50th decimal place to pi? Divide 50 hy 4 to find out the rele- 

vant stage. It must he the 13th, which is the fish farm. (The 12th stage covers 
the 45th, 46th, 47th and 48th di&; thc 13th stage covers the 49th, 50th, 51st, 
and 52nd digits.) 

Break the scene down into its constituent parts: The person is Aristotle 
Onassis ( A 0  = 10) .  The action is conducting (Edward Heath = EH = 5R). 

The 50th decimal place to pi is zero. 

B I G G E R  N U M B E R S  

\Vith practice, you may become more ambitious and want to attcmpt even 
longer numbers. There are two ways to do this. You can either increase thc 
number of stages on your journey, or expand the cxisting stages to accommo- 
date a bigger complex image. If you have two persons and two actions at cach 
stage, for examplc, you immediately douhle your storav capacity to 200 digits. 
Complcx images of this sort arr not difficult to form. In Chaptcr 4, you creat- 
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ed ten digit complex images to remember telephone numben. Wherever possi- 
ble, try to devise a simple storyline to link the persons and actions. 

T H E  P I  C H A L L E N G E  

When I begin to memorize the first 50,000 decimal places to pi, I intend to 
have 50 separate journeys, each with 50 stages. Every stage will incorporate 5 
people and 5 actions, linked by a story. In other words I will be allocating 20 
digits to each stage. 50 x 50 x 20 = 50,000. 

I find this the optimum geographical design, facilitating the location of any 
digit. For example, to find the 33,429th decimal place, I would initially take an 
overhead view of the 33rd journey (around the County of Cornwall), before 
dividing 42 by 2, to give me the 21st stage. I would then break down the com- 
plex image, locating the 9th dipit, which in this case happens to be 7. I can 
make this calculation in seconds, possibly faster than it would take someone to 
instruct a computer. 

Unlikely as it may sound, I intend to memorize the number quickly and 
painlessly, absorbing 4-5,000 digits daily over a two-week period. I will then 
recall the number in front of invigdators, hopefully breaking the world record, 
and finally erase it; 50,000 digits of pi is not the sort of information I want to 
carry around in my head long term. 

I expect Mr Tomoyori or someone else similarly minded will gradually edge 
up the record. I predict that the first 100,000 decimal places to pi d l  have 
been memorized by the end of this century. Perhaps you are the very penon 
to do it? The only problem I can foresee is finding invigdators who are suffi- 
ciently patient and willing to sit through such an event! 
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H E A D S  I W I N .  T A I L S  Y O U  L O S E  

I once brt a friend of mine that I could memorize the result of any number 
or  coin flips as fast as he could spin the coin. He accepted the bet, think- - ing that he was on to a winner. A separate referee recorded the results: if 

i t  was tails, he wrote down 1, if it was heads, he wrote down 0. 
After ten minutrs, the referee had painstakingly written down the results of 

300 coin flips. .My friend thought that 300 would he a more than adequate 
number to win&he bet. Hc was wrong. I was not only able to repeat the 
entire, monotonous sequence, hut I could also locate instantly the result of any 
individual spin hc chow. I could tell him, for example, that the 219th spin was 
a hrad. 

I have to admit that there aren't many practical applications for memoriz- 
ing 300 flips of a coin, other than taking lnonry off pllihlc friends. But the 
ability to memorize binary numhcrs, which is how I knew whether the coin 
was heads or tails, opens up a whole range of possibilities. 

B I N A R Y  

Binary is thc language of computers. It is one of thc simplest ways of repre- 
senting information because only two symbols, 0 and I, are employed. 
Anything of a two-state, or  dyadic, nature can he translated into binary: 
on/oK, true/false, open/rlosed, hlack/white, ycs/no, and even heads/tails. 

Long binary numhcrs, however, arc fiendishly difficult to rcmembcr. On 
the fare of it, they would appear to present rvcn more of a challenge than 
their base I0 cousins. Unless, of course, there is a way of bringing all those 
noughts and ones to life ... 

I have developed a system for memorizing binary that is an ofl~hoot of the 
DO~IIVIC SYSTEM, in that it translates boring diqits (and kt's face it, in binary 
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they are particularly dull) into persons and actions. Only this system is even 
more efficirnt. It allows you to rcmember a 12 digit binary numher using just 
one person and action, brought together in a single complex image. 

The task of memorizing 300 flips of a coin is thus mad? very simple. All I 
had to do was remember 2.5 complcx images in a leisurely ten minutes - far 
less of a struggle than trying to recall 300 individual bits of meaningless infor- 
mation. 

T H E  D O M I N I C  S Y S T E M  I 1  

The first stage of translating a string of noughts and ones into people and 
actions is to break rhrm down into a series of smaller groups, each one consist- 
ing of thrce digits. For reasons that will become apparent, you must thrn 
ascribe a single digit, base 10 numher to each group. 

There are eight different ways in which a 3-digit binary numher can be 
ordered. I have listed them below, together with their new number: 

000 = 0 110 = 4 
001 = 1 100 = 5 
011 = 2 010 = 6 
111 = 3 101 = 7 

Commit this code to memory. Use mnemonics to help you remember the vari- 
ous permutations. For example, 010 might r~mind  you of an elephant - two 
ears either side of a trunk. (A trunk, you will recall, is a possihle number shape 
for 6); 101 looks likc a dinner plate with a knifc and fork cither side. (I happen 
to eat at 7.00 pm most evenings.) And so on. 

You can now represent any 3-digit binary numher with a single digit base- 
10 numher. It follows that &digit hinary numhers can he rcpresrnted by a 2- 
digit base-I0 number. 

For example: 01 1 = 2 and 100 = 5. It follows that 011 100 = 25. 
A 2-digit, base-I0 number such as 25 is a far more attractive prospect to 

remember than 011 100. Using the DOMINIC SYSTEM, you ran translate it at 
once into a pcrson: 25, = RE = Brian Epstein. (2 = R; 5 = E). 

Take another example: I I I = 3. It follows that 11 11 11 = 33. Using the 
DO~IINIC SYSTEM, 33 translates into Charlie Chaplin (3 = C; 3 = C). 

C O M P L E X  B I N A R Y  I M A G E S  

The efficiency or thc system becomes cvcn more apparent when you want to 
memorize a 12-digit binary number. Using the D o l ~ I r ~ r c  SYSTE~I, an ordinary 
4-digt, base-I0 number translates into one complex image. T o  rememhcr 
2414, for example, you imagine wratherman Brrnard Davey drinking a pint of 
Guinness (24 = BD = Bcrnard Davey; 14 = AG = Alec Guinness, whose 
action is drinking a pint of Guinness). 

Esactly the same applies when you are dealing with binary numhers. If 
011100 = 25, and 111111 = 33, it follows that 01110011 1 1 1  1 = 2533. 
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Consequently, if you want to remember 01 I 1001 1 I 11 I, you just have to mem- 
orize the complex image for 2533: Brian Epstein flexing a cane. (25 = BE = 
Brian Epstein; 33 = CC = Charlie Chaplin, whose action is flexing a cane). 

When you look closely at a photograph in a newspaper or a magazine, you 
see a whole mass of tiny dots. Under a magnifying glass, they appear meaning- 
less; it's only when you stand back that they 'condense' into a picture that 
makes sense. A similar process is going on here: you are reducing a whole 
series of meaningless noughts and ones into a single complex image. 

Take  another example. How would you set about  memorizing 
01 101 11001 1 l? It looks a fairly horrendous task u n d  you start to break it down: 

Siqe I: 
Split the number up into groups of three digits: 
01 1 01 1 100 111 

Stage 2: 
Ascribe the relevant code number to each group: 
2 2 5 3 

S* 3: 
Using DOMINIC SYSTEM, translate each number into a letter: 
B B E C 

Stqe 4: 
Using the DOMINIC SYSTEM, translate the first pair of letters into a person, 
and the second into an action. 

Betty Boothroyd - Playing guitar 
(BB) (EC = Eric Clapton) 

Your complex image is of Betty Boothroyd jamming on a guitar, which, I 
think you'll agree, is far easier to remember than 01 101 11001 1 I! 

Here is a list of the 64, 6-digit binary numbers which you are now able to 
translate into characters (or actions). With these basic building blocks, you can 
go forward and tackle any large binary number. 

Binary Code Letters Character 

000000 = 00 = 00 = Olive Oyl 
000001 = 01 = OA = Ossie Ardiles 
00001 1 = 02 = OB = Otto Bismarck 
00U111 = 03 = O C  = Oliver Cromwell 
000110 = 04 = O D  = Otto Dix 
000100 = 05 = O E  = Old Etonian 
000010 = 06 = O F  = Omar Sharif 

000101 = 07 = O G  = O r p n  Grinder 
001000 = 10 = A 0  = Aristotle Onassis 
001001 = 1 l = AA = Arthur Askey 
00101 1 = 12 = AB = Alastair Burnet 
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001111 = 13 = AC = Andy Capp 
O0lllO = 14 = AD = ArthurDaley 
001 100 = 15 = AE = Alhert Einstein 
001010 = 16 = AS = Arthur Scargill 
001101 = 17 = AG = Alec Guinncss 

01 1000 = 20 = BO = Bill Oddie 
011001 = 21 = BA = Blyan Adams 
01 101 1 = 22 = BB = Betty Boothroyd 
01 1 1  11 = 23 = RC = Bill Clinton 
01 1 1  10 = 24 = BD = Bernard Davey 
01 1 100 = 25 = RE = Brian Epstein 
011010 = 26 = BS = Bram Stoker 
011101 = 27 = BG = Bob Gcldof 

11 1000 = 30 = C O  = Captain Oates 
1 1  1001 = 31 = CA = Charles Atlas 
I 1  101 1 = 32 = CB = Cilla Black 
1 1  1 1  11 = 33 = CC = Charlie Chaplin 
1 I 1  I10 = 34 = CD = Christopher Dean 
1 1  1100 = 35 = CE = Clint Eastwood 
11 1010 = 36 = CS = Claudia Schieffrr 
11 1 I01 = 37 = CG = Charles De Gaulle 

110000 = 40 = D O  = Dominic O'Brien 
110001 = 41 = DA = David Attenboroush 
11001 1 = 42 = DB = David Rowic 
1101 11 = 43 = DC = David Copperfield 
1101 10 = 44 = DD = Dickie Ilavies 
110100 = 45 = DE = Dukc Ellington 
110010 = 46 = DS = Delia Smith 
110101 = 47 = DG = David Gower 

100000 = 50 = E O  = Ecyore 
100001 = 51 = EA = Eamon Andrews 
100011 = 52 = EB = Eric Bristow 
1001 1 1  = 53 = EC = Eric Clapton 
1001 10 = 54 = ED = Eliza Doolittle 
100100 = 55 = EE = Eddie 'The Eagle' Edwards 
l0OOlO = 56 = ES = Ehenezer Scrooge 
100101 = 57 = EG = Elizahcth Goddard 

010000 = 60 = S O  = Stevr Ovett 
010001 = 61 = SA = Susan Anton 
01001 1 = 62 = SB = Seve Ballestcros 
010111 = 63 = SC = Seall'Connery 
0101 10 = 64 = SD = Sharron Dn~ics 
010100 = 65 = SE = Strfan Edberg 
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010010 = 66 = SS = Steven Spielberg 
010101 = 67 = SG = Stephan Grappelli 

101000 = 70 = G O  = George Owell 
101001 = 71 = GA = G a r y h s t r o n g  
101011 = 72 = GB = George Bush 
101 11 1 = 73 = GC = Geny Cottle 
101 110 = 74 = GD = Gerard Depardieu 
101100 = 75 = GE = Gloria Estefan 
I01010 = 76 = GS = Graham Souness 
101101 = 77 = GG = Germaine Greer 

Once you have familiarized yourself with the above (the recurring patterns 
make it easier than it looks), try memorizing a 60-digit binary number. 
Daunting though it may sound, you only need to remember five complex 
images, each one representing 12 digits. Choose a simple journey with five 
stages, and place each image at the corresponding stage. 

For example, this is how I would memorize: 

olllollooLo0lollololollollooloOlololoOooooollloolll0lllllool 

JOURNEY I~-DIGIT C:ODE LETCERS PERSON A C ~ O N  
(STAGF.S) SECTION NO. (COMPLEX IM/\Gc) 

Fint 011 101 100 100 2755 BGEE Bob Geldof Skiing 
Second 101 101 010 110 7764 GGSD Germaine Swimming 

Greer 
Third 110 010 010 101 4667 DSSG Delia Smith Playing violin 
Fourth 000 000 01 1 100 0025 OOBE Olive Oyl Playing records 
Fifth 11 1 01 1 11 1 001 3231 CBCA Cilla Black Weightlifting 

A PREDICTION 

If, in due course, a record is set for memorizing the most number of randomly 
generated binary digits, I predict that it will he in the region of 150,000. Using 
my system, three binary digits are being represented by one base-10 digit; if I 
manage to memorize 50,000 decimal places to pi, 150,000 binary digits should 
be feasible. Similarly, I can currently memorize a 100-digit hase-10 number in 
approximately 100 seconds. I am therefore able to memorize a 300-digit bina- 
ry number in the same time. The race is on ... 



HOW TO WIN AT 
BLACKJACK 

S oon after I had learnt how to memorize playing cards, it occurrcd to me 
that there must be a way of cashing in on my new found ability. Blackjack 
I seemed like a natural target. It involved skill (unlike roulette or dice, which 

are based on pure chance), and I was already familiar with the game. I also 
felt there was a score to be settled: I had lost many more times than I had 
ever won! 

I had always thought that beating the bank was a romantic hut ill-con- 
ceivcd notion - the stuff of fiction and a sure-fire way of losing even more 
moncy. It might he possible in a Graham G r ~ e n e  novel, but never in real life. 
Memorizing thirty-five decks of card3 put a different complexion on things. 

Today, I am barred from casinos all over Britain and France. One or two 
will let me in for a drink, but if I get anywhere near the blackjack tables, I am 
back out on the street. They know that I have devised a winning strategy, and 
if l played for long enough, I could break the bank. 

I don't want to encourage anyone to take up gambling - there are many 
othrr ways of making moncy - hut my approach to blackjack is a good exam- 
ple of what can be achieved with a trained memory. 

T H E  G A M E  

The object of hlackjack is for the player to he dealt cards that add up to 21, or 
as close as possible, without 'busting'. The opposing devlcr must draw cards 
totalling a minimum of 17. Whoever is closest to 21 wins that particular hand. 
Thc skill, for the player, lies in deciding how many cards he or she should 
draw, relative to the degree of risk. 

As is my nature (my stubhorn streak again), I wanted to work out whether 
it was possible to gain an edge over thc dealer. I proceeded to deal myself 
thousands of hands, analysing every possible permutation. After six months, I 
had studied 100.000 hands. 
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I nrvrr intended to dral so many cards, but once I had started, T was 
overcome with a relentless urge to continue playing and amassing rcsults. 
The  only way to test theories satisfactorily was to carry out thousands of 
individual trials. 

K E E P I N G  I T  I N  T H E  F A M I L Y  

You may find thr thought of devoting so much time to ;I card game ahhor- 
rent, or  at least a trifle excessive. I often wondered at tlic time what was really 
keeping me going. I think I now know, and it is quite uncanny. 

rUr r  I had carried out all these experiments, I came across a 1932 nrwspa- 
per article ;rhout the game of bridge. In Dcccmhcr of that year, the London 
Eumiq Slandnrd published a series of five articles by Dr E. Gordon Rccvc on 
the 'Reeveu' system for auction and contract bridge, invcntrd by Gordon him- 
s~l f .  In the articlc, hc says thr following: 

Thrcr years of illness gave mc the opportunity to work out the possihilitirs 
of scoring game. I dealt 5,000 hands, and cach hand was played by all four 
players - Xorth, South, East and It'est, in all the denominations respective- 
ly. Thus, the results of 100,000 combinations of hands wcre tahulatt ' 

It was a strangc freling coming across such a preccdrnt; it was also comforting 
to know that I wasn't the only person fanatical enough to be lured into thr 
monotonous world of card permutations. But imagnr the shivcr that wellt 
down my spine rvhen I discovered that this man, whom I had never met (he 
died in 1938), was in fact my S rand father. 

C A R D - C O U N T I N G  

One of the first discoxwics I madc dtiring my cxprrimrnts was realizing that I 
would usually win iTlow cards had heen removed from thr deck. Convcrsrly, if 
high cards (IOs, court cards, and accs) had bcrn rcmovcd, the hank won the 
m?jority of hands. 

By keeping a con5tant chcck or tally on which card? had heen dealt, I was 
able to judgc, at any stagr during thc gamc, whether or not the conditions 
were favnurahle. If thry were good (lots of low cards rrmovcd), I would stake 
large bets; if they wcre poor (lots of high removed), I would place the mini- 
mum hct. 

This strate,g is known as 'card-counting'. Card-countrrs arr rife throughout 
thr casino world. They arc the scourgc of club managers, even though thry 
are not doing anything illegal. Most of them are small-limc gamhlrrs wzho nih- 
hlc away at clubs' profits. 'They nevcr win largr amounts, but thry still annoy 
the manag-pment. If they are spotted (most tablrs these days are monitored hy 
sophisticated closed-circuit 7-i.). lhcy are usually askrd to lrave, and politely 
told nrvcr to darken the doors again. (Casinos are private clubs, allowing the 
management to reserve the right ofrnlry or to rrscind mrmbership.) 

Known card-counters arc also likcly to feature in the Gn&-n tlonk, a thrce- 
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volume tomc compiled by a Las Vcgas drtrctive agcnay. It is circulated world- 
wide among casino mcmagrrs, and lists a variety of undrsirahlcs, evrryonr 
from trouble-makers to card-counters. I havr ncvcr scen a copy, hut I gather it 
includes photographs, stills taken from the security ramrras. 

H I G H  R O L L E R S  

Set apart from the hoi polloi of small-time card-counters arc a handful of 
suprcme professionals, o r  'high rollers'. They can make upwards of 
,C500.000 tax-free, annually. Utterly dediralcd to their work, thcsr are the 
card-counting rlitr. They operatr eithcr on their own 01. in small groups, 
and are virtually ilnpossible to idrntik. They are alw;ays on the move, flying 
from one country to the next, constantly changing their idrntities and 
adopting a varirty of dis~guises. hlost of thcm arr  Amrrican or  Canadian. 
Two are hascd in England. One, known as 'the Professor', livrs in the 
Midlands and has h r m  known to drrss as a woman. The othcr, alas, has 
heen forced to hand in his chips. 

S T A Y I N G  O N  T H E  R I G H T  S I D E  O F  T H E  
L A W  ( O F  P R O B A B I L I T I E S )  

After dealing 100,000 hands, I frlt I had got to know thr hrart and soul of 
hlarkjark. Every aspect of the game had Ibecn dissrrtrd and held up to the 
light. I had developed a hasic card-counting strategy to thr point where the 
hank's overall advantage was reduced to a llalf of one per cmt.  In other 
words, for rvcry £100 that I bcl during the game, I \z,ould he returned 
LCl9.50, protiding my stake remained constant ('flat lxtting'). 

If, however, I substantially inrrcased my h r t  when the cards wrre 
favourable, I could realizr a profit of £1 to ,C2 for evrry £100 of turnovrr 
stakcd. l'his might not sound a lot, but it soon adds up. If your initial stake is 
Ll00, for rxamplr, you c;m turn over £10,000 in an evening. It was time to 
put theory into practice. 

I hesan hv ioinine as manv clubs as I could. all over the country. Profits 
,7 ... 

were modest to heqin >\ith, hut there were other prrks of thr job. I emharked 
on a pleasant tour of thc casinos along the south coast, rnjoying what I call 
'frrc evenings': my profit would cover the cost of trawl, meal3, and drink. 

It wasn't long- hrforr I was targ-erting the hlidlands and certain London 
cluhs, rrturning home rvcry morning w+th a reasonable profit. The strategY 
was working. More important, thc casino managcrs appcarrd to he tolerating 
my prcsencc. I hegan to earn a gond living, about £500 to L600 prr  wrrk, 
and I was learning to ridr the ups and downs. 

I t.ememhrr gctting off to a particularly had start on my first visit lo a rluh 
in thc Midlands. Within half an hour, I was £500 down. I derided that a 
p o d  dinner was in order. Artrr dining on n sumptuous steak, washed down 
with a delightful winc, I was pleasantly surprisrd to find that my dinnrr hill 
had been 'takcn carr of hy the manager. Hc had spottrd a punter with 
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potential. Managers do this from time to time, to encourage you to gamble 
even more moncy. 

I returned to my blackjack tablc, whereupon I not only recouped my losses 
hut ended up showing a profit of A500. I tried to sharc my delight with the 
manager, celrbrating my change of fortune and thanking him for the delicious 
dinner. The look on his face signalled the beginning of thc cnd of a beautiful 
friendship. After two more similar visits, I was barred. 

It is hard to describe the thrill of placing heavy bets in a casino, especially a 
glamorous one, knowing that you have a clear advantagc over the bank. Rut 
there werc downsides to my chosen career. It's exhausting having to look over 
your shoulder all the time, waiting for the manager's discreet words in your 
ear, 'Mr O'Brien, could you come with me please.' (It wasn't always that 
polite.) 

After a while, I was no longer satisfied with my earnings. It was small 
reward for a dangerous, itinerant lifestyle. I yearned for more and more profit 
and was soon taking home A1,000 per day. It was then that I became a 
marked man. 

Word travels fast in thc casino world. Scores of letters hegan to drop 
through the letter box, terminating my membership of casinos nationwide. 
'Dear htr O'Bricn,' read one from a club in Luton, 'it has bcen decided at an 
extraordinary meeting of the Election Committee that your mc~nbership be 
withdrawn with immediate effect. This means that you will no longcr be 
allowed to visit the club either as a member or as a guest.' 

Many people think it is unfair to bar a player who merely hcats a casino at 
its own game, particularly when thcre is nothing more than mental skill 
involved. I was doing nothing illegal. But I can undentand the casino's point 
of view: they are in the business of making money, so why should thry tolerate 
someone who reduces their profit margins? Besides, if I am barred, it is my 
own fault for making myself conspicuous in the first place. 

B A C K  T O  T H E  D R A W I N G  B O A R D  

I was convinced that I was being harrcd bccause of my betting strategy. Most 
of the time, I would stake the minimum permittcd amount (usually L5). When 
I calculated a clear advantage, howcver, I would raise it to L25, L50, or 
L100. Increasing it by a factor of twenty inevitably attracted the attention of 
the casino inspectors, but it was the only way I could capitalize on the odds. 
Or so I thought. 

Back at thc drawing board, I read all the best hooks on the game and man- 
aged to acquire a print-out from Las Vegas listing thousands of possihlr hands 
and what to do in each situation. Using a computer, I proved and disproved 
every existing theory I could lay my hands on. This time, however, I was able 
to deal millions of hands in a matter of hours, thanks to thc computer. 

I finally anived at an optimum strate,gy for winning, which I plan to pub- 
lish in its entirety in a separate book. It requires a traincd memory, a cool 
nerve, and simple mental arithmetic. 
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I will, however, disclose a few details now, to give you an idca of how it 
works. It's one of life's little ironies that I am no longer able to use it myself, 
although I did test it out recently on a lucrative tour of France's casinos (where 
my face was unfamiliar), but more of that later. 

T H E  M O M E N T  R U T H  

As I said earlier, the card-counter's skill is to preolcr which cards are left in the 
shoe. People do this in a variety of ways, some more subtle than others. My 
approach, a variation on existing methods, is to assign a very specific value to 
each card as it is dealt. A high card has a minus value, and a low card has a 
plus value. (They range from approximately -2 to +2.) 

As the shoe progresses, I keep a running total of the overall value, which I 
divide by a figure (anything between 1 and 8) reflccting the number of cards 
still to be dealt. This gives me what is known as a 'true count'. 

In blackjack, you are required to place your bet before the cards have been 
dealt. If, after the previous hand, the true count is greater than +.75, 1 will 
increase my bet for the next hand: the laws of probability tell me that the con- 
centration of high cards still in the shoe has increased. If the true count drops 
below +.75, I know that there is a greater concentration of low cards still to be 
dealt. High cards, remember, give me an advantage. Law cards give the dealer 
an advantage. 

Let me explain a little more about the number that I use to divide the 
overall value of the cards. In Britain, one shoe of cards consists of four decks. 
The dealer will place a blank card somewhere near the end of the shoe. This 
is known as the 'cut', and it is where the dealing stops. Card-connten prefer 
the cut to be as close to the natural end of the shoe as possible, for reasons 
that will become apparent. 

At the beginnin5 of the shoe, I divide the overall value by 8. Let's aswme the 
game has just started and only five cards have been dealt. They are all low cards 
and the overall value i? +6. It would be foolish to conclude from a mere five cads  
that n high card is likely to follow, which is why I divide the value by so much. 
The true count then kcomes +.75 (8 divided by 6) and I don't increase my bet. 

As the numher of cards left in the shoe decreases, I divide by 7, then by 6, 
then by 5, and so on. In other words, the true count is calculated in propor- 
tion to the amount of cards remaining. (In France, where casinos play with six 
decks, I initially divide the pack by 12.) 

Unless the croupier is inexperienced, you are unlikely to find yourself divid- 
ing by 1. The cut usually comes first. For the sake of example, though, let's 
assume that it is a very good cut and there are only a few cards left in the 
shoe. A lot of low cards have been dealt, so many, in fact, that the overall 
value is +12. 

I would divide this figure by 1, still leaving me with a true count of + I2  (an 
advantaeeous situation to be in). This means that there is a hieh concentration 
of court cards left in the few remaining cards still to be dealt. I increase my 
bet accordingly. 
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Using cuch a finely calibrated 'true count' allows me to adopt a more 
inconspicuous betting strategy. All I need now is a good dis~guise. 

T R A C K I N G  

hly strategy incorporates many othrr technical features, most of which will not 
mean much to the uninitiated. 'Ace tracking', 'count tracking,' and 'sequence 
tracking', for examplr, can all he mastered with a trained memory. 

Sometimes an inexperienced croupicr won't shume a shoe thoroughly. 
Imaginc thc advantage you would suddenly have if you had memorized 
sequences of cards from the previous shoe (a technique you learnt in Chapter 
16 whcn you memorized one dcck of cards). 

U N O R T H O D O X  C A L L S  

There are times whcn knowlcdg-r of the true count can lead to some very unusual 
calls. For example, kt's suppose that my first two cards add up to 12, 13, 14, 15, 
or 16. The dealcr's card, which is always face up, is a 2, 3, 4, 5, or 6. I know that 
the true count is -6; in other words, there are a lot of low cards left in the shoe. 
It's not a good situation for me, and thc dealer is likely to win. Most players 
would stick. 

Knowing that I am likely to he dealt a low card, however, I break with 
tradition and ask for more cards. Supposing the dealer has a 6 and I am on 
13. 1 ask for another card, 5 say, and then stick on 18. The dealer takes a 
card, 6, and another, 5 ,  making 17. I have won. If I had stayed on 13, how- 
ever, the draler would have drawn a 5 ,  then a 6, making 17. I have lost. 

It doesn't always work like this, of course, hut it's a way of making the 
best of a had situation. !$'henever I makc strangc calls, it always amuses 
me to hear the accusatory comments and criticisms from other players at  
the table. 'You're ohviously knew to this game, aren't you?' or  'Take my 
advice, if you want to win, never makr a call like that.' Some pcople get 
quite upset and start claiming that my unorthodox calls are the cause of 
thcir ill-fortune. 

S T R A T E G Y  N O T  S Y S T E M  

I don't consider myself a gambler. I play to a strategy not a system. Over the 
last few years, thc face of the compulsive gambler has bccome an all too famil- 
iar sight. I see them with their own 'winning' systems, some of which work for 
a while, but they never make money in the long term. That is why casinos 
love them - they are a bread-and-butter source of income. The strategy player 
is the complete antithcsis. I may lose occasionally, hut the underlying trend is 
always upwards. 

The only chance I have had to demonstrate my revised strategy was in the 
Autumn of 1992, when GQmagazine i~rrangcd for me to play the casinos of 
northern France. The four-day trip was based on the assumption that I was an 
unknown quantity in France. 
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I played at seven casinos and won in six of them. Using my new strategy, I 
was ahlc to bet morc suhtly, padually inrrrasing and decreasing my stakc. In 
five memorable hours at the Grand Casino in Dieppe, I made L1,200, much 
to the annoyance of the managrmrnt, who were beside thcmselvcs. Once 
again, thry were kind enough to pay for my meal, after which I rashed in my 
chips and headed for the casino at Deau\.ille. 

It all ended dramatirally in Enghien It~s Bains, a casino in the northern suh- 
urbs of Paris. It was my last day of the trip and I had turned my original float 
of L4,000 into L6,000. I had heen playing for only t\venty minutes, when the 
managrr tappcd mr on the shoulder and uttered thosc immortal words. 'Mr 
O'Brien? \\'e must ask you to leave immediately.' It was not my method of 
play that betrayed mc. They had calculated from my g ropph ica l  movcments 
that I was professional player. Why would someone staying at a hotel in 
Deauville t r~ve l  to Pans to play hlackjack? 

T H E  R O L E  O F  M E M O R Y  

It is not very easy to adopt my strategy without a trained memory. On a sim- 
ple lrvrl, your overall concentration and powers of observation are so much 
sharper if yon have worked on improving your mcmory. Thry need to he: I 
am often sitting at the table for five or six hours without a break. And in 
today's rasino?, you are hring scrutinized from every possihlc angle. I have 
quitc often found mysclf playing with three security rameras trained on my 
table, a croupier watching my rvcry move and an inspector looking over my 
shoulder! 

Most card-connten arc rasy to spot. They $vc thrmsrlvrs away hy cover- 
ing thcir mouths with their hands, tryiyg to conceal lip movcments as they 
frantically struggle to keep count of the cards. Thcy sran thc cards with con- 
spicuous head and ey? movements, and their play is characterized by long 
pauscs betwcen cards. 

1 have trained my memory, concentration and observation to the point 
where I can kccp pacc with the fastest of dealers, hold a conversation with the 
inspector and make spontaneous calculations at the same time. I once over- 
hrard a rror~pirr in Dicppc observe to a passing inspector 'I1 e.d lrop mnchinr'. 
This was an apt description, as I was working robotically. 

Memory also plays a vital rolc when I havc to refer hack to a mrntal refcr- 
enre grid that I have compiled. using location, I can access the print-out from 
L;rs Vegas, the hooks I havc read, and my own statistical findine. It is a vast 
data hasc, equipping me for every possible hand. 

For examplc, let's assume my first two rards total 12. I immediately rcfcr to 
a location hased around the Peacock Theatrc in Tlroking. (12 = AB. My own 
person for AR is Alan Bcnnctt, thc actor and playwright). Thc dealrr's card is 
a 2, which tells me to locate the second stage along the journey: thr box office. 
I have a mental imagc of harc acroys thc tickrt window and thr man inside 
&,caring handcufi, as if he was in a prison. HandcuK~ gives me a codcd true 
count of +3. 
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I now know not to draw any more cards if the true count equals 
exceeds this level. They are likely to be high, and I could go bust. All gue! 
work has been completely eliminated from my game. I know there is an op 
mum decision for every situation, enabling me to act like a robot rather thz 
a gambler. 

Next time you visit a casino, look at the man playing blackjack on his ow 
Look closer still. It might be me! 
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S oon after I had memorized 7,500 T?iuial Pursuit questions, it occurrd to me 
that there must be a way of learning the questions on quiz machines 
I found in puhs and clubs. If there was, anyone with a trained memory 
could make themselves some pocket money. 

I looked into the subject and discoverrd a small group of professional play- 
ers who tour the country, earnin!: srrious amounts of cash. One person, who 
leaves the initials F.E.Y. on machines, has recendy bought a £75,000 house 
with his earnings. Did he have an exceptional memory? 

I decided to meet some of these people to compare notes. Their itinerant 
lifestyle, moving discreetly from pub to puh, had many similarities with my life 
as a blackjack card-counter. And we had all spent time committing a large 
number of trivial q~testions and answers to memory. 

I was encouraged by what I heard. Although the financial rewards aren't 
as great as blackjack, there is a good living to he had for anyone who has 
the time and dedication. With a little research, a small investment, and a 
trained memory, I reckon it is possible to make L200 cash a day, tax-free, 
after a few weeks. Needless to say, there is nothing illegal about playing quiz 
machines professionally. 

S K I L L  W I T H  P R I Z E S  

Quiz machines are known in the-trade as SIVPS, which stands for 'Skill with 
Prizes'. Fruit machines are known as A\\'Ps, 'Amusement with Prizes'. Under 
the current gaming laws, you are allowed to win a maximum of £6 in tokens 
(£4.80 cash) on an A\VP. On an SWP, you can win up to £20 in cash, hence 
their attraction for professional players. 

I have looked into the q e y  area of 'winning systems' for f ~ i t  machines. As 
far as I can tell, the only advantage to he had is knowing when a machine has 
rrccntly paid out and satisfied its legal requirements. You can do this by 
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checking the jackpot and hank displays. The recent relehratcd case of two 
teenagers making their fortune on fruit machines owed more to an electronic, 
highly illegal device for notching up credits without putting in any money. 
These days, all f i i t  machines usr sophisticated random-numher generators 
that are impossible to prcdict. 

The first quiz machinc to appear in Britain was Quizrnmler in 1985, closely 
followcd hy Gine U s  A B r r d  in Octohcr 19R(i, and Barqurrt and Tm @lid Grid in 
1907. For a while, they became a national obsession. A whole wave of new 
machines started to appear, many of thrm based on -nr and radio quiz sho\zss. 
A Question ofSpon, Eiwp S ~ o n d  Counli, St& it Orrh, and Tre61~ Top all became 
market leaders. 

Most of them were paying out a top prize of ,&lo. Each machine contained 
about 1,000 multiplr-choice questions; thcrr were threr or four answers to 
choose from, and if you got it wrong, the correct answer was usually given. 

The manufacturers were alarmed to discover that swrs generated ronsider- 
ahly less revenue than Al\'FS. On some sites, they were cven losing money, par- 
ticularly when thr prize money wcnt up to £20. It became apparent that they 
were bring targetcd by professional playrrs - peoplr who had learnt all the 
answers. 

New editions were hastily hrought out, each one containing around 1,000 
questions. (At the last count, there were thirty-three editions of Give LL.i a Brenk!) 
The profcssionnls learnt them as fast as they appeared. (It was a hoom time for 
the firms that thought up the questions.) 

R I C H  P I C K I N G S  

Today, therr arc signs that S\VP manufacturers have grown tired of tqing to 
outwit the professional playrr. Machines havc hccn introduced with 10,000 
questions, hut thry have suffcred a similar, if slowrr fate to the others. At the 
1993 tradc fair for the amusement arcade industry (ATE at Earl's court in 

January), thrre was only one new quiz machine on display: Brainbox. It offers a 
maximum cash prize or £6 and boasts over 12,000 questions. (The questions 
are generated randomly, and a second data bank of questions can he accessed 
if ton many questions arr answered correctly.) 

In a di~nified rrtreat, S\VP manufacturers have switched the emphasis from 
large cash prizes to entertainment. The  public are given longrr on the 
machine, but they can't win as much. And a new rangc of machincs requirin~ 
a completely different set of skills is now coming onto the market. Cvslostol .%laze, 
a version of thr C h a n n ~ l  4 cult TV game, is leading the way. 

The implications of all this for professional playcrs are bad in the long- 
term. Manufacturers would clearly like to srr thr hack of the old s~\?$ that 
orer £20. However, there is still a hug? puhlir dcmand for these machines 
(particularly Giur Cr A Break. Barquest, A d d m  and Ladders, Eorp Seconrl Count(), and 
they continue to he installed in their hundrrds around Britain's pubs. As long 
as these old favourites circulate, there will he rich pickings to be had for the 
experienced and aspiring player. 
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T H E  P R O F E S S I O N A L S  

Any financial 'sting' requires an initial wnrking capital. To  date, most profes- 
sional plityrrs get to know a rnarhinc by sprnding anything up to £250 play- 
ing thrrn regularly and memorizing the answers. Simon, a player I met in 
Brighton (averagr :earnings £400 a wcck, by no means full-timr), \%ires himself 
up with a microphone hefore playing a new machine. Standing in front of it 
with a couple of friends, he says the answers out aloud and transcribes the tape 
later. (This tactic isn't to be rcrommrndrd if you arc alone!) 

Howevrr, there is an easier, more systematic way to commit the answrrs to 
memory. Every week, IYorld's Fair Publications publish Coin Slnl Inlmnfionnl, a 
widrly rcad trade paper in the amusemrnt industry. The last half n dozen 
pagcs are packed full of advrrtisements listing second-hand machines for sale, 
including s\vrs. 

The paprr is litdc known outside the trade, but it is essential reading for aspir- 
i n ~  players. Here is a small selcrtion of some of the SJWS and prices listed in 1993: 

GII~  u r  n Bred .................. £150 
Snooker Q ~ i z  ..................... £1 75 
Adders at~d Iadders ............. L145 
Bnrqueil ............................ g l 2 5  
Barques/ I I  ....................... £150 
A4aze Xlarlrr ..................... & I  25 
Maze ,l.fnsler. .................... £125 
Eney Seiond G u n k .  .......... g395 

Instead of spending £250 in puhs and cluhs, it seems more sensible to buy a 
scrond-hand machine from a dealer, play it in the comfort of your own home 
(the money hox ran be rasily removed) and memorize the answers at leisure. 
The questions themselves vaq  quite il lot, but the principles that I outlined in 
Chapter 7 on Trivial Pursuit still apply. 

Slpp 1: C h o o s i ~ ~ o ~ ~ r  klarhiric 
Bcforr huying a machine, spend a week going around as many pubs as you 
can in a choien arra. You will hc surprised at how many pubs there are in 
Britian! (There are 186 in the Hastings arcn alone.) Find out which machinc is 
the most popular. Frrchouses and trnanrics tcnd to hire the old gamer. Larg-e, 
hrcwcry-owned pubs are best avoided; they are supplied with the latest models 
and the landlords arc more v i~ l an t .  

Once you have located approxim;itely ten sites whcrr the samr machine 
(and rdition) is installed, visit a few dcalcrs, find an identical marhine (and 
edition) and huy it. It might takr a little reconaisrance to locate a suficicnt 
numher of machines, but it will br  worth the cflbrt. Simon plays three editions 
of his favourite machinr in Rrighton and thrre in IVorthin~. 

Stpp 2: i l fmo l i z iq  /hire Anrwerr 
Oncc you havr installed thr machinr at home, moqt of thc work has heen 
don?. Multiplr rhoirc makcs lifc much easier than learning Tri~:inl Rlrsuif ques- 
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tions: if you can't remember thc answer, at lcast you know that it's staring you 
in the face. There only has to be the faintest association for you to make the 
link. You should be able to memorize at least two questions a minute. 

Remember: isolate a key word in the question and let it suwst  a location. Then 
use an image suggested by the answer. It should be possible to memorize 5,000 
questions in thirty-five hours. By my calculation, that's a slightly less than the average 
working week. And I haven't taken into account the answers that you already know. 

Step 3: 7 h e  Loop 
It is important to be subtle as you move around your circuit of chosen pubs 
(often referred to as a loop). Don't take everything you can out of the first 
machine; the landlord might not let you in again. (Professional players make 
life difficult for landlords, who arc often on a profit-share agreement with the 
machine suppliers.) 

Buy a drink before you play the machine and try to establish whether it has 
paid out recently. If someone is playing it, watch how much time they are 
being given to answer thc questions. (Generally speaking, the more time the 
playcr has, the more money there is in the machine.) 

Once you start to win, make sure it pays out in one thunderous go, prefer- 
ably when the music is loud and just hefore you are about to leave. If it is con- 
tinuously throwing money at you, someone might get suspicious. 

You should be able to win between L30 and £50 from each machine 
before it handicaps itselF. Move on to the next pub and don't return for a 
while. If a machine is being emptied regularly, the landlord might decide to 
send it back. Milk them slowly! 

M O R E  T H A N  O N E  L O O P  

Pubs will swop their machines around after a while and you will have to 
decide whether to work a new patch or buy a new machine. There is a chance 
that you will he ahle to sell your old one back to the dcaler or part exchange 
it. Don't bank on this! Even though there is a demand for swps, dealers won't 
necessarily take them back, and they certainly won't offer you the full price. 

Before you buy your lirst machine, it's sometimes worth asking the dealer 
whether they will buy it back from you in a couple of months, but he careful 
not to arouse their suspicion. 

If your initial foray into the world of quiz machines is successful, you should 
consider investing in more machines. You can then plan a number of loops 
and altrrnatc between them. There are several advantages. Landlords are less 
likcly to recognize your face if you show up once every month instead of daily. 
And your revenue will increase! 

O T H E R  P L A Y E R S  

There seems to he a certain amount of co-operation among players. Information 
is re,plarly traded about machines, editions, and their various idiosyncrasies (on 
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Gwe Us A Break, edition 7, for example, there is no second chance at the first 
question). It's fairly easy to spot a professional, and it's always worth having a 
discreet chat with him or her. 

H E A L T H  W A R N I N G  

It is very easy to get out of shape playing quiz machines. Thc smoky amos- 
phere of a pub and the constant temptation to drink are not conducive to a 
healthy lifestyle. Some people play better after one pint of beer. My o m  expe- 
rience suggests that the brain performs best without any alcohol. The one 
thing you must watch out for, however, is the sort of landlord who might get 
difficult if you order tomato juices all night. 

F . E . Y .  

The legend of F.E.Y. lives on in pubs around Britain, even though the man 
himself has now retired from playing. Simon from Brighton first came across 
the initials F.E.Y. in 1990 in the Lake District, traditionally a happy huntiog- 
ground for professional players. The pubs are small, the tourists provide good 
cover and the machines are always well stocked with money. 

'It w a  the days when you could leave your initials on the machine if you 
got a high score,' says Simon. 'I was working in a team with three others. 
FVherever we went, we found his initials at the top of the all-time highest 
SCOT~S.' 

One day Simon walked into a pub in Beverley, Lincolnshire, and to his 
amazement he saw the initials F.E.Y. at the top of the highest score o f ihe  dq. 
He looked around, wondering whether, after two years, he had finally caught 
up with this legendary player. 

'I sat in the corner having a pint and waited to see if anyone would play 
the machine. After twenty minutes, a man came forward and started to play. I 
knew immediately it was him.' 

Simon got chatting with F.E.Y. and compared notes. He was in his early 
thirties and was about to purchase his L75,000 house. Outside in the car park, 
F.E.Y. showed him his large van, which he lived in as he travelled the country. 
He was always on the move. 

'It had a shower and I remember noticing all these bulging filofaxes stuffed 
full of routes, pub names, and questions. He was a graduate, quiet, and like 
the best players, had a good general knowkge before he got into the game.' 

There arcn't many pcople like F.E.Y., and not many people will want to 
live his sort of life, but it shows what can he done with a trained memory. 



- 
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D uring the coursc of writing this book, I took the opportunity to read up o 
the history of memory. It camr as something of a shock to discover thz 
I there were a number of striking similarities hetwcen my method and th 
Grerks' approach to memory. 

I had heard of Simonidrs of Ceos, the Greek poet horn in thc 6111 cer 
tury l%C, but I had ncvcr studied his famous memory skills in detail. A bril 
l imt port, Simonidcs is widely acknowledged as the founder of the art c 
mcmory. 

The Greeks, and later the Romans, went on to develop some of the grratcst 
memories thc civilized world has ever secn. Memory was ranked as onc of thc 
most important disciplines of oratory. a flourishing art. Thry were living in an 
age of no paprr, so people couldn't readily refer to any notcs. Speechcs were 

committed to memory; lawyers depended on their memory in court; and poct! 
whosc role in sori~ty was paramount, regularly drew on their enormous pou 
ers of  recall to recite long p a s a y s  of verse. 

The  Greeks in gencral had a high level of literacy. Important texts 
were recorded on papyrus, and wax tahl tsed to teach reading 
and writing in schools. Ncverthclrss, thri remained a predomi- 
nantly oral one. 

The classical system disappeared around the fotlnh centnry AD, reappeared 
in the thirteenth crntury with a religious twist, thanks to Thomas Aquinas and 
the Scholastics, and adoptrd various magical, occult, and scienlific guises dur- 
ing Medieval and Rcnaissanre times. Sadly, though. the art of mcmory in 
Europr had alrrady lhepn to wane in the iifiecnth century with the advcnt of 
printing. It put up a heroic fight Tor almost two crnturies but by the rnd of the 
seventccnth century, it had become marginalized. 

I hope you, too, enjoy discovering the similaritirs between two systcms star- 
ing at each other across a dibide of o\.rr two thousand ?cars. 111 some ways, it 
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is not so much coincidence, more a case of natural selection: both systems are 
rootrd in personal cxprricncc, and have evolved accordingly. 

T H E  D I N N E R  P A R T Y  

l'hc story most people know ahout Simonides relates to a hanquet thrown by 
a nohleman callcd Scopas. Simonidrs chanted a porm in his honour and also 
included a fiw vcrscs in praise of Castor and Pollux. When the poet had fin- 
ished, the slightly jilted host told him that he would only hc paid half his fee; 
hc should ask the gods Castor and Pollrix ibr thc rcmaindrr. 

Izttrr on in the meal, a mcssagc arrived for Simonides, saying that two men 
wanted to scc him outside. The poet left his tahlr arid walked nut of the hall. 
blomcnts later, the entire building collapsed, killing everyone inside. Distraught 
relatives were unahlr to idcntify the mutilated corpscs, and the authorities had 
an irnpossihle joh working out who had heen at the dinner. 

Enter Simonidcs. Hc had memorized where evetyonc was sitting and could 
identify all the corpses. Castor and Pollux had paid back Simonides with inter- 
est, hut I still prefer being stakcd &50,000 to play blackjack at I a s  Ve,qs. 

A R T I F I C I A L  M E M O R Y  

h4uch of what we know about Simonidcs and the classical art of memory comes 
from thrcr Roman sources, all writtrn hetween the first century RC and the first 
century ;in: an anonymous work rntitled Ad Herenirrm, Quintillian's Institutio 
Oratorin, and Cicero's De Omtore. [rhr three are discussed in Dame Frances 
Yatrs's absorbing hook 77re Art of.4fmop, repuhlishcd by Pimlico, 1992.) The 
Romans dorumcnted and expanded the practirc pioneered by the Greeks. 

\%"ritten by a teacher, ild Hmnium is addressed to students of rhetoric and 
concerns itself with the basic rules of mrmory. In it we learn that the Greeks 
bclic~~ed in two typcs of mcmory: nnhlral and artificial. Thosr who arc born 
with good natural memories could improve them still further hy training the 
artificial memory. Morc significantly, training and rxcrcise could dramatically 
help anyonc who is horn with a vcry poor memory. In other words, howcvcr 
bad it was, your mcmor)~ could be improved if trcatcd likc a muscle and exer- 
cised constantly. 

'In every discipline,' says the author of Ad Hermiurn, 'artistic theory is little 
avail without unremitting exercise, hut especially in mnemonics, throry is 
almost valueless unless made good by industry, devotion, toil, and care.' 

I couldn't have put it hrtter mysclf' 

P L A C E S  

Thc Greeks discovered that the best \vay to rememher things was to imposr 
order on them. They did this by choosing a s r r i c  of real places or loci which 
thry could \isualise in their mind. lmagcs of what they wantcd to rrrall would 
then hc placcd on the various loci. Writing in De &tore, Cirero says, 'The 
order of the places will prcscnrc the orrlrr of the things to he remcmhrred.' 
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The Greeks recommended using spacious and architecturally varied build- 
ings. Quintillian suggests using buildings with numerous moms, forecourts, bal- 
conies, arches and statues. 'It is an assistance to the memory,' he writes, 'if 
places are stamped on the mind, which anyone can believe from experiment. 
For when we return to a placc after a considerable absence, we not merely 
recognize the place itself, hut remember things that we did there, and recall 
the persons whom we met and even the unuttered thoughts that passed 
through our minds when we were there before. 

A lot of people might have come across thir oom' method, as it is 
called; I had heard of positioning literal imz,-. -.-....rl rooms, but always 
thought it sounded too cramped and confusing. Significantly, Quintillian goes 
on to say that loci don't have to be mapped out around the house: 'What I 
have spoken of as being done in a house can also be done in public buildings, 
or on a longjourney [my italics], or in going through a city.' 

I This is the only extant text that recommends using journeys. Still, my 
I habit of wandering aimlessly around Guildford, mapping out a mental 

route, is clearly not so daft after all! Frances Yates even suggests that it 1 would have been common in Greek and Roman times to see lonely shl- 
dents of rhetoric (or poets) meandering around deserted buildings and 

i streets plotting their loci. This discovrry has serious implications for me: 
the end of men-in-white-coat jokes. The  next time someone stops me in 
the street and asks with some concern what I am doing, I will look them 
in the eye and tell them! 

R U L E S  F O R  P L A C E S  

Loci are compared in Ad Hmenium to wax tablets. They can be used again and 
again, even though the images inscribed on them are regularly wiped o& As 
befits someone from the twentieth century, I have always described my jour- 
neys as blank video tapes, which can be similarly wiped clean and used again. 

The Greeks had a number of interesting rules for loci. The following are 
taken from Ad H m t u m :  

Loci should be deserted or solitary places. Crowds of people tend to weaken 
impressions and distract from the key image. (Guildford is always a ghost town 
when I use it as a route.) 

The students are urged to give each 5th loas  a distinguishing mark: they 
should include a gold hand (five fingers) in the scene, for example. On the 
10th loctlr, they should imagine a personal acquaintance called Decimus. (I 
have always made the 6th, or I lth, or half-way stage stand out in my mind.) 

Loci should not be too similar: too many intercolumnar spaces are not rec- 
ommended, as they might lead to confusion. (I always make sure that my 
stages are different from each other.) 

The intervals between lori should be a particular lent$: 30 feet. 
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The loci should he not too large, or too small, too brightly lit, or too dark. 

Imaginary places can be used as well as real. It is also good to mix both 
together: givc your housc an cxtra floor, etc. 

I M A G E S  

The Greeks had two types of images; one for memorizing thing, arguments, 
or notions; and one for remembering single words. Each image would be 
placed at a different locus. As he was reciting his poetry, Simonides would have 
moved around his mental journey, recalling each image as he went. Lawyers 
would remind themselves of the details of a case in this way; orators would 
know thcir next suhject or topic. (Interestingly, the English word 'topic' comes 
from the Greek tof~oi ,  which means place or locsr.) 

The second type of imagery, for individual words, seems a little extreme. 
Most Latin sources are in agreement that thr idea of rrfcrring to a new locux 
for each word of a speech was preposterous. The author of Ad Henenium s u p  
gcsts that it was, at best, a good mental exercise. 

T H E  U S E  O F  P E O P L E  

According to the author of Ad Hrv~nium, certain images stick in the mind, oth- 
ers don't; adopting thc tone of a psychologist, he sets out to find the most 
memorable image. 

'If we scc or hrar something excrptionally hase, dishonourable, unusual, 
great, unhelievablc, or ridiculous, wc are likcly to rcmember it for a long 
timc. l\'c ought thrn to srt up images of a kind that can adhere longest in 
memory. 

And wc shall do so if we establish similitudes as striking as possible; if 
we set up images that are not many or vague but nctive [my italics]; if we 
assign to thcm cxceptional beauty or  singular ugliness; if we ornament 
some of them, as with crowns or putple cloaks, or if we somehow disfigure 
thcm, as by introducing one stained with blood, or soiled with mud, or 
smeared with red paint, so that its form is more striking, or by assigning 
rcrtain comic effects to our images, for that too will ensure our remember- 
ing them more readily.' 

F U R T H E R  E V I D E N C E  

I find this passage from Ad Hewenium particularly uncanny. As you know, peo- 
ple play an cssrntial part in my approach to memory. I have even assigncd 
characters to cvcry number from 00 to 99. Ad H e w ~ n i u m  is thc only one or  the 
three suniving Latin sources which states that peoplc make the best images. 
Quintillian advocates the use of objects such as anchors (to remind him of the 
naval content of a specrh) and weapons (to rrmind him of the military con- 
tent), and Cicero talks ambiguously about using masks (persona) as images. 

I t  won't surprisc you to learn that I think r ld Hereniunz is the most accurate 
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account of the Greek's usc of imagery Thc F~mous anecdote ahout Simonides 
and thr banquet sug-grsts that he was equally adept at mrmorizing people as 
he was places, or loci. There is also an extant fraqment of Greek text (Dialexis, 
400 BCj which implics that t l ~ e  Gtpelis t hou~h t  of tllc p d s  Mars or  Achillrs to 
remcmher courage, and Vulca~i to rrmember metal working. 

Thomas Aquinas's chief contribution to the art of memory was to estahlish 
it in a rdigious contrxt. In tlrr hands of the thirtrrnth rentury Scholastics, 
memoq shiftel lics, rven bccoming a part of the cardind 
virtue of Pruds nory was a way of getting to heaven and 
axniding hell. c rl~~ickly personified; onrr they wrre seen 
as people, we i ~ r l  sruoo a un tc r  cllanrr of rcmrmbering what was rixht and 
wrong in this world. 

3 from rhr 
rnce. Put s 

Virtucs ant 
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T H E  I M P O R T A N C E  O F  A C T I O N S  

The  passage from Ad Herrrnium illustrates anothrr similarity between our 
two systems. The  rmphasis on active images (imagines a,qmtes) is identical; 
I have always stressed that each person must have a unique and distin- 
guishing action, and here Simonides is saying that the image must be 
doing somrthing. 

Thcre are only thrre examples of human images in Ad H m ~ n i u m .  This 
is a pity, although 1 applaud tlir reason why the authnr didn't leave us 
with more. As 1 have stressrd all along in this book, the hest images a r r  
the ones that you make up for yourself: The  author o lAd H~nenlr~rn took a 
similar line, stating his task as tutor is not to list a thousand examples, hut 
to teach the method, give a couplr of illustrations, and let the student do  
the rrst. 

Those images that we do  have are, nrvertheless, fine examples. In the 
same way that I asked you, when rerncmhcring a long numbrr, to com- 
bine a person with the action to creatc a complex imagc, so the author of 
Ad Hp~tn ium urgrs the student to throw togrther a number of different 
images. 

In the following example, he chooses an  imagc that a lawyer might usc 
rrhcn remrrnhering details about a casc: the dcfcndant l ~ a s  poisoned a 
man, the motive \\.as to gain an  inhrritance, and lhrrc were nlamerous 
witnrsses. 

'\Ye shall ima$ne the man in qurstion as lying ill in bed, if we know him 
personally. If we do not know him, we shall takr somconc to hr  our invalid, 
so that he may come tn mind at once. And we shall place the defrndant at 
the hcdside, l~olding in his right hand a cup, in his leli, tablets, and on the 
fourth fingcr, n ram's testicles. In this way iwr can havc in mcmov  the man 
who waq poisoned, thr witnesses, and thc inheritanre.' 

This complex imag-r would he placed on thc first incus. Tlle cup would remind 
the lawycr of thr poison: and thr t;~hlrts, the inhcritancc. The 1ayyr.r could, 
in this way, remember the pertinent dctails of the case. Further, rrlatcd infor- 
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mation would be storrd in similar form at the second locus, and so on. In 
a inrt. effrct, the lawyer is using his loci as a mental filing c h' 

It is also worth noting herr, although it is not as clcar as it could be in this 
passage, that thc author of Ad H~rrmiun~ ir suggesting that we usr people we 
know pcrsonally. 

S O U N D S  S I M I L A R  

The ram's testirlrs arc a morc unusual asprct of the image. Francrs Yatcs, in 
hrr discussion on the suhjrct, suggests that the Latin usord for testicle (lertiru- 
iu? would have reminded the li~wyer of the \vord for witnessrs (lestes). In 
anothcr part of Ad H m i u m ,  shr points out, the author $ves an example of an 
image ('Domitius raising his hands to heavcn while 11r is lashed by the hlarcii 
Regrs') that is designed to remind the student of rhetoric of a particular sentence 
('domum i l ionm rq~rr'j. The only obvious connection is in the sound of the words. I 
subscribe to this interpretation. When I am memorizing someone's name, for 
example, I oRrn usr images that include somrthing- that sounds similar to the 
person's name. 

The reason why the testicles must belong to a ram is less clear; Yatrs sug- 
gats  that it has somethit~g to do the with Aries and the s i p s  of the Zodiac, 
thc order of which was known to have been used as a mnemonic. 

I M A G I N A T I O N  

Practitioners of the classical art of mrmory must have had an extraordinarily 
vivid inner vision. Anyone who commcnts on thr lighting of a particular locus 
along an  imaginary routr is assuming tremendous powers of imagery. 
Simonidcs himself was univrrsally praised for his use of wocatiae imagery in 
h i  portry, and he frequently comparrd his poems to paintings. 

i\~istotle (fourth century BC), writing in DP Aninla, believed that the human 
soul ncvcr thought without first creating a mental picture. AII knowledge and 
informatior, enterrd the soul via the five senses; the imagination would act 
upon it first, turning thr information into images; only then could the intellrct 
grt to work. 

Aristotlc's theory of knowledge has an important bearing on memory, 
although hc himself was never a F r a t  brliever in the mnemonics practisrd by 
Simonidrs. In Chapter 2, I said that the key to a good mrmory was your 
imagination. Even though he might havc disapproved of much of this book, 
Aristotlr would not havc found fault there. 

Memory, hr  a r p e d ,  belonged to thc same part of the soul as the imagina- 
tion. Both faculties were conccrr~ed with the forming or imag-rs, therr was sim- 
ply a small timr dilliircnce: memory dealt ruith things past, rather than with 
things present. 

Our understanding of the imagination is slightly diff~rent today, bat its sim- 
ilarities with mcmory are still there for all to SPC. T h ~ y  arr two sidcs of the 
same coin, both rcqitiring inner vision. 
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L A W S  O F  A S S O C I A T I O N  

Aristotle is often attributed with forming the laws of association. We remember 
something by recalling something else that is similar, closely related, or oppo- 
site to that which we want to remember. Clearly, this is the basis of every 
memory system ever invented, not just mine. If we can't remember the actual 
name, object, number, or topic, we recall something else (a place or image), 
which then triggers off our memory. 

Aristotle makes this point when he is discriminating between reminiscence 
and memory in De Anima. He goes on to say that those things that are the easi- 
est to remember have an order, a theory we have already discussed. 

Loci, images, actions, persons, imagination, association, order - it's no won- 
der the Greeks had such good memories. 
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T here have been a number of famous memory men throughout the ages, 
ranging from Simonides in the sixth century BC to Leslie Welch in the 
I 1950s. Some were professional mnemonists, earning a living from their 
skills, othen used memory for grander ends, such as undentanding the univene. 
In this chapter, I describe twelve of the best-known memory men. Most of 
them had trained memories, a few were born with more inexplicable powers. 

M E T R O D O R U S  O F  S C E P S I S  

Metrodorus was a Greek man of letters, who turned away from philosophy to 
pursue a political life and to teach rhetoric. He lived in the first century BC 
and was a worthy successor to Simonides, widely considered as the founder of 
the art of memory. (For more on Simonides, see Chapter 26.) 

One of Metrodoms's favourite tricks was to memorize convenations. Later 
on, he would repeat them hack to people, verbatim. We think he did this by 
employing shorthand images for words or groups of words. (Sadly, his written 
works have all been lost.) 

Instead of using a journey, Metrodoms placed images in the zodiac. He 
divided up the twelve signs (Aries, Taurus, etc.) into thirty-six decans, each one 
represented by thirty-six associated images. In turn, he used every degree (all 360 
of them) as a stage (h), providing him with one long and ordered journey. 

P E T E R  O F  R A V E N N A  

Peter of Ravenna was a fifteenth century entrepreneur who spotted a gap in 
the market for mnemonics. Trained as a jurist in Padua, he published a mem- 
ory book in 1491, which in today's terms was an international bestseller. 7 h c  
PhomLr was translated into many languages, went through numerous editions 
and was considered a bible for anyone who wanted to improve their memory. 

Peter removed memory from the religious context that Thomas Aquinas 
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and the thirteenth-century Scholastics had given it, and set about introducing 
mnemonic? to the lay masses. He cncnuraged people to look out for suitable 
journeys on their holidays and rccommendcd the usr of sexual images. The 
practical handbook was publicized by his own mcmory feats: he memorized 
20,000 legal points, 200 speeches of Cicero, and the entire canon law. (Give 
me Triuinl Pursuit any day.) 

G I U L O  C A M I L L O  

Camilln was one of the most-famous men in the sixteenth century. Largely for- 
gotten now, he was known at the time as the 'di\ine Camillo'. His fame spread 
throoghout Italy and France, thanks entirely to a crcation of his known as a 
'memory theatre.' Initially financrd hy the king of France, Camillo set ahout 
building a wooden model theatre, big enough for two people to enter. He 
claimcd that it contained rverything the human mind could conceive. 

\Vc know that Camillo was a neo-platonist and hclievrd in archrwes,  hut 
sadly he never got around to writing down in detail the theory hehind his 
memory theatre. Furthermore, he had a terrihle stuttcr and his explanations 
weren't as intelligible as they might have been. 

The celebrated wooden theatre caused a stir wherevcr Camillo took it. On  
one occasion in Paris, his awesome reputation was further enhanced by a trip 
to see some wild animals. A lion escaped, scattrring pcople in all dirrctions. 

I Camillo stood his ground, and the animal tvalkrd slowly around him, rven 
caressing him, until a keeper chased it back to its cage. 

i 
I The theatrc itsclf was hased on some of the classical principles of memory. 

I Its puvnse was to help people remember the entire universe; information and 

I 
ideas were translated into images, and 'placed' in ordered points (lon) 
the auditorium. 

The individual stood on the staqe and looked out at the images. T 
important information (the planets) was 'seated', appropriately cnough, in rne 
stalls; the chpaper spats contained less signilicant data, graded according to 
their place in the order of creation. 

I 
G I O R D A N O  B R U N O  

Bruno started off in lifc as a Dominican friar, and cnded up being hurnt at the 
stake in lfi00. (Such are the hazards of the job.) In between times, he was an 
Italian philosophrr.Twentieth-century admirers of his work include James 
Joyce, who made occasional references to 'the Nolan', which haflled his 
fiends. (Bruno was born in Nola.) 

Bruno joined the Ilominican order when he was fifteen, and familiarized 
himsclf with the classical art of memory, through the works of Thomas 
Aquinas. He soon became widely kno\*n for his memory skills and performed 
in front of the popc, among others, heforr quitting thr order. 

As Camillo had done hefore him, hr went to France, wherc he promised to 
reveal his memory sccrets to the king (Henry 111). To show willing, he dedicat- 
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rd  his first hook on mrmory to the king. De lhnbnr Idmnrm is anolhcr attrmpt 
to order the entirc universe, thrreby making it morr mrmorahlc and under- 
standahle. It consists of n series of imaginary rotating 'mcmory whecls' and is 
mind-hogglindy complicated. 

Frances Yates, an expert on thr Renaissancc ma@ tradition. has hravrly 
pieced together this extraordinary concept (nlr Ad of,2tmog', Chapter 9). She 
suggests that thew was a central whcrl containing the s i p s  of thc Zodiac, 
which workrd the other wheels, each of which was divided up into 150 imagrs! 
As far as I can gather, there were five wheels in total; they rotatrd like a kalei- 
doscopr, generating any numhcr of images. 

M A T T E 0  R l C C l  

Ricci was a sixteenth-century Italian Jesuit missionary who dedicated his lifr Lo 
converting the Chincsc to Catholicism. Using principles that he attrihuted to 
Simonidcs, he trained his mind to create vast memory palaces. Concepts, pro- 
ple, ohjrcts could all hc stored in these mental buildings if thcv wrre translated 
into images and placed insida. 

Ever the ingenions missionary, he performed endless feats of mrmory, hop- 
ing that thr Chinese would want to discover more ahout the religion of such a 
gifted man. Hr  could reritc a list of 500 Chinese ideo~qams and rrpeat thrm 
in reversc order. If he way given a volume from a Chincse classic, br could 
rrpeat it after onc brief reading. [Ricci prohahly studied undrr Franccscu 
Panigarola in Rome, who was able to 'walk' around over 100.000 placrd 
imagcs.) 

Ivlore craftily, he cncourag-ed his Chinese studrnts to rrmemher the tenth 
position of a journey by including the ideograph for 'trn' in thcir image, which 
haooenrd to he in the S ~ ~ D C  of a crucifix. . . 

In 1596, twrlvc yrars after he had scttlcd in China, he wrotr a short 
book on memory in Chincsc, and donated it to Lu Wangai, the Covcrnor 
of Jiangxi. Lu's three sons were studying for governmcnt exams. They 
had to pass them if they wrre to make a succrss of thcir livcs. Ricci's 
book was a timely il~trndurtion to mnemonics, which they could usr while 
studying. 

One of the most-analyscd mrmories this century hclonged to a Russian called 
Shereshevsky, othrrwise known as S. Hr aspired to hr  a violinist, hecamc a 
journalist and cnded up  earning his living as a professional mncmonist. 
According to thr famous neuropsychologist Professor Luria, \vho studicd S 
over a prriod of thirty yrars, thcre were no distinct limits to his memory. 

Luria presented him with 70-digit matrices, complcx scientific fomular, cvcn 
poems in rorcigm 1anguag.r~. all of which he could memorize in a mattcr of min- 
utcs. He was even ahle to rrcall the information perfectly firtrcn ycars later. 

S's experience of the world around him was qoitc rlifiercnt tiom ours. He 
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was born with a condition known as synarsthesia: the stimulation of one sense 
produces a reaction in another. (Alexander Scriabin the composer was also 
synaesthetic. The condition is often induced by hallucinogenic drugs.) 

In S's case, he automatically translated the world around him into vivid 
mental images that lasted for years. He couldn't help but have a good memo- 
ry. If he was askcd to mcmorizr a word, he would not only hear it, but he 
wotild also see a colour. On  some occasions, he would also experience a taste 
in his mouth and a feeling on his skin. Latcr on, when he was asked to repeat 
the word, he had a number of triggers to remind him. 

He also used images to remember numbers: 

'Take thr number 1. This is a proud, well-built man; 2 is a high-spirited 
woman; 3 a gloomy prrson (why, I don't know); 6 a man with a swollen 
foot; 7 a man with a moustache; 8 a very stout woman - a sack within a 
sack. As for the number 87, what I see is a fat woman and a man twirling 
his moustache.' 

Synacsthesia created tragic problems in other areas of his life. The sound of a 
word would often genrrate an image quite different from thc word's meaning: 

'One time I went to boy some ice cream... I walked over to the vender and 
asked her what kind of ice cream she had. 'Fruit ice cream,' she said. But 
she answered in such a tone that a whole pile of coals, of black cinders, 
came bursting out of her mouth, and I couldn't bring myself to buy any ice 
c r a m  aftcr she had answered in that way ... Another thing: if I read when I 
eat, I have a hard time understanding what I am reading - the taste of the 
food drowns out the sense.' 

Metaphors, idioms, poetry (particularly Boris Pasternak!), anything that wasn't 
literal in meaning was hard for him to grasp. If he had spoken English, for 
example, and you had accuscd him of 'driving a hard bargain', he would have 
bren overwhelmed with images, not all of them very hclpfi~l. Driving a 
car ... something hard like a rock ... a scene in a market. 

If he couldn't visualize something, he was stumped. His wife had to explain 
what 'nothing' mcant. And reading was a problem, bccause of all the images 
that the words generated. 'Other people think as they read, but I see it 
all...The things I see when I read aren't real, they don't fit the context.' 

Needless to say, S had a phenomenal imagination. Luria believed that he 
spcnt a large part of his life living in the world of his images. As a child, he 
would visualize the hands on his clock staying at 7.30 so hc could stay in bed. 
He could increase his pdse from 70 beats a minute to 100, simply by imagin- 
ing he was mnning for a train. In one experiment, he raised the temperature 
of his left hand and lowered the temperature of the other (hoth by two 
degrees) just by imagining he had one hand on a stove while the other was 
holding a block of ice. He could even get his pupils to contract by imagining a 
h r i ~ h t  light! 

For a while, the only way he could forget things was by writing them down 
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and burning the paper, hut he could still ser the lrtters in the rmbers. 
Towards the end of his life, he realizcd hc could forget things only if hr had a 
conscious dpsire to erase thcm. 

Ironically, people's faces were a constant source of truuhlc. 

'Thcy'rc so changeable. A person's expression depends on his mood and on 
the circumstanccs under which you happen to meet him. Prople's faces arc 
constantly changing; its the dill'crent shades of expression th;it confttsc me 
and make it so hard to remember faces.' 

Finally, a brief word about his use of random location. When he first hecnrne 
a mncrnonist, and had to memorize a list of words, hr  woulcl 'visit' a placc 
that was associated with rach word. He appearrd to haw no control ovrr his 
mental mo\,ements, toing and froing everywhere. 

'I had just started out from Mayakovsky Square when they gave me thr 
word 'Kremlin', so I had to gct myself off to thr Krcmlin. Okay, I can 
throw a rope across to it ... But right artcr that they gave me the worcl 'poet- 
~y '  and once again I found mysrlf on Pushkin Squarr. If I had hren givrn 
'American Indian', I'd have had to gcl to America. I could, of course. 
throw a rope across the ocean, hut it's so exhausting trawlling ...' 

Later, he began to use r e~p la r  journeys and placed each i m a e  at a particular 
point. Just as the Greeks had recommended two thousand years earlier, he 
i~p~r rc i a l rd  ihc need for well-lit scenes and wodd oftcn crcct strcrt lamps 
above images if they were on a dark stretch of his journey. 

(For anyone who wants to know more about the fascinating life of S, I rcc- 
ornmend Professor Luria's absorbing book 7 7 r e  Mind of a ~tlnanonirt.) 

I R E N O  F U N E S  

The sole documentor of thr unusual lifr of Ireno Funes was the Aqrntinc 
writrr Jorge I.uis Barges, which will set the alarm bclls ringing in anyone 
who is concerned solely with historical truths. Borges n!jnyed mixing fact 
with fiction in his writing, developing a style that came to be known as 
magical realism. His account of Funcs is found in Izicioner, a colluction of 
short stories that, as the titlc suggcsts, owed more than a liltlc tn Borges' 
imagination. 

However, it is more than likrly that Funcs was hased on somronr Borg~s  
knew, or  had heard about. !Ye know that other charactrrs in Borses' w ~ r k  
wcrr modelled on pcople drawn from real lire. Having said that, rhrre arr 
some patent absurdities in his account, which I will comr to latcr. 

Borges is not sure who Funes's parents were, but his fathcr rnighl lrnvr hcen 
an Englishman called O'Connor. He lived in Fray Bcntos (of corned hccf lirmr) 
and was known for his ability to tell the timc withont consulting a watch. Borg-es 
visited him twicc. O n  the second occasion, in 1887, he lrarnl that when Funcs 
was nineteen years old had fallen ofl his honr, crippling him for lie. 'rlrr nmr 
fatal accident, however, had a plus side: hr wokr up ~ i t h  ;I pcficct me mu^?! 
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Funes could suddenly rccall every day of his lifc, and cvcn claimed to 
remember thr cloud lbnnation on a particular d y  five years earlier. (This is 
something that I find a little hard to helieve; his ability to compare the forma- 
tion with watcr spray bcforr the 'hattle of Quehracho' smacks of pure literary 
invention.) He learnt English, French, Portugese, and Latin with ease, and dis- 
missed his physical disabilities as unimportant in the light of his exceptional 
mrmory. 

On close examination of the text, it would appear that Rorgrs is prrscnting 
us with an accuratr case ~ tudy  of someone who had synaesthrsia, coupled with 
a heightened sense of visual imagery j u s t  like S, in fact. 'IVe, in a glancc, 
percrivc thrcc wine dasses on tllc tablc,' writes Rorgcs; 'Funes saw all the 
shoots, clusters, and grapes of thr vine.' Borgrs describes a man whose senses 
picked up the minutcst details about the world (which were thcn storrd in his 
memory), hut who was 'incapable of p e r a l ,  platonic idcas'. 

In a passage uncannily similar to Luria's account of S, Borges describes 
Funes's perception of 'the many faces of a dcad man during a protracted wakc'. 
He was even surprised by the sight of himself in a mirror. Remcmhcring faces 
wasn't raw for somrone who could drtect the minutest chanps in expression, 
colour and feeling. Tt's this sort of psyrhologic;d detail that makcs me think Borges 
hasrd hi? account on a rral person. 

Funes had also developed his own system for memorizing nomhcrs. It 
comes as no surprise to lrarn that he translated them into people and other 
memorable symbols. For example, 701 7 becamc 'Maximo Perez'; thr year 
1714 brcamr 'thr train'; Napolcon mcant another number (Borgrs doesn't 
sprcify which - he was clearly mystifird by the system); Agustin de Vedia 
another. 

O n  discovering his rxceptional talent, Funes set ahout catalo,ping every 
memory image from Ilis life: 70,000 of them hy his calculation. In its breadth 
of amhidon, the projrct is rmiiniscent of Renais~ance actempts (Bruno and 
Camillo) to catalogue all human knowlrd~r.  Sadly, Funes died of a pulmonary 
rongrstion at thr agr of twcntyone. 

V.P. 
Bnrn in Latvia (near thc hirthplacc of S), V.P. (his case filr doesn't disclose his 
name) had mrmorized 150 poems by the agc of ten. He was brought up in an 
East Europran Jcwish culturc, ohcre thcrr was a strong oral tradition. Grrat 
cmphasis was placed on learning thinp hy rote. V.P. emi~qatcd to the United 
Statrs, whcrr hc worked as a store clerk, and earned a certain amount of notori- 
ety hy his ability to play seven chess games simultaneousl~, wearing a blindfold. 

He could speak English, Latvian, German, and Russian fluently and had a 
reading knowledg-e of all modern Europran languagrs, with thc exception of 
Greek and Hu i~g~r i an .  Rut it would hr  quite wrong to dcscrihe V.P. as an 
intellectual genius. He had an I.'> of 136. 

In 1972, hr  was the suhject of a study by the psychologists E. Hunt and 
T. Love, who conrludcd that his memory of words owed a lot to linguistic 
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Welch estimated that he was asked over one million questions in his Life. He 
made eleven short films with Twentieth Century Fox, appeared in 4,000 radio 
programmes, 500 TV shows and eight Royal Command Performances. So 
what went wrong? 

In the late 1950s, bookings dried up. By 1960, he was a fmance olficer at the 
Holloway branch of the Department of Employment. On his retirement in 1972, 
he tried to make a come-hack, landing a re~plar spot on Radio 2's Late Nxhl Exha. 
The switchboards were jammed with Listeners trying to call in, but the memory 
man was soon forgotten. He died on 8 February 1980, aged seventy-three. 

He once gave a very revealing interview to Ian Gilchrist of the Sundny 
Exprcrs, in which he talked at length about the abrupt end to his career. 
Nodding towards his wife, Kathleen, who was sitting in the garden as they 
spoke, he gave this assessment of his career's untimely end. 

'It was her, see. She was my biggest problem. When I started on the 
radio, she didn't want me to do this for a living. No, she wanted me to 
be at home at night. But things moved too quickly for her to stop them. 
The show hit straight away. 

About 1957, the wife says, "Look, our two girls have mamed, we've 
got this house, just the two of us, and you're not going to leave me 
alone at night any more." 

Well, I like my home comforts, see. I sat on my bottom for three 
years, during which I finished up heing seven or eight thousand pounds 
worse off. The number of bookings I turned down was nobody's busi- 
ness. I had to decide whether to sacrifice my home Life by going around 
the Northern clubs, or whether to take a safe nine-to-five job. 

The wife and I are opposites in many ways. And maybe that's why 
we've stayed together for forty years. She's a worry-guts, a pessimist. 
She dies a thousand deaths when I'm on stage. But she's been a very 
dominant influence in my life and I'm not going to sacrifice that for the 
sake of earning five or  six hundred up North. 

Anyway, have you ever been to any of these Northern clubs? People 
I was once proud to work with, household names, now go up and do 
fifteen minutes of sheer concentrated filth. I don't want to follow that 
sort of act. I still consider myself at the top. There isn't a better known 
speciality act in the country than yours truly.' 

H A R R Y  L O R A Y N E  

Hany Lorayne is one of the great memory men of the twentieth century - a 
fine performer, actor and lecturer. Hundreds of companies, including the likes 
of IBM, US Steel and General Electric, have hired him to conduct seminars 
on mind power and memory training. And he has appeared on just about 
every American w show, including Johnny Carson's % Tonght Show, Good 
Morning Amnica, and The Todny Show. 

Lorayne grrw up in the depression years of the late 1920s and 1930% in 
New York's Lower East Side. After dropping out of high school hecause his 
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family had no money, he held a number of errand and clerking jobs, all of 
them low paid. In World War Two, he ended up working in the Army 
accounting office because of his aptitude for figures. There he met and 
married his present wife and decided to go into showbusiness at the end of 
the war. 

Ever since the age of eight, he had been fascinated by magic. (He has 
written fifteen hooks for other magicians and is a highly respected teacher.) 
H e  began to play small nightclubs in New York, where his exceptional 
skills began to be noticed. Once or twice, he introduced simple memory 
feats, which seemed to go down well, even better than the magic. He 
decided to read every hook he could find on memory. After months of 
being holed up in the public library, he emerged with the beginnings of his 
own system. 

'Out of knowledge, trial and e m r  - especially e m r  at first - I began to work on 
a memory system of my own. I used it myself, at first. It worked. Those memory 
demonshations went into my act. I found that they were the highlights. I began 
to decrease the magic undl fmally I was doing all memory and no magic.' 

Still in his twenties, he found himself on network television. America, it seems, 
couldn't get enough of him, and he went on to have a phenomenal career. His 
hooks are widely read in Britain, hut Lorayne as a performer is not so well 
known; some people might remember his appearance on Michael Parkinson's 
TV chat show in the 1970s. 

The walls of his ofice today are covered with letters from people all around 
the world who have benefitted from his approach to memory. One is from the 
Academy Award winning actress Anne Bancroft, who uses his techniques for 
learning scripts, another is from a prisoner of war. 

'We relied on your memory systems for sanity. We applied them and 
learned literally thousands of foreign words, poems, speeches, mathematics, 
electronics, classical music, philosophy, the list is endless. Just wanted to tell 
you how much your systems meant to all of us in captivity.' 

T O N Y  B U Z A N  

Tony Buzan is one of the leading world authorities on brain power. He 
lectures all around the world, advising royalty, governments, multi-nationals 
such as BP, Digital Equipment Corporation, General Moton and Rank Xerox, 
and universities. 

His most important contribution to date has been 'Mindmapping', a very 
successful method of ordering information in a visual way. A subject is broken 
down into its component pans and displayed on a page in different colours, 
allowing you to see and make new connections. 

Buzan has also written extensively on memory. He is chairman of the Brain 
Club, an international organisationdesigned toincrease mental, physical and 
spiritual awareness, and he has also edited the Intonational journal Of Mma (the 
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High IQ Society's magazine). Born in London in 1942, he emigrated to 
Vancouver in 1954 and graduated from the University of Colombia in 1964 
with double honoun Psychology, English, Maths and General Sciences. He has 
lived in Endand since 1966. In 1991, he set up the first ever World MEMOW 
with Raymond Keene, chess correspondent of 7he 7imes. 



C O N C L U S I O N  

C O N C L U S I O N  

I hopr that you have enjoyed reading this hook and that you are already 
putting some or the mrtl~ods into practice. Don't try doing too much in 
I one so; see it as a training programme. An athlctc, after all, doesn't get fit 
overnight, and your brain is likr a very srnsitive and powelfill musclc. A little 
bit of practice every day is much hetter than a burst of activity followed by 
frustration. Practice makes a perfect mcmory. 

Apart from the basic principle of using a mental journey, there is one par- 
ticular aspect of this hook that I would like you to take away and use immedi- 
ately in your everyday life: the DO~I INIC  SYSTEM. This makrs the world an cas- 
icr place to remember; without it you won't fully reap the benefits of a trained 
memory. It plays a central role in the mental diary, sperches, history, seogra- 
phy, cards, job inteniews, appointmmts. Numhcrs arr  everyvhere and it's 
worth spendins time on a system that makcs them accessihlr and memorahlc. 

The D o \ r l ~ r c  SvsrcM is a lanpage, but you will only be communicating 
with yourself. Lct it adapt to your orm needs and idiosyncrasies. I havc given 
examples to show you the basic ,Tammar, hut you must drvelop your own 
patois and vocahulary. The system makes the unintelliihle world of numhen 
intrlligihlc. What makes sensr to you might bc garbaxe to me, hut if it works, 
use it. 

I said at the beginning of this hook that you would he asked to creatc a lot 
of strange and hizarrr imn~es ,  Don't he overwhelmed hy the shrcr nunihcr my 
method requires. They are, I believe, the best way of storing information in 
your head, providing yon usr your imaginatio~~. Your mcmory loves imascs. 
There arc frw filing systems in the world that could match the llrain for size 
or efficiency, when images are usrd in conjunction with il journey. 

Don't forget my whole approach to memory has adapted and cvol\~ed over 
time. Youn must do the same. I have showed you the lhasic principles. Apply 
them and you arc well on thc way to devrloping a pcf ic t  mcmory. Gnnd luck! 
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N A M E  A N D  F A C E  E X E R C I S E S  

Let us suppose you meet this group of people for the first time. By using the 
techniques outlined in this book, try to memorize their names, but remember: 

1. Study the face before checking the name. 
2. Work on your initid impressions - do they remind you of anyone? A 
friend, a relative, a celebrity? What do you think they may do for a living? 
3. Let the face suggest the location. Perhaps you might expect to find 
Trevor Dolby in a hank or Anne Timblick in a famous coffre commercial. 
4. Finally, use your imagination to connect the name to your chosen location. 



N A M E  A N D  C E  E X E R C I S E S  

I .  JOANNA STTINNERTON 

3. JULIA SICHEL 

4. TED GARC 

--- 171 -- 
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1 -. 4 
3. PATSY METCHICK 

i .  RI\C:HEI. KISG 



N A M E  P N D  F A C  

lo. 'I'lhl JAMES 

1 
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